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THE MACHINE 

STOPS 
by E. M. FORSTER



The Air Ship

Imagine, if you can, a small room, hexagonal in 
shape, like the cell of a bee. It is lighted neither by 
window nor by lamp, yet it is filled with a soft 
radiance. There are no apertures for ventilation, yet 
the air is fresh. There are no musical instruments, 
and yet, at the moment that my meditation opens, 
this room is throbbing with melodious sounds. An 
armchair is in the centre, by its side a reading-desk 
– that is all the furniture. And in the armchair there 
sits a swaddled lump of flesh – a woman, about 
five feet high, with a face as white as a fungus. It is 
to her that the little room belongs.

An electric bell rang.
The woman touched a switch and the music 

was silent.
'I suppose I must see who it is', she thought, and 

set her chair in motion. The chair, like the music, 
was worked by machinery and it rolled her to the 
other side of the room where the bell still rang 
importunately.

'Who is it?' she called. Her voice was irritable, 
for she had been interrupted often since the music 
began. She knew several thousand people; in 
certain directions human intercourse had 
advanced enormously.



But when she listened into the receiver, her 
white face wrinkled into smiles, and she said: 'Very 
well. Let us talk, I will isolate myself. I do not 
expect anything important will happen for the next 
five minutes – for I can give you fully five minutes, 
Kuno. Then I must deliver my lecture on "Music 
during the Australian Period".'

She touched the isolation knob, so that no one 
else could speak to her. Then she touched the 
lighting apparatus, and the little room was plunged 
into darkness. 'Be quick!' she called, her irritation 
returning. 'Be quick, Kuno; here I am in the dark 
wasting my time.'

But it was fully fifteen seconds before the round 
plate that she held in her hands began to glow. A 
faint blue light shot across it, darkening to purple, 
and presently she could see the image of her son, 
who lived on the other side of the earth, and he 
could see her. 'Kuno, how slow you are.'

He smiled gravely.
'I really believe you enjoy dawdling.'
'I have called you before, mother, but you were 

always busy or isolated. I have something 
particular to say.’

'What is it, dearest boy? Be quick. Why could 
you not send it by pneumatic post?'

'Because I prefer saying such a thing. I want----'
'Well?'
'I want you to come and see me.'
Vashti watched his face in the blue plate.
'But I can see you!' she exclaimed. 'What more 

do you want?'
'I want to see you not through the Machine,' said 

Kuno. 'I want to speak to you not through the 
wearisome Machine.'

'Oh, hush!' said his mother, vaguely shocked. 
'You mustn't say anything against the Machine.'

'Why not?'
'One mustn't.'
'You talk as if a god had made the Machine,' 

cried the other. ‘I believe that you pray to it when 
you are unhappy. Men made it, do not forget that. 
Great men, but men. The Machine is much, but it is 
not everything. I see something like you in this 
plate, but I do not see you. I hear something like 
you through this telephone, but I do not hear you. 
That is why I want you to come. Pay me a visit, so 
that we can meet face to face, and talk about the 
hopes that are in my mind.'



She replied that she could scarcely spare the time 
for a visit.

'The air-ship barely takes two days to fly 
between me and you.'

'I dislike air-ships.'
'Why?'
'I dislike seeing the horrible brown earth, and the 

sea, and the stars when it is dark. I get no ideas in 
an air-ship.'

'I do not get them anywhere else.'
'What kind of ideas can the air give you?' He 

paused for an instant.
'Do you not know four big stars that form an 

oblong, and three stars close together in the middle 
of the oblong, and hanging from these stars, three 
other stars?'

'No, I do not. I dislike the stars. But did they give 
you an idea? How interesting; tell me.'

'I had an idea that they were like a man.'
'I do not understand.'
'The four big stars are the man's shoulders and 

his knees. The three stars in the middle are like the 
belts that men wore once, and the three stars 
hanging are like a sword.'

'A sword?'
'Men carried swords about with them, to kill 

animals and other men.'

'It does not strike me as a very good idea, but it is 
certainly original. When did it come to you first?'

'In the air-ship-----' He broke off, and she fancied 
that he looked sad. She could not be sure, for the 
Machine did not transmit nuances of expression. It 
only gave a general idea of people – an idea that 
was good enough for all practical purposes, Vashti 
thought. The imponderable bloom, declared by a 
discredited philosophy to be the actual essence of 
intercourse, was rightly ignored by the Machine, 
just as the imponderable bloom of the grape was 
ignored by the manufacturers of artificial fruit. 
Something 'good enough' had long since been 
accepted by our race.

'The truth is,' he continued, 'that I want to see 
these stars again. They are curious stars. I want to 
see them not from the air-ship, but from the surface 
of the earth, as our ancestors did, thousands of 
years ago. I want to visit the surface of the earth.’

She was shocked again.
'Mother, you must come, if only to explain to me 

what is the harm of visiting the surface of the earth.’
'No harm,' she replied, controlling herself. 'But 

no advantage. The surface of the earth is only dust



and mud, no advantage. The surface of the earth is 
only dust and mud, no life remains on it, and you 
would need a respirator, or the cold of the outer air 
would kill you. One dies immediately in the outer 
air.'

'I know; of course I shall take all precautions.'
'And besides----'
'Well?'
She considered, and chose her words with care. 

Her son had a queer temper, and she wished to 
dissuade him from the expedition.

'It is contrary to the spirit of the age,' she asserted.
'Do you mean by that, contrary to the Machine?'
'In a sense, but----'
His image is the blue plate faded.
‘Kuno!'
He had isolated himself.
For a moment Vashti felt lonely.
Then she generated the light, and the sight of her 

room, flooded with radiance and studded with 
electric buttons, revived her. There were buttons and 
switches everywhere – buttons to call for food for 
music, for clothing. There was the hot-bath button, 
by pressure of which a basin of (imitation) marble 
rose out of the floor, filled to the brim with a warm 
deodorized liquid. There was the cold-bath button. 

There was the button that produced literature. And 
there were of course the buttons by which she 
communicated with her friends. The room, though it 
contained nothing, was in touch with all that she 
cared for in the world.

Vashti's next move was to turn off the isolation 
switch, and all the accumulations of the last three 
minutes burst upon her. The room was filled with 
the noise of bells, and speaking-tubes. What was the 
new food like? Could she recommend it? Has she 
had any ideas lately? Might one tell her one's own 
ideas? Would she make an engagement to visit the 
public nurseries at an early date? – say this day 
month. To most of these questions she replied with 
irritation – a growing quality in that accelerated age. 
She said that the new food was horrible. That she 
could not visit the public nurseries through press of 
engagements. That she had no ideas of her own but 
had just been told one – that four stars and three in 
the middle were like a man: she doubted there was 
much in it. Then she switched off her 
correspondents, for it was time to deliver her lecture 
on Australian music. The clumsy system of public 
gatherings had been long since abandoned; neither 
Vashti nor her audience stirred from their rooms.



Seated in her armchair she spoke, while they 
in their armchairs heard her, fairly well, and saw 
her, fairly well. She opened with a humorous 
account of music in the pre Mongolian epoch, 
and went on to describe the great outburst of 
song that followed the Chinese conquest. Remote 
and primæval as were the methods of I-San-So 
and the Brisbane school, she yet felt (she said) 
that study of them might repay the musicians of 
today: they had freshness; they had, above all, 
ideas. Her lecture, which lasted ten minutes, was 
well received, and at its conclusion she and many 
of her audience listened to a lecture on the sea; 
there were ideas to be got from the sea; the 
speaker had donned a respirator and visited it 
lately. Then she fed, talked to many friends, had a 
bath, talked again, and summoned her bed. The 
bed was not to her liking. It was too large, and 
she had a feeling for a small bed.

Complaint was useless, for beds were of the 
same dimension all over the world, and to have 
had an alternative size would have involved vast 
alterations in the Machine. Vashti isolated herself 
– it was necessary, for neither day nor night 
existed under the ground – and reviewed all that 

had happened since she had summoned the bed 
last. Ideas? Scarcely any. Events – was Kuno's 
invitation an event?

By her side, on the little reading-desk, was a 
survival from the ages of litter – one book. This 
was the Book of the Machine. In it were 
instructions against every possible contingency. If 
she was hot or cold or dyspeptic or at a loss for a 
word, she went to the book, and it told her which 
button to press. The Central Committee 
published it. In accordance with a growing habit, 
it was richly bound.

Sitting up in the bed, she took it reverently in 
her hands. She glanced round the glowing room 
as if some one might be watching her. Then, half 
ashamed, half joyful, she murmured 'O Machine! 
O Machine!' and raised the volume to her lips. 
Thrice she kissed it, thrice inclined her head, 
thrice she felt the delirium of acquiescence. Her 
ritual performed, she turned to page 1367, which 
gave the times of the departure of the air-ships 
from the island in the southern hemisphere, 
under whose soil she lived, to the island in the 
northern hemisphere, whereunder lived her son.



She thought, 'I have not the time.'
She made the room dark and slept; she awoke 

and made the room light; she ate and exchanged 
ideas with her friends, and listened to music and 
attended lectures; she make the room dark and 
slept. Above her, beneath her, and around her, the 
Machine hummed eternally; she did not notice 
the noise, for she had been born with it in her 
ears. The earth, carrying her, hummed as it sped 
through silence, turning her now to the invisible 
sun, now to the invisible stars. She awoke and 
made the room light.

'Kuno!'
'I will not talk to you,’ he answered, 'until you 

come.'
'Have you been on the surface of the earth 

since we spoke last?'
His image faded.
Again she consulted the book. She became 

very nervous and lay back in her chair 
palpitating. Think of her as without teeth or hair. 
Presently she directed the chair to the wall, and 
pressed an unfamiliar button. The wall swung 
apart slowly. Through the opening she saw a 
tunnel that curved slightly, so that its goal was 
not visible. Should she go to see her son, here 
was the beginning of the journey.

Of course she knew all about the 
communication-system. There was nothing 

mysterious in it. She would summon a car and it 
would fly with her down the tunnel until it 
reached the lift that communicated with the air-
ship station: the system had been in use for many, 
many years, long before the universal 
establishment of the Machine. And of course she 
had studied the civilization that had immediately 
preceded her own – the civilization that had 
mistaken the functions of the system, and had 
used it for bringing people to things, instead of 
for bringing things to people. Those funny old 
days, when men went for change of air instead of 
changing the air in their rooms! And yet – she 
was frightened of the tunnel: she had not seen it 
since her last child was born. It curved – but not 
quite as she remembered; it was brilliant – but 
not quite as brilliant as a lecturer had suggested. 
Vashti was seized with the terrors of direct 
experience. She shrank back into the room, and 
the wall closed up again.

'Kuno,' she said, 'I cannot come to see you. I 
am not well.'

Immediately an enormous apparatus fell on to 
her out of the ceiling, a thermometer was 
automatically laid upon her heart. She lay 
powerless. Cool pads soothed her forehead. 
Kuno had telegraphed to her doctor.



So the human passions still blundered up and 
down in the Machine. Vashti drank the medicine 
that the doctor projected into her mouth, and the 
machinery retired into the ceiling. The voice of 
Kuno was heard asking how she felt.

'Better.' Then with irritation: 'But why do you 
not come to me instead?'

'Because I cannot leave this place.'
'Why?'
'Because, any moment, something tremendous 

may happen.'
'Have you been on the surface of the earth yet?'
'Not yet.'
'Then what is it?'
'I will not tell you through the Machine.'
She resumed her life.
But she thought of Kuno as a baby, his birth, his 

removal to the public nurseries, her own visit to 
him there, his visits to her – visits which stopped 
when the Machine had assigned him a room on 
the other side of the earth. 'Parents, duties of,' said 
the book of the Machine,' cease at the moment of 
birth. P.422327483.' True, but there was something 
special about Kuno – indeed there had been 
something special about all her children – and, 
after all, she must brave the journey if he desired 
it. And 'something tremendous might happen'. 
What did that mean? The nonsense of a youthful 
man, no doubt, but she must go. Again she 

pressed the unfamiliar button, again the wall 
swung back, and she saw the tunnel that curves 
out of sight. Clasping the Book, she rose, tottered 
on to the platform, and summoned the car. Her 
room closed behind her: the journey to the 
northern hemisphere had begun.

Of course it was perfectly easy. The car 
approached and in it she found armchairs exactly 
like her own. When she signalled, it stopped, and 
she tottered into the lift. One other passenger was 
in the lift, the first fellow creature she had seen 
face to face for months. Few travelled in these 
days, for, thanks to the advance of science, the 
earth was exactly alike all over. Rapid intercourse, 
from which the previous civilization had hoped so 
much, had ended by defeating itself. What was the 
good of going to Peking when it was just like 
Shrewsbury? Why return to Shrewsbury when it 
would all be like Peking? Men seldom moved 
their bodies; all unrest was concentrated in the 
soul.

The air-ship service was a relic from the former 
age. It was kept up, because it was easier to keep it 
up than to stop it or to diminish it, but it now far 
exceeded the wants of the population. Vessel after 
vessel would rise from the vomitories of Rye or of 
Christchurch (I use the antique names), would sail 
into the crowded sky, and would draw up at the 



wharves of the south – empty. So nicely adjusted 
was the system, so independent of meteorology, that 
the sky, whether calm or cloudy, resembled a vast 
kaleidoscope whereon the same patterns 
periodically recurred. The ship on which Vashti 
sailed started now at sunset, now at dawn. But 
always, as it passed above Rheas, it would 
neighbour the ship that served between Helsingfors 
and the Brazils, and, every third time it surmounted 
the Alps, the fleet of Palermo would cross its track 
behind. Night and day, wind and storm, tide and 
earthquake, impeded man no longer. He had 
harnessed Leviathan. All the old literature, with its 
praise of Nature, and its fear of Nature, rang false as 
the prattle of a child.

Yet as Vashti saw the vast flank of the ship, 
stained with exposure to the outer air, her horror of 
direct experience returned. It was not quite like the 
air-ship in the cinematophote. For one thing it smelt 
– not strongly or unpleasantly, but it did smell, and 
with her eyes shut she should have known that a 
new thing was close to her. Then she had to walk to 
it from the lift, had to submit to glances from the 
other passengers. The man in front dropped his 
Book – no great matter, but it disquieted them all. In 
the rooms, if the Book was dropped, the floor raised 
it mechanically, but the gangway to the air-ship was 
not so prepared, and the sacred volume lay 
motionless. They stopped – the thing was 
unforeseen – and the man, instead of picking up his 
property, felt the muscles of his arm to see how they 
had failed him. Then some one actually said with 
direct utterance: 'We shall be late' – and they 
trooped on board, Vashti treading on the pages as 
she did so.

Inside, her anxiety increased. The arrangements 
were old-fashioned and rough. There was even a 
female attendant, to whom she would have to 
announce her wants during the voyage. Of course a 
revolving platform ran the length of the boat, but 
she was expected to walk from it to her cabin. Some 
cabins were better than others, and she did not get 
the best. She thought the attendant had been unfair, 
and spasms of rage shook her. The glass valves had 
closed, she could not go back. She saw, at the end of 
the vestibule, the lift in which she had ascended 
going quietly up and down, empty. Beneath those 
corridors of shining tiles were rooms, tier below tier, 
reaching far into the earth, and in each room there 
sat a human being, eating, or sleeping, or producing 
ideas. And buried deep in the hive was her own 
room. Vashti was afraid. 'O Machine!' she 
murmured, and caressed her Book, and was 
comforted.



Then the sides of the vestibule seemed to melt 
together, as do the passages that we see in dreams, 
the lift vanished, the Book that had been dropped 
slid to the left and vanished, polished tiles rushed 
by like a stream of water, there was a slight jar, 
and the air-ship, issuing from its tunnel, soared 
above the waters of a tropical ocean.

It was night. For a moment she saw the coast of 
Sumatra edged by the phosphorescence of waves, 
and crowned by lighthouses, still sending forth 
their disregarded beams. These also vanished, and 
only the stars distracted her. They were not 
motionless, but swayed to and fro above her head, 
thronging out of one sky-light into another, as if 
the universe and not the air-ship was careening. 
And, as often happens on clear nights, they 
seemed now to be in perspective, now on a plane; 
now piled tier beyond tier into the infinite 
heavens, now concealing infinity, a roof limiting 
forever the visions of men. In either case they 
seemed intolerable. 'Are we to travel in the dark?' 
called the passengers angrily, and the attendant, 
who had been careless, generated the light, and 
pulled down the blinds of pliable metal. When the 
air-ships had been built, the desire to look direct at 
things still lingered in the world. Hence the 
extraordinary number of skylights and windows, 
and the proportionate discomfort to those who 
were civilized and refined. Even in Vashti's cabin 
one star peeped through a flaw in the blind, and 
after a few hours' uneasy slumber, she was 
disturbed by an unfamiliar glow, which was the 
dawn.

Quick as the ship had sped westwards, the 
earth had rolled eastwards quicker still, and had 
dragged back Vashti and her companions towards 
the sun. Science could prolong the night, but only 
for a little, and those high hopes of neutralizing 
the earth's diurnal revolution had passed, together 
with hopes that were possibly higher. To 'keep 
pace with the sun,' or even to outstrip it, had been 
the aim of the civilization preceding this. Racing 
aeroplanes had been built for the purpose, capable 
of enormous speed, and steered by the greatest 
intellects of the epoch. Round the globe they went, 
round and round, westward, westward, round 
and round, amidst humanity's applause. In vain. 
The globe went eastward quicker still, horrible 
accidents occurred, and the Committee of the 
Machine, at the time rising into prominence, 
declared the pursuit illegal, unmechanical, and 
punishable by Homelessness.

Of Homelessness more will be said later.



Doubtless the Committee was right. Yet the 
attempt to 'defeat the sun' aroused the last 
common interest that our race experienced about 
the heavenly bodies, or indeed about anything. It 
was the last time that men were compacted by 
thinking of a power outside the world. The sun 
had conquered, yet it was the end of his spiritual 
dominion. Dawn, midday, twilight, the zodiacal 
path, touched neither men's lives not their hearts, 
and science retreated into the ground, to 
concentrate herself upon problems that she was 
certain of solving.

So when Vashti found her cabin invaded by a 
rosy finger of light, she was annoyed, and tried to 
adjust the blind. But the blind flew up altogether, 
and she saw through the skylight small pink 
clouds, swaying against a background of blue, and 
as the sun crept higher, its radiance entered direct, 
brimming down the wall, like a golden sea. It rose 
and fell with the air-ship's motion, just as waves 
rise and fall, but it advanced steadily, as a tide 
advances. Unless she was careful, it would strike 
her face. A spasm of horror shook her and she 
rang for the attendant. The attendant too was 
horrified, but she could do nothing; it was not her 
place to mend the blind. She could only suggest 
that the lady should change her cabin, which she 
accordingly prepared to do.

People were almost exactly alike all over the 
world, but the attendant of the air-ship, perhaps 
owing to her exceptional duties, had grown a little 
out of the common. She had often to address 

passengers with direct speech, and this had given 
her a certain roughness and originality of manner. 
When Vashti swerved away from the sunbeams 
with a cry, she behaved barbarically – she put out 
her hand to steady her.

'How dare you!' exclaimed the passenger. 'You 
forget yourself!'

The woman was confused, and apologized for 
not having let her fall. People never touched one 
another. The custom had become obsolete, owing 
to the Machine.

'Where are we now?' asked Vashti haughtily.
'We are over Asia,' said the attendant, anxious 

to be polite.
'Asia?'
'You must excuse my common way of 

speaking. I have got into the habit of calling places 
over which I pass by their unmechanical names.'

'Oh, I remember Asia. The Mongols came from 
it.'

'Beneath us, in the open air, stood a city that 
was once called Simla.' 

‘Have you ever heard of the Mongols and of 
the Brisbane school?'

'No.'
'Brisbane also stood in the open air.'
'Those mountains to the right – let me show 

you them.' She pushed back a metal blind. The 
main chain of the Himalayas was revealed. 'They 
were once called the Roof of the World, those 
mountains.'





'You must remember that, before the dawn of 
civilization, they seemed to be an impenetrable wall 
that touched the stars. It was supposed that no one 
but the gods could exist above their summits. How 
we have advanced, thanks to the Machine!'

'How we have advanced, thanks to the Machine!' 
said Vashti.

'How we have advanced, thanks to the Machine!' 
echoed the passenger who had dropped his Book 
the night before, and who was standing in the 
passage.

'And that white stuff in the cracks? – what is it?'
'I have forgotten its name.'
'Cover the window, please. These mountains 

give me no ideas.'
The northern aspect of the Himalayas was in 

deep shadow: on the Indian slope the sun had just 
prevailed. The forests had been destroyed during 
the literature epoch for the purpose of making 
newspaper-pulp, but the snows were awakening to 
their morning glory, and clouds still hung on the 
breasts of Kinchinjunga. In the plain were seen the 
ruins of cities, with diminished rivers creeping by 
their walls, and by the sides of these were 
sometimes the signs of vomitories, marking the 
cities of today. Over the whole prospect air-ships 
rushed, crossing the inter-crossing with incredible 
aplomb, and rising nonchalantly when they desired 
to escape the perturbations of the lower atmosphere 
and to traverse the Roof of the World.

'We have indeed advanced, thanks to the 
Machine,' repeated the attendant, and hid the 
Himalayas behind a metal blind.

The day dragged wearily forward. The 
passengers sat each in his cabin, avoiding one 
another with an almost physical repulsion and 
longing to be once more under the surface of the 
earth. There were eight or ten of them, mostly 
young males, sent out from the public nurseries to 
inhabit the rooms of those who had died in various 
parts of the earth. The man who had dropped his 
Book was on the homeward journey. He had been 
sent to Sumatra for the purpose of propagating the 
race. Vashti alone was travelling by her private will.

At midday she took a second glance at the earth. 
The air-ship was crossing another range of 
mountains, but she could see little, owing to clouds. 
Masses of black rock hovered below her, and 
merged indistinctly into grey. Their shapes were 
fantastic; one of them resembled a prostrate man.

'No ideas here,' murmured Vashti, and hid the 
Caucasus behind a metal blind. In the evening she 
looked again. They were crossing a golden sea, in 
which lay many small islands and one peninsula. 
She repeated, 'No ideas here,' and hid Greece 
behind a metal blind.



The Mending Apparatus

By a vestibule, by a lift, by a tubular railway, 
by a platform, by a sliding door – by reversing all 
the steps of her departure did Vashti arrive at her 
son's room, which exactly resembled her own. She 
might well declare that the visit was superfluous. 
The buttons, the knobs, the reading-desk with the 
Book, the temperature, the atmosphere, the 
illumination – all were exactly the same. And if 
Kuno himself, flesh of her flesh, stood close beside 
her at last, what profit was there in that? She was 
too well-bred to shake him by the hand. Averting 
her eyes, she spoke as follows:

'Here I am. I have had the most terrible journey 
and greatly retarded the development of my soul. 
It is not worth it, Kuno, it is not worth it. My time 
is too precious. The sunlight almost touched me, 
and I have met with the rudest people. I can only 
stop a few minutes. Say what you want to say, 
and then I must return.'

'I have been threatened with Homelessness,' 
said Kuno. She looked at him now. 'I have been 
threatened with Homelessness, and I could not 
tell you such a thing through the Machine.’

Homelessness means death. The victim is 
exposed to the air, which kills him.

'I have been outside since I spoke to you last. 
The tremendous thing has happened, and they 
have discovered me.'

'But why shouldn't you go outside?' she 
exclaimed, 'It is perfectly legal, perfectly 
mechanical, to visit the surface of the earth. I have 
lately been to a lecture on the sea; there is no 

objection to that; one simply summons a 
respirator and gets an Egression-permit. It is not 
the kind of thing that spiritually minded people 
do, and I begged you not to do it, but there is no 
legal objection to it.'

'I did not get an Egression-permit.'
'Then how did you get out?'
'I found out a way of my own.' The phrase 

conveyed no meaning to her, and he had to repeat 
it.

'A way of your own?' she whispered. 'But that 
would be wrong.'

'Why?'
The question shocked her beyond measure.
'You are beginning to worship the Machine,' he 

said coldly. 'You think it irreligious of me to have 
found out a way of my own. It was just what the 
Committee thought, when they threatened me 
with Homelessness.'

At this she grew angry. 'I worship nothing!' she 
cried. 'I am most advanced. I don't think you 
irreligious, for there is no such thing as religion 
left. All the fear and the superstition that existed 
once have been destroyed by the Machine. I only 
meant that to find out a way of your own was----
Besides, there is no new way out.'

'So it is always supposed.'
'Except through the vomitories, for which one 

must have an Egression-permit, it is impossible to 
get out. The Book says so.'

'Well, the Book's wrong, for I have been out on 
my feet.'

For Kuno was possessed of a certain physical 
strength.



By these days it was a demerit to be 
muscular. Each infant was examined at birth, 
and all who promised undue strength were 
destroyed. Humanitarians may protest, but it 
would have been no true kindness to let an 
athlete live; he would never have been happy in 
that state of life to which the Machine had 
called him; he would have yearned for trees to 
climb, rivers to bathe in, meadows and hills 
against which he might measure his body. Man 
must be adapted to his surroundings, must he 
not? In the dawn of the world our weakly must 
be exposed on Mount Taygetus; in its twilight 
our strong will suffer euthanasia, that the 
Machine may progress, that the Machine may 
progress, that the Machine may progress 
eternally.

'You know that we have lost the sense of 
space. We say “space is annihilated”, but we 
have annihilated not space, but the sense 
thereof. We have lost a part of ourselves. I 
determined to recover it, and I began by 
walking up and down the platform of the 
railway outside my room. Up and down, until I 
was tired, and so did recapture the meaning of 
"Near" and "Far". "Near" is a place to which I 
can get quickly on my feet, not a place to which 
the train or the air-ship will take me quickly. 
“Far” is a place to which I cannot get quickly on 

my feet; the vomitory is “far”, though I could 
be there in thirty-eight seconds by summoning 
the train. Man is the measure. That was my first 
lesson. Man's feet are the measure for distance, 
his hands are the measure for ownership, his 
body is the measure for all that is lovable and 
desirable and strong. Then I went further: it 
was then that I called to you for the first time, 
and you would not come.

'This city, as you know, is built deep beneath 
the surface of the earth, with only the 
vomitories protruding. Having paced the 
platform outside my own room, I took the lift to 
the next platform and paced that also, and so 
with each in turn, until I came to the topmost, 
above which begins the earth. All the platforms 
were exactly alike, and all that I gained by 
visiting them was to develop my sense of space 
and my muscles. I think I should have been 
content with this – it is not a little thing – but as 
I walked and brooded, it occurred to me that 
our cities had been built in the days when men 
still breathed the outer air, and that there had 
been ventilation shafts for the workmen. I could 
think of nothing but these ventilation shafts. 
Had they been destroyed by all the food-tubes 
and medicine-tubes and music-tubes that the 
Machine has evolved lately? Or did traces of 
them remain? One thing was certain. If I



came upon them anywhere, it would be in the 
railway-tunnels of the topmost storey. 
Everywhere else, all space was accounted for.

'I am telling my story quickly, but don't think 
that I was not a coward or that your answers 
never depressed me. It is not the proper thing, it 
is not mechanical, it is not decent to walk along a 
railway-tunnel. I did not fear that I might tread 
upon a live rail and be killed. I feared something 
far more intangible – doing what was not 
contemplated by the Machine. Then I said to 
myself, "Man is the measure", and I went, and 
after many visits I found an opening.

'The tunnels, of course, were lighted. 
Everything is light, artificial light; darkness is the 
exception. So when I saw a black gap in the tiles, 
I knew that it was an exception, and rejoiced. I 
put in my arm – I could put in no more at first – 
and waved it round and round in ecstasy. I 
loosened another tile, and put in my head, and 
shouted into the darkness: "I am coming, I shall 
do it yet," and my voice reverberated down 
endless passages. I seemed to hear the spirits of 
those dead workmen who had returned each 
evening to the starlight and to their wives, and all 
the generations who had lived in the open air 
called back to me, "You will do it yet, you are 
coming.”'

He paused, and, absurd as he was, his last 
words moved her. For Kuno had lately asked to 
be a father, and his request had been refused by 
the Committee. His was not a type that the 
Machine desired to hand on.

'Then a train passed. It brushed by me, but I 
thrust my head and arms into the hole. I had 
done enough for one day, so I crawled back to the 
platform, went down in the lift, and summoned 
my bed. Ah what dreams! And again I called you, 
and again you refused.'

She shook her head and said:
'Don't. Don't talk of these terrible things. You 

make me miserable. You are throwing civilization 
away.'

'But I had got back the sense of space and a 
man cannot rest then. I determined to get in at 
the hole and climb the shaft. And so I exercised 
my arms. Day after day I went through 
ridiculous movements, until my flesh ached, and 
I could hang by my hands and hold the pillow of 
my bed outstretched for many minutes. Then I 
summoned a respirator, and started.

'It was easy at first. The mortar had somehow 
rotted, and I soon pushed some more tiles in, and 
clambered after them into the darkness, and the



spirits of the dead comforted me. I don't know 
what I mean by that. I just say what I felt. I felt, for 
the first time, that a protest had been lodged 
against corruption, and that even as the dead were 
comforting me, so I was comforting the unborn. I 
felt that humanity existed, and that it existed 
without clothes. How can I possibly explain this? 
It was naked, humanity seemed naked, and all 
these tubes and buttons and machineries neither 
came into the world with us, nor will they follow 
us out, nor do they matter supremely while we are 
here. Had I been strong, I would have torn off 
every garment I had, and gone out into the outer 
air unswaddled. But this is not for me, nor 
perhaps for my generation. I climbed with my 
respirator and my hygienic clothes and my 
dietetic tabloids! Better thus than not at all.

'There was a ladder, made of some primæval 
metal. The light from the railway fell upon its 
lowest rungs, and I saw that it led straight 
upwards out of the rubble at the bottom of the 
shaft. Perhaps our ancestors ran up and down it a 
dozen times daily, in their building. As I climbed, 
the rough edges cut through my gloves so that my 
hands bled. The light helped me for a little, and 
then came darkness and, worse still, silence which 
pierced my ears like a sword. The Machine hums! 
Did you know that? Its hum penetrates our blood, 

and may even guide our thoughts. Who knows! I 
was getting beyond its power. Then I thought: 
“This silence means that I am doing wrong.” But I 
heard voices in the silence, and again they 
strengthened me.' He laughed. 'I had need of 
them. The next moment I cracked my head against 
something.' She sighed. 'I had reached one of 
those pneumatic stoppers that defend us from the 
outer air. You may have noticed them on the air-
ship. Pitch dark, my feet on the rungs of an 
invisible ladder, my hands cut; I cannot explain 
how I lived through this part, but the voices still 
comforted me, and I felt for fastenings. The 
stopper, I suppose, was about eight feet across. I 
passed my hand over it as far as I could reach. It 
was perfectly smooth. I felt it almost to the centre. 
Not quite to the centre, for my arm was too short. 
Then the voice said: "Jump. It is worth it. There 
may be a handle in the centre, and you may catch 
hold of it and so come to us your own way. And if 
there is no handle, so that you may fall and are 
dashed to – it is still worth it: you will still come to 
us your own way." So I jumped. There was a 
handle, and —‘

He paused. Tears gathered in his mother's eyes. 
She knew that he was fated. If he did not die 
today he would die tomorrow. There was not 



room for such a person in the world. And with 
her pity disgust mingled. She was ashamed at 
having borne such a son, she who had always 
been so respectable and so full of ideas. Was he 
really the little boy to whom she had taught the 
use of his stops and buttons, and to whom she 
had given his first lessons in the Book? The very 
hair that disfigured his lip showed that he was 
reverting to some savage type. On atavism the 
Machine can have no mercy.

'There was a handle, and I did catch it. I hung 
tranced over the darkness and heard the hum of 
these workings as the last whisper in a dying 
dream. All the things I had cared about and all 
the people I had spoken to through tubes 
appeared infinitely little. Meanwhile the handle 
revolved. My weight had set something in 
motion and I span slowly, and then —

'I cannot describe it. I was lying with my face 
to the sunshine. Blood poured from my nose and 
ears and I heard a tremendous roaring. The 
stopper, with me clinging to it, had simply been 
blown out of the earth, and the air that we make 
down here was escaping through the vent into 
the air above. It burst up like a fountain. I 
crawled back to it – for the upper air hurts – and, 
as it were, I took great sips from the edge. My 
respirator had flown goodness knows where, my 

clothes were torn. I just lay with my lips close to 
the hole, and I sipped until the bleeding stopped. 
You can imagine nothing so curious. This hollow 
in the grass – I will speak of it in a minute – the 
sun shining into it, not brilliantly but through 
marbled clouds – the peace, the nonchalance, the 
sense of space, and, brushing my cheek, the 
roaring fountain of our artificial air! Soon I spied 
my respirator, bobbing up and down in the 
current high above my head, and higher still 
were many air-ships. But no one ever looks out 
of air-ships, and in any case they could not have 
picked me up. There I was, stranded. The sun 
shone a little way down the shaft, and revealed 
the topmost rung of the ladder, but it was 
hopeless trying to reach it. I should either have 
been tossed up again by the escape, or else have 
fallen in, and died. I could only lie on the grass, 
sipping and sipping, and from time to time 
glancing around me.

'I knew that I was in Wessex, for I had taken 
care to go to a lecture on the subject before 
starting. Wessex lies above the room in which we 
are talking now. It was once an important state. 
Its kings held all the southern coast from the 
Andredswald to Cornwall, while the Wansdyke 
protected them on the north, running over the 
high ground. The lecturer was only concerned



with the rise of Wessex, so I do not know how 
long it remained an international power, nor 
would the knowledge have assisted me. To tell the 
truth I could do nothing but laugh, during this 
part. There was I, with a pneumatic stopper by 
my side and a respirator bobbing over my head, 
imprisoned, all three of us, in a grass-grown 
hollow that was edged with fern.' Then he grew 
grave again.

'Lucky for me that it was a hollow. For the air 
began to fall back into it and to fill it as water fills 
a bowl. I could crawl about. Presently I stood. I 
breathed a mixture, in which the air that hurts 
predominated whenever I tried to climb the sides. 
This was not so bad. I had not lost my tabloids 
and remained ridiculously cheerful, and as for the 
Machine, I forgot about it altogether. My one aim 
now was to get to the top, where the ferns were, 
and to view whatever objects lay beyond.

'I rushed the slope. The new air was still too 
bitter for me and I came rolling back, after a 
momentary vision of something grey. The sun 
grew very feeble, and I remembered that he was 
in Scorpio – I had been to a lecture on that too. If 
the sun is in Scorpio, and you are in Wessex, it 
means that you must be as quick as you can, or it 
will get too dark. (This is the first bit of useful 
information I have ever got from a lecture, and I 

expect it will be the last.) It made me try 
frantically to breathe the new air, and to advance 
as far as I dared out of my pond. The hollow filled 
so slowly. At times I thought that the fountain 
played with less vigour. My respirator seemed to 
dance nearer the earth; the roar was decreasing.' 
He broke off.

'I don't think this is interesting you. The rest 
will interest you even less. There are no ideas in it, 
and I wish that I had not troubled you to come. 
We are too different, mother.' 

She told him to continue.
'It was evening before I climbed the bank. The 

sun had very nearly slipped out of the sky by this 
time, and I could not get a good view. You, who 
have just crossed the Roof of the World, will not 
want to hear an account of the little hills that I 
saw – low colourless hills. But to me they were 
living and the turf that covered them was a skin, 
under which their muscles rippled, and I felt that 
those hills had called with incalculable force to 
men in the past, and that men had loved them. 
Now they sleep – perhaps for ever. They 
commune with humanity in dreams. Happy the 
man, happy the woman, who awakes the hills of 
Wessex. For though they sleep, they will never 
die.'





His voice rose passionately.
'Cannot you see, cannot all you lecturers see, 

that it is we that are dying, and that down here 
the only thing that really lives is the Machine? 
We created the Machine, to do our will, but we 
cannot make it do our will now. It has robbed 
us of the sense of space and of the sense of 
touch, it has blurred every human relation and 
narrowed down love to a carnal act, it has 
paralysed our bodies and our wills, and now it 
compels us to worship it. The Machine 
develops – but not on our lines. The Machine 
proceeds – but not to our goal. We only exist as 
the blood corpuscles that course through its 
arteries, and if it could work without us, it 
would let us die. Oh, I have no remedy – or, at 
least, only one – to tell men again and again 
that I have seen the hills of Wessex as Ælfrid 
saw them when he overthrew the Danes.

'So the sun set. I forgot to mention that a belt 
of mist lay between my hill and other hills, and 
that it was the colour of pearl.' He broke off for 
the second time.

'Go on,' said his mother wearily. He shook 
his head. ‘Go on. Nothing that you say can 
distress me now. I am hardened.'

'I had meant to tell you the rest, but I cannot: 
I know that I cannot: good-bye.' Vashti stood 

irresolute. All her nerves were tingling with his 
blasphemies. But she was also inquisitive.

'This is unfair,' she complained. 'You have 
called me across the world to hear your story, 
and hear it I will. Tell me – as briefly as 
possible, for this is a disastrous waste of time – 
tell me how you returned to civilization.'

'Oh – that!' he said, starting. 'You would like 
to hear about civilization. Certainly. Had I got 
to where my respirator fell down?'

'No – but I understand everything now. You 
put on your respirator, and managed to walk 
along the surface of the earth to a vomitory, 
and there your conduct was reported to the 
Central Committee.'

'By no means.'
He passed his hand over his forehead, as if 

dispelling some strong impression. Then, 
resuming his narrative, he warmed to it again.

'My respirator fell about sunset. I had 
mentioned that the fountain seemed feebler, 
had I not?'

'Yes.'
'About sunset, it let the respirator fall. As I 

said, I had entirely forgotten about the 
Machine, and I paid no great attention at the 
time, being occupied with other things. I had 
my pool of air, into which I could dip when





the outer keenness became intolerable, and 
which would possibly remain for days, 
provided that no wind sprang up to disperse it. 
Not until it was too late did I realize what the 
stoppage of the escape implied. You see – the 
gap in the tunnel had been mended; the 
Mending Apparatus; the Mending Apparatus, 
was after me.

'One other warning I had, but I neglected it. 
The sky at night was clearer than it had been in 
the day, and the moon, which was about half the 
sky behind the sun, shone into the dell at 
moments quite brightly. I was in my usual place 
– on the boundary between the two 
atmospheres – when I thought I saw something 
dark move across the bottom of the dell, and 
vanish into the shaft. In my folly, I ran down. I 
bent over and listened, and I thought I heard a 
faint scraping noise in the depths.

'At this – but it was too late – I took alarm. I 
determined to put on my respirator and to walk 
right out of the dell. But my respirator had 
gone. I knew exactly where it had fallen – 
between the stopper and the aperture – and I 
could even feel the mark that it had made in the 
turf. It had gone, and I realized that something 
evil was at work, and I had better escape to the 
other air, and, if I must die, die running towards 
the cloud that had been the colour of a pearl. I 
never started. Out of the shaft – it is too 

horrible. A worm, a long white worm, had 
crawled out of the shaft and was gliding over 
the moonlit grass.

'I screamed. I did everything that I should 
not have done, I stamped upon the creature 
instead of flying from it, and it at once curled 
round the ankle. Then we fought. The worm let 
me run all over the dell, but edged up my leg as 
I ran. “Help!” I cried. (That part is too awful. It 
belongs to the part that you will never know.) 
“Help!” I cried. (Why cannot we suffer in 
silence?) “Help!" I cried. When my feet were 
wound together, I fell, I was dragged away from 
the dear ferns and the living hills, and past the 
great metal stopper (I can tell you this part), and 
I thought it might save me again if I caught hold 
of the handle. It also was enwrapped, it also. 
Oh, the whole dell was full of the things. They 
were searching it in all directions, they were 
denuding it, and the white snouts of others 
peeped out of the hole, ready if needed.

Everything that could be moved they 
brought – brushwood, bundles of fern, 
everything, and down we all went intertwined 
into hell. The last things that I saw, ere the 
stopper closed after us, were certain stars, and I 
felt that a man of my sort lived in the sky. For I 
did fight, I fought till the very end, and it was 
only my head hitting against the ladder that 





quieted me. I woke up in this room. The worms 
had vanished. I was surrounded by artificial air, 
artificial light, artificial peace, and my friends 
were calling to me down speaking-tubes to know 
whether I had come across any new ideas lately.'

Here his story ended. Discussion of it was 
impossible, and Vashti turned to go.

'It will end in Homelessness,' she said quietly.
'I wish it would,' retorted Kuno.
'The Machine has been most merciful.'
'I prefer the mercy of God.'
'By that superstitious phrase, do you mean that 

you could live in the outer air?'
'Yes.'
'Have you ever seen, round the vomitories, the 

bones of those who were extruded after the Great 
Rebellion?'

'Yes.'
'They were left where they perished for our 

edification. A few crawled away, but they 
perished, too – who can doubt it? And so with the 

Homeless of our own day. The surface of the earth 
supports life no longer.'

'Indeed.'
'Ferns and a little grass may survive, but all 

higher forms have perished. Has any air-ship 
detected them?'

'No.'
'Has any lecturer dealt with them?'
'No.'
'Then why this obstinacy?'
'Because I have seen them,' he exploded.
'Seen what?'
'Because I have seen her in the twilight – 

because she came to my help when I called – 
because she, too, was entangled by the worms, 
and, luckier than I, was killed by one of them 
piercing her throat.'

He was mad. Vashti departed, nor, in the 
troubles that followed, did she ever see his face 
again.



The Homeless

During the years that followed Kuno's 
escapade, two important developments took 
place in the Machine. On the surface they were 
revolutionary, but in either case men's minds 
had been prepared beforehand, and they did but 
express tendencies that were latent already. The 
first of these was the abolition of respirators.

Advanced thinkers, like Vashti, had always 
held it foolish to visit the surface of the earth. 
Air-ships might be necessary, but what was the 
good of going out for mere curiosity and 
crawling along for a mile or two in a terrestrial 
motor? The habit was vulgar and perhaps 
faintly improper: it was unproductive of ideas, 
and had no connection with the habits that 
really mattered. So respirators were abolished, 
and with them, of course, the terrestrial motors, 
and except for a few lecturers, who complained 
that they were debarred access to their subject- 
matter, the development was accepted quietly. 
Those who still wanted to know what the earth 

was like had after all only to listen to some 
gramophone, or to look into some 
cinematophote. And even the lecturers 
acquiesced when they found that a lecture on 
the sea was none the less stimulating when 
compiled out of other lectures that had already 
been delivered on the same subject. 'Beware of 
first-hand ideas!' exclaimed one of the most 
advanced of them. 'First-hand ideas do not 
really exist. They are but the physical 
impressions produced by love and fear, and on 
this gross foundation who could erect a 
philosophy? Let your ideas be second-hand, and 
if possible tenth-hand, for then they will be far 
removed from that disturbing element – direct 
observation. Do not learn anything about this 
subject of mine – the French Revolution. Learn 
instead what I think that Enicharmon thought 
Urizen thought Gutch thought Ho-Yung thought 
Chi-Bo-Sing thought Lafcadio Hearn thought 
Carlyle thought Mirabeau said about the French 
Revolution.



Through the medium of these eight great 
minds, the blood that was shed at Paris and 
the windows that were broken at Versailles 
will be clarified to an idea which you may 
employ most profitably in your daily lives. 
But be sure that the intermediates are many 
and varied, for in history one authority 
exists to counteract another. Urizen must 
counteract the scepticism of Ho-Yung and 
Enicharmon, I must myself counteract the 
impetuosity of Gutch. You who listen to me 
are in a better position to judge about the 
French Revolution than I am. Your 
descendants will be even in a better position 
than you, for they will learn what you think 
I think, and yet another intermediate will be 
added to the chain. And in time' – his voice 
rose – 'there will come a generation that had 
got beyond facts, beyond impressions, a 
generation absolutely colourless, a 
generation

“seraphically free
from taint of personality,”

which will see the French Revolution not as 
it happened, nor as they would like it to 
have happened, but as it would have 
happened, had it taken place in the days of 
the Machine.'

Tremendous applause greeted this 
lecture, which did but voice a feeling 
already latent in the minds of men – a 
feeling that terrestrial facts must be ignored, 
and that the abolition of respirators was a 
positive gain. It was even suggested that air-
ships should be abolished too. This was not 
done, because air-ships had somehow 
worked themselves into the Machine's 
system. But year by year they were used 
less, and mentioned less by thoughtful men.

The second great development was the 
re-establishment of religion.

This, too, had been voiced in the 
celebrated lecture. No one could mistake the 
reverent tone in which the peroration had



concluded, and it awakened a responsive echo 
in the heart of each. Those who had long 
worshipped silently, now began to talk. They 
described the strange feeling of peace that 
came over them when they handled the Book 
of the Machine, the pleasure that it was to 
repeat certain numerals out of it, however 
little meaning those numerals conveyed to the 
outward ear, the ecstasy of touching a button, 
however unimportant, or of ringing an electric 
bell, however superfluously.

'The Machine,' they exclaimed, 'feeds us 
and clothes us and houses us; through it we 
speak to one another, through it we see one 
another, in it we have our being. The Machine 
is the friend of ideas and the enemy of 
superstition: the Machine is omnipotent, 
eternal; blessed is the Machine.' And before 
long this allocution was printed on the first 
page of the Book, and in subsequent editions 
the ritual swelled into a complicated system of 
praise and prayer. The word 'religion' was 
sedulously avoided, and in theory the 
Machine was still the creation and the 
implement of man. But in practice all, save a 
few retrogrades, worshipped it as divine. Nor 
was it worshipped in unity. One believer 
would be chiefly impressed by the blue optic 
plates, through which he saw other believers; 
another by the mending apparatus, which 
sinful Kuno had compared to worms; another 
by the lifts, another by the Book. And each 
would pray to this or to that, and ask it to 
intercede for him with the Machine as a 
whole. Persecution – that also was present. It 
did not break out, for reasons that will be set 
forward shortly. But it was latent, and all who 
did not accept the minimum known as 
'undenominational Mechanism' lived in 
danger of Homelessness, which means death, 
as we know.



To attribute these two great developments 
to the Central Committee, is to take a very 
narrow view of civilization. The Central 
Committee announced the developments, it 
is true, but they were no more the cause of 
them than were the kings of the imperialistic 
period the cause of war. Rather did they 
yield to some invincible pressure, which 
came no one knew whither, and which, 
when gratified, was succeeded by some new 
pressure equally invincible. To such a state 
of affairs it is convenient to give the name of 
progress. No one confessed the Machine was 
out of hand. Year by year it was served with 
increased efficiency and decreased 
intelligence. The better a man knew his own 
duties upon it, the less he understood the 
duties of his neighbour, and in all the world 
there was not one who understood the 
monster as a whole. Those master brains had 
perished. They had left full directions, it is 
true, and their successors had each of them 
mastered a portion of those directions. But 
Humanity, in its desire for comfort, had 
over-reached itself. It had exploited the 
riches of nature too far. Quietly and 
complacently, it was sinking into decadence, 
and progress had come to mean the progress 
of the Machine.

As for Vashti, her life went peacefully 
forward until the final disaster. She made 
her room dark and slept; she awoke and 
made the room light. She lectured and 
attended lectures. She exchanged ideas with 
her innumerable friends and believed she 
was growing more spiritual. At times a 
friend was granted Euthanasia, and left his 
or her room for the homelessness that is 
beyond all human conception. Vashti did not 
much mind. After an unsuccessful lecture, 
she would sometimes ask for Euthanasia 
herself. But the death-rate was not permitted 
to exceed the birth-rate, and the Machine 
had hitherto refused it to her.

'



The troubles began quietly, long before she 
was conscious of them.

One day she was astonished at receiving a 
message from her son. They never 
communicated, having nothing in common, 
and she had only heard indirectly that he was 
still alive, and had been transferred from the 
northern hemisphere, where he had behaved 
so mischievously, to the southern – indeed, to 
a room not far from her own.

'Does he want me to visit him?' she 
thought. 'Never again, never. And I have not 
the time.' No, it was madness of another kind.

He refused to visualize his face upon the 
blue plate, and speaking out of the darkness 
with solemnity said: 'The Machine stops.'

'What do you say?'
'The Machine is stopping, I know it, I know 

the signs.' She burst into a peal of laughter. He 
heard her and was angry, and they spoke no 
more. 'Can you imagine anything more 
absurd?' she cried to a friend. 'A man who 
was my son believes that the Machine is 
stopping. It would be impious if it was not 
mad.'

'The Machine is stopping?' her friend 
replied. 'What does that mean? The phrase 
conveys nothing to me.'

'Nor to me.'
'He does not refer, I suppose, to the trouble 

there has been lately with the music?'
'Oh no, of course not. Let us talk about 

music.'
'Have you complained to the authorities?'
'Yes, and they say it wants mending, and 

referred me to the Committee of the Mending 
Apparatus. I complained of those curious 
gasping sighs that disfigure the symphonies 
of the Brisbane school. They sound like some 
one in pain. The Committee of the Mending 
Apparatus say that it shall be remedied 
shortly.’



Obscurely worried, she resumed her life. For 
one thing, the defect in the music irritated her. 
For another thing, she could not forget Kuno's 
speech. If he had known that the music was out 
of repair – he could not know it, for he detested 
music – if he had known that it was wrong, 'the 
Machine stops' was exactly the venomous sort 
of remark he would have made. Of course he 
had made it at a venture, but the coincidence 
annoyed her, and she spoke with some 
petulance to the Committee of the Mending 
Apparatus.

They replied, as before, that the defect would 
be set right shortly.

'Shortly! At once!' she retorted. 'Why should I 
be worried by imperfect music? Things are 
always put right at once. If you do not mend it 
at once, I shall complain to the Central 
Committee.’

'No personal complaints are received by the 
Central Committee,' the Committee of the 
Mending Apparatus replied.

'Through whom am I to make my complaint, 
then?' 

'Through us.'
'I complain then.'
'Your complaint shall be forwarded in its 

turn.'
'Have others complained?' This question was 

unmechanical, and the Committee of the 
Mending Apparatus refused to answer it.

'It is too bad!' she exclaimed to another of her 
friends. 'There never was such an unfortunate 
woman as myself. I can never be sure of my 
music now. It gets worse and worse each time I 
summon it.'

'I too have my troubles,' the friend replied. 
"Sometimes my ideas are interrupted by a slight 
jarring noise.'

'What is it?'
'I do not know whether it is inside my head, 

or inside the wall.'
'Complain, in either case.'



'I have complained, and my complaint will 
be forwarded in its turn to the Central 
Committee.’

Time passed, and they resented the defects 
no longer. The defects had not been remedied, 
but the human tissues in that latter day had 
become so subservient, that they readily 
adapted themselves to every caprice of the 
Machine. The sigh at the crises of the Brisbane 
symphony no longer irritated Vashti; she 
accepted it as part of the melody. The jarring 
noise, whether in the head or in the wall, was 
no longer resented by her friend. And so with 
the mouldy artificial fruit, so with the bath 
water that began to stink, so with the 
defective rhymes that the poetry machine had 
taken to emit. All were bitterly complained of 
at first, and then acquiesced in and forgotten. 
Things went from bad to worse unchallenged.

It was otherwise with the failure of the 
sleeping apparatus. That was a more serious 
stoppage. There came a day when over the 
whole world – in Sumatra, in Wessex, in the 
innumerable cities of Courland and Brazil – 
the beds, when summoned by their tired 
owners, failed to appear. It may seem a 
ludicrous matter, but from it we may date the 
collapse of humanity. The Committee 
responsible for the failure was assailed by 
complainants, whom it referred, as usual, to 
the Committee of the Mending Apparatus, 
who in its turn assured them that their 
complaints would be forwarded to the 
Central Committee. But the discontent grew, 
for mankind was not yet sufficiently 
adaptable to do without sleeping.

'Some one is meddling with the 
Machine---' they began.

'Some one is trying to make himself king, 
to reintroduce the personal element.'

'Punish that man with Homelessness.'



'To the rescue! Avenge the Machine! 
Avenge the Machine!'

'War! Kill the man!'
But the Committee of the Mending 

Apparatus now came forward, and allayed 
the panic with well-chosen words. It 
confessed that the Mending Apparatus was 
itself in need of repair.

The effect of this frank confession was 
admirable.

'Of course,' said a famous lecturer – he of 
the French Revolution, who gilded each new 
decay with splendour – 'of course we shall 
not press our complaints now. The Mending 
Apparatus has treated us so well in the past 
that we all sympathize with it, and will wait 
patiently for its recovery. In its own good 
time it will resume its duties. Meanwhile let 
us do without our beds, our tabloids, our 
other little wants. Such, I feel sure, would be 
the wish of the Machine.' Thousands of miles 
away his audience applauded. The Machine 
still linked them. Under the seas, beneath the 
roots of the mountains, ran the wires 
through which they saw and heard, the 
enormous eyes and ears that were their 
heritage, and the hum of many workings 
clothed their thoughts in one garment of 
subserviency. Only the old and the sick 
remained ungrateful, for it was rumoured 
that Euthanasia, too, was out of order, and 
that pain had reappeared among men.

It became difficult to read. A blight 
entered the atmosphere and dulled its 
luminosity. At times Vashti could scarcely 
see across her room. The air, too, was foul. 
Loud were the complaints, impotent the 
remedies, heroic the tone of the lecturer as he 
cried: 'Courage! courage! What matter so 
long as the Machine goes on? To it the 
darkness and the light are one.' And though 
things improved again after a time, the old 
brilliancy was never recaptured, and 
humanity never recovered from its entrance 
into twilight. There was an hysterical talk of 
'measures,' of 'provisional dictatorship,' and 
the inhabitants of Sumatra were asked to 
familiarize themselves with the workings of 
the central power station, the said power



station being situated in France. But for the 
most part panic reigned, and men spent 
their strength praying to their Books, 
tangible proofs of the Machine's 
omnipotence. There were gradations of 
terror – at times came rumours of hope — 
the Mending Apparatus was almost mended 
– the enemies of the Machine had been got 
under – new 'nerve-centres' were evolving 
which would do the work even more 
magnificently than before. But there came a 
day when, without the slightest warning, 
without any previous hint of feebleness, the 
entire communication-system broke down, 
all over the world, and the world, as they 
understood it, ended.

Vashti was lecturing at the time and her 
earlier remarks had been punctuated with 
applause. As she proceeded the audience 
became silent, and at the conclusion there 
was no sound. Somewhat displeased, she 
called to a friend who was a specialist in 
sympathy. No sound: doubtless the friend 
was sleeping. And so with the next friend 
whom she tried to summon, and so with the 
next, until she remembered Kuno's cryptic 
remark, 'The Machine stops'.

The phrase still conveyed nothing. If 
Eternity was stopping it would of course be 
set going shortly.

For example, there was still a little light 
and air – the atmosphere had improved a 
few hours previously. There was still the 
Book, and while there was the Book there 
was security.

Then she broke down, for with the 
cessation of activity came an unexpected 
terror – silence. She had never known 
silence, and the coming of it nearly killed 
her – it did kill many thousands of people 
outright. Ever since her birth she had been 
surrounded by the steady hum. It was to the 
ear what artificial air was to the lungs, and 
agonizing pains shot across her head. And 
scarcely knowing what she did, she 
stumbled forward and pressed the 
unfamiliar button, the one that opened the 
door of her cell.



Now the door of the cell worked on a 
simple hinge of its own. It was not connected 
with the central power station, dying far 
away in France. It opened, rousing 
immoderate hopes in Vashti, for she thought 
that the Machine had been mended. It 
opened, and she saw the dim tunnel that 
curved far away towards freedom. One look, 
and then she shrank back. For the tunnel was 
full of people – she was almost the last in 
that city to have taken alarm.

People at any time repelled her, and these 
were nightmares from her worst dreams. 
People were crawling about, people were 
screaming, whimpering, gasping for breath, 
touching each other, vanishing in the dark, 
and ever and anon being pushed off the 
platform on to the live rail. Some were 
fighting round the electric bells, trying to 
summon trains which could not be 
summoned.

Others were yelling for Euthanasia or for 
respirators, or blaspheming the Machine. 
Others stood at the doors of their cells 
fearing, like herself, either to stop in them or 
to leave them. And behind all the uproar was 
silence – the silence which is the voice of the 
earth and of the generations who have gone.

No – it was worse than solitude. She 
closed the door again and sat down to wait 
for the end. The disintegration went on, 
accompanied by horrible cracks and 
rumbling. The valves that restrained the 
Medical Apparatus must have weakened, for 
it ruptured and hung hideously from the 
ceiling. The floor heaved and fell and flung 
her from the chair. A tube oozed towards her 
serpent fashion. And at last the final horror 
approached – light began to ebb, and she 
knew that civilization's long day was closing.

She whirled around, praying to be saved 
from this, at any rate, kissing the Book, 
pressing button after button. The uproar 
outside was increasing, and even penetrated 
the wall. Slowly the brilliancy of her cell was 
dimmed, the reflections faded from the metal 
switches. Now she could not see the reading-
stand, now not the Book, though she held it 
in her hand. Light followed the flight of 
sound, air was following light, and the



original void returned to the cavern from which 
it has so long been excluded. Vashti continued 
to whirl, like the devotees of an earlier religion, 
screaming, praying, striking at the buttons with 
bleeding hands. It was thus that she opened her 
prison and escaped – escaped in the spirit: at 
least so it seems to me, ere my meditation 
closes. That she escapes in the body – I cannot 
perceive that. She struck, by chance, the switch 
that released the door, and the rush of foul air 
on her skin, the loud throbbing whispers in her 
ears, told her that she was facing the tunnel 
again, and that tremendous platform on which 
she had seen men fighting. They were not 
fighting now. Only the whispers remained, and 
the little whimpering groans. They were dying 
by hundreds out in the dark.

She burst into tears.
Tears answered her.
They wept for humanity, those two, not for 

themselves. They could not bear that this 
should be the end. Ere silence was completed 
their hearts were opened, and they knew what 
had been important on the earth. Man, the 
flower of all flesh, the noblest of all creatures 
visible, man who had once made god in his 
image, and had mirrored his strength on the 
constellations, beautiful naked man was dying, 
strangled in the garments that he had woven. 
Century after century had he toiled, and here 
was his reward. Truly the garment had seemed 
heavenly at first, shot with colours of culture, 
sewn with the threads of self-denial. And 
heavenly it had been so long as man could shed 
it at will and live by the essence that is his soul, 
and the essence, equally divine, that is his body. 
The sin against the body – it was for that they 
wept in chief; the centuries of wrong against 
the muscles and the nerves, and those five 
portals by which we can alone apprehend – 
glozing it over with talk of evolution, until the 
body was white pap, the home of ideas as 
colourless, last sloshy stirrings of a spirit that 
had grasped the stars.



'Where are you?' she sobbed.
His voice in the darkness said, 'Here.'
'Is there any hope, Kuno?'
'None for us.'
'Where are you?' She crawled towards him 

over the bodies of the dead. His blood spurted 
over her hands.

'Quicker,' he gasped, 'I am dying – but we 
touch, we talk, not through the Machine.' He 
kissed her. ‘We have come back to our own. 
We die, but we have recaptured life, as it was 
in Wessex, when Ælfrid overthrew the Danes. 
We know what they know outside, they who 
dwelt in the cloud that is the colour of a pearl.'

'But Kuno, is it true? Are there still men on 
the surface of the earth? Is this – tunnel, this 
poisoned darkness – really not the end?'

He replied: 'I have seen them, spoken to 
them, loved them. They are hiding in the mist 
and the ferns until our civilization stops. 
Today they are the Homeless – tomorrow----- '

'Oh, tomorrow – some fool will start the 
Machine again, tomorrow.'

'Never,' said Kuno, 'never. Humanity has 
learnt its lesson.'

As he spoke, the whole city was broken like 
a honeycomb. An air-ship had sailed in 
through the vomitory into a ruined wharf. It 
crashed downwards, exploding as it went, 
rending gallery after gallery with its wings of 
steel. For a moment they saw the nations of 
the dead, and, before they joined them, scraps 
of the untainted sky.



Thomas Hardy is known as an English author of the 
naturalist movement, even though some his poetry 
contains elements of the previous romantic and 
enlightenment periods of literature. He also had a 
fascination with the supernatural, as can be seen in this 
story. Though he thought of himself primarily as a poet, 
he is perhaps better known for his novels, the bulk of 
which are set mainly in the semi-fictional land of Wessex, 
telling tales of characters struggling against passions and 
circumstances. ‘The Withered Arm’ first appeared in 
Wessex Tales, 1888.
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I A Lorn Milkmaid

It was an eighty-cow dairy, and the troop of 
milkers, regular and supernumerary, were all at 
work; for, though the time of year was as yet but 
early April, the feed lay entirely in water-
meadows, and the cows were 'in full pail'. The 
hour was about six in the evening, and three-
fourths of the large, red, rectangular animals 
having been finished off, there was opportunity 
for a little conversation. 

'He do bring home his bride tomorrow, I hear. 
They've come as far as Anglebury today.' 

The voice seemed to proceed from the belly of 
the cow called Cherry, but the speaker was a 
milking-woman, whose face was buried in the 
flank of that motionless beast. 

'Hav' anybody seen her?' said another. 
There was a negative response from the first. 

'Though they say she's a rosy-cheeked, tisty-
tosty little body enough,' she added; and as the 
milkmaid spoke she turned her face so that she 
could glance past her cow's tail to the other side 
of the barton, where a thin, fading woman of 
thirty milked somewhat apart from the rest. 

'Years younger than he, they say,' continued 
the second, with also a glance of reflectiveness in 
the same direction. 

'How old do you call him, then?' 
'Thirty or so.' 
'More like forty,' broke in an old milkman 

near, in a long white pinafore or 'wropper', and 
with the brim of his hat tied down, so that he 
looked like a woman. ''A was born before our 
Great Weir was builded, and I hadn't man's 
wages when I laved water there.' 

The discussion waxed so warm that the purr 
of the milk streams became jerky, till a voice 
from another cow's belly cried with authority, 
'Now then, what the Turk do it matter to us 
about Farmer Lodge's age, or Farmer Lodge's 
new mis'ess? I shall have to pay him nine pound 
a year for the rent of every one of these milchers, 
whatever his age or hers. Get on with your 
work, or 'twill be dark afore we have done. The 
evening is pinking in a'ready.' This speaker was 
the dairyman himself, by whom the milkmaids 
and men were employed. 

Nothing more was said publicly about 
Farmer Lodge's wedding, but the first woman 
murmured under her cow to her next neighbour. 
"Tis hard for she,' signifying the thin, worn 
milkmaid aforesaid. 

'O no,' said the second. 'He ha'n't spoke to 
Rhoda Brook for years.' 



When the milking was done they washed 
their pails and hung them on a many-forked 
stand made as usual of the peeled limb of an 
oak-tree, set upright in the earth, and 
resembling a colossal antlered horn. The 
majority then dispersed in various directions 
homeward. The thin woman who had not 
spoken was joined by a boy of twelve or 
thereabout, and the twain went away up the 
field also. 

Their course lay apart from that of the 
others, to a lonely spot high above the water-
meads, and not far from the border of Egdon 
Heath, whose dark countenance was visible in 
the distance as they drew nigh to their home. 

'They've just been saying down in barton 
that your father brings his young wife home 
from Anglebury tomorrow,' the woman 
observed. 'I shall want to send you for a few 
things to market, and you'll be pretty sure to 
meet 'em.' 

'Yes, Mother,' said the boy. 'Is Father married 
then?' 

'Yes. . . . You can give her a look, and tell me 
what she's like, if you do see her.' 

'Yes, Mother.' 
'If she's dark or fair, and if she's tall — as tall 

as I. And if she seems like a woman who has 

ever worked for a living, or one that has been 
always well off, and has never done anything, 
and shows marks of the lady on her, as I expect 
she do.' 

'Yes.' 
They crept up the hill in the twilight and 

entered the cottage. It was built of mud-walls, 
the surface of which had been washed by many 
rains into channels and depressions that left 
none of the original flat face visible, while here 
and there in the thatch above a rafter showed 
like a bone protruding through the skin. 

She was kneeling down in the chimney-
corner, before two pieces of turf laid together 
with the heather inwards, blowing at the red-
hot ashes with her breath till the turves flamed. 
The radiance lit her pale cheek, and made her 
dark eyes, that had once been handsome, seem 
handsome anew. 'Yes,' she resumed, 'see if she 
is dark or fair, and if you can, notice if her 
hands be white; if not, see if they look as 
though she had ever done housework, or are 
milker's hands like mine.' 

The boy again promised, inattentively this 
time, his mother not observing that he was 
cutting a notch with his pocket-knife in the 
beech-backed chair. 



II  The Young Wife

The road from Anglebury to Holmstoke is 
in general level, but there is one place where a 
sharp ascent breaks its monotony. Farmers 
homeward-hound from the former market-
town, who trot all the rest of the way, walk 
their horses up this short incline. 

The next evening while the sun was yet 
bright a handsome new gig, with a lemon-
coloured body and red wheels, was spinning 
westward along the level highway at the heels 
of a powerful mare. The driver was a yeoman 
in the prime of life, cleanly shaven like an 
actor, his face being toned to that bluish-
vermilion hue which so often graces a thriving 
farmer's features when returning home after 
successful dealings in the town. Beside him sat 
a woman, many years his junior — almost, 
indeed, a girl. Her face too was fresh in colour, 
but it was of a totally different quality — soft 
and evanescent, like the light under a heap of 
rose-petals. 

Few people travelled this way, for it was not 
a main road; and the long white riband of 
gravel that stretched before them was empty, 
save for one small scarce-moving speck, which 
presently resolved itself into the figure of a 
boy, who was creeping on at a snail's pace, and 
continually looking behind him — the heavy 
bundle he carried being some excuse for, if not 
the reason of, his dilatoriness. When the 

bouncing gig-party slowed at the bottom of the 
incline above mentioned, the pedestrian was 
only a few yards in front. Supporting the large 
bundle by putting one hand on his hip, he 
turned and looked straight at the farmer's wife 
as though he would read her through and 
through, pacing along abreast of the horse. 

The low sun was full in her face, rendering 
every feature, shade, and colour distinct, from 
the curve of her little nostril to the colour of 
her eyes. The farmer, though he seemed 
annoyed at the boy's persistent presence, did 
not order him to get out of the way; and thus 
the lad preceded them, his hard gaze never 
leaving her, till they reached the top of the 
ascent, when the farmer trotted on with relief 
in his lineaments having taken no outward 
notice of the boy whatever. 

'How that poor lad stared at me!' said the 
young wife. 

'Yes, dear; I saw that he did.' 
'He is one of the village, I suppose?' 
'One of the neighbourhood. I think he lives 

with his mother a mile or two off.' 
'He knows who we are, no doubt?' 
'O yes. You must expect to be stared at just 

at first, my pretty Gertrude.' 
'I do — though I think the poor boy may 

have looked at us in the hope we might relieve 
him of his heavy load, rather than from 
curiosity.' 



'O no,' said her husband off-handedly. 'These 
country lads will carry a hundredweight once 
they get it on their backs; besides his pack had 
more size than weight in it. Now, then, another 
mile and I shall be able to show you our house in 
the distance — if it is not too dark before we get 
there.' The wheels spun round, and particles 
flew from their periphery as before, till a white 
house of ample dimensions revealed itself, with 
farm-buildings and ricks at the back. 

Meanwhile the boy had quickened his pace, 
and turning up a by-lane some mile-and-a-half 
short of the white farmstead, ascended towards 
the leaner pastures, and so on to the cottage of 
his mother. 

She had reached home after her day's milking 
at the outlying dairy, and was washing cabbage 
at the doorway in the declining light. 'Hold up 
the net a moment,' she said, without preface, as 
the boy came up. 

He flung down his bundle, held the edge of 
the cabbage-net, and as she filled its meshes with 

the dripping leaves she went on, 'Well, did you 
see her?' 

'Yes; quite plain.' 
'Is she ladylike?' 
'Yes; and more. A lady complete.' 
'Is she young?' 
'Well, she's growed up, and her ways be quite 

a woman's.' 
'Of course. What colour is her hair and face? ' 
'Her hair is lightish, and her face as comely as 

a live doll's.' 
'Her eyes, then, are not dark like mine?' 
'No — of a bluish turn, and her mouth is very 

nice and red; and when she smiles, her teeth 
show white.' 

'Is she tall?' said the woman sharply. 
'I couldn't see. She was sitting down.' 
'Then do you go to Holmstoke church 

tomorrow morning: she's sure to be there. Go 
early and notice her walking in, and come home 
and tell me if she's taller than I.' 

'Very well, Mother. But why don't you go and 
see for yourself?' 



'I go to see her! I wouldn't look up at her if she 
were to pass my window this instant. She was 
with Mr Lodge, of course. What did he say or 
do?' 

'Just the same as usual.' 
'Took no notice of you?' 
'None.' 
Next day the mother put a clean shirt on the 

boy, and started him off for Holmstoke church. 
He reached the ancient little pile when the door 
was just being opened, and he was the first to 
enter. Taking his seat by the font, he watched all 
the parishioners file in. The well-to-do Farmer 
Lodge came nearly last; and his young wife, who 
accompanied him, walked up the aisle with the 
shyness natural to a modest woman who had 
appeared thus for the first time. As all other eyes 

were fixed upon her, the youth's stare was not 
noticed now. 

When he reached home his mother said, 
'Well?' before he had entered the room. 

'She is not tall. She is rather short,' he replied. 
'Ah!' said his mother, with satisfaction. 
'But she's very pretty — very. In fact, she's 

lovely.' The youthful freshness of the yeoman's 
wife had evidently made an impression even on 
the somewhat hard nature of the boy. 

'That's all I want to hear,' said his mother 
quickly. 'Now, spread the table-cloth. The hare 
you wired is very tender; but mind nobody 
catches you. You've never told me what sort of 
hands she had.' 

'I have never seen 'em. She never took off her 
gloves.’ 



'What did she wear this morning?' 
'A white bonnet and a silver-coloured 

gownd. It whewed and whistled so loud 
when it rubbed against the pews that the 
lady coloured up more than ever for very 
shame at the noise, and pulled it in to keep 
it from touching; but when she pushed into 
her seat, it whewed more than ever. Mr 
Lodge, he seemed pleased, and his 
waistcoat stuck out, and his great golden 
seals hung like a lord's; but she seemed to 
wish her noisy gownd anywhere but on 
her.' 

'Not she! However, that will do now.' 
These descriptions of the newly married 

couple were continued from time to time 
by the boy at his mother's request, after any 
chance encounter he had had with them. 
But Rhoda Brook, though she might easily 

have seen young Mrs Lodge for herself by 
walking a couple of miles, would never 
attempt an excursion towards the quarter 
where the farmhouse lay. Neither did she, 
at the daily milking in the dairyman's yard 
on Lodge's outlying second farm, ever 
speak on the subject of the recent marriage. 
The dairyman, who rented the cows of 
Lodge, and knew perfectly the tall 
milkmaid's history, with manly kindness 
always kept the gossip in the cow-barton 
from annoying Rhoda. But the atmosphere 
thereabout was full of the subject the first 
days of Mrs Lodge's arrival; and from her 
boy's description and the casual words of 
the other milkers, Rhoda Brook could raise 
a mental image of' the unconscious Mrs 
Lodge that was realistic as a photograph. 



III A Vision

One night, two or three weeks after the 
bridal return, when the boy had gone to bed, 
Rhoda sat a long time over the turf ashes that 
she had raked out in front of her to extinguish 
them. She contemplated so intently the new 
wife, as presented to her in her mind's eye 
over the embers, that she forgot the lapse of 
time. At last, wearied by her day's work, she 
too retired. 

But the figure which had occupied her so 
much during this and the previous days was 
not to be banished at night. For the first time 
Gertrude Lodge visited the supplanted 
woman in her dreams. Rhoda Brook dreamed 
— since her assertion that she really saw, 
before falling asleep, was not to be believed — 

that the young wife, in the pale silk dress and 
white bonnet, but with features shockingly 
distorted, and wrinkled as by age, was sitting 
upon her chest as she lay. The pressure of Mrs 
Lodge's person grew heavier; the blue eyes 
peered cruelly into her face: and then the 
figure thrust forward its left hand mockingly, 
so as to make the wedding-ring it wore glitter 
in Rhoda's eyes. Maddened mentally, and 
nearly suffocated by pressure, the sleeper 
struggled; the incubus, still regarding her, 
withdrew to the foot of the bed, only, however, 
to come forward by degrees, resume her seat, 
and flash her left hand as before. 

Gasping for breath, Rhoda, in a last 
desperate effort, swung out her right hand, 
seized the confronting spectre by its obtrusive 
left arm, and whirled it backward to the floor,



starting up herself as she did so with a low 
cry. 

'O, merciful heaven!' she cried, sitting on 
the edge of the bed in a cold sweat; 'that was 
not a dream — she was here!' 

She could feel her antagonist's arm within 
her grasp even now — the very flesh and bone 
of it, as it seemed. She looked on the floor 
whither she had whirled the spectre, but there 
was nothing to be seen. 

Rhoda Brook slept no more that night, and 
when she went milking at the next dawn they 
noticed how pale and haggard she looked. 
The milk that she drew quivered into the pail; 
her hand had not calmed even yet, and still 
retained the feel of the arm. She came home to 
breakfast as wearily as if it had been supper-
time. 

'What was that noise in your chimmer, 
mother, last night?' said her son. 'You fell off 
the bed. surely?' 

'Did you hear anything fall? At what time?' 
'Just when the clock struck two.' 
She could not explain, and when the meal 

was done went silently about her household 
works, the boy assisting her, for he hated 
going afield on the farms, and she indulged 
his reluctance. Between eleven and twelve the 
garden-gate clicked, and she lifted her eyes to 
the window. At the bottom of the garden, 
within the gate, stood the woman of her 
vision. Rhoda seemed transfixed. 

'Ah, she said she would come!' exclaimed 
the boy, also observing her. 

'Said so — when? How does she know us?' 
'I have seen and spoken' to her. I talked to 

her yesterday.' 





'I told you,' said the mother, flushing 
indignantly, 'never to speak to anybody in 
that house, or go near the place.' 

'I did not speak to her till she spoke to me. 
And I did not go near the place. I met her in 
the road.' 

'What did you tell her?' 
'Nothing. She said, "Are you the poor boy 

who had to ¨bring the heavy load from 
market?" And she looked at my hoots, and 
said they would not keep my feet dry if it 
came on wet, because they were so cracked. I 
told her I lived with my mother, and we had 
enough to do to keep ourselves, and that's 
how it was; and she said then: "I'll come and 
bring you some better hoots, and see your 
mother." She gives away things to other folks 
in the meads besides us.' 

Mrs Lodge was by this time close to the 
door — not in her silk, as Rhoda had dreamt 
of in the bed-chamber, but in a morning hat, 
and gown of common light material, which 
became her better than silk. On her arm she 
carried a basket. 

The impression remaining from the night's 
experience was still strong. Brook had almost 
expected to see the wrinkles, the scorn and 
the cruelty on her visitor's face. She would 
have escaped an interview, had escape been 
possible. There was, however, no backdoor to 
the cottage, and in an instant the boy had 
lifted the latch to Mrs Lodge's gentle knock. 

'I see I have come to the right house,' said 
she, glancing at the lad, and smiling. 'But I 
was not sure till you opened the door.' 



The figure and action were those of the 
phantom; but her voice was so indescribably 
sweet, her glance so winning, her smile so 
tender, so unlike that of Rhoda's midnight 
visitant, that the latter could hardly believe 
the evidence of her senses. She was truly glad 
that she had not hidden away in sheer 
aversion, as she had been inclined to do. In 
her basket Mrs Lodge brought the pair of 
boots that she had promised to the boy, and 
other useful articles. 

At these proofs of a kindly feeling towards 
her and hers Rhoda's heart reproached her 
bitterly. This innocent young thing should 
have her blessing and not her curse. When she 
left them a light seemed gone from the 
dwelling. Two days later she came again to 
know if the boots fitted; and less than a 
fortnight after paid Rhoda another call. On 
this occasion the boy was absent. 

'I walk a good deal,' said Mrs Lodge, 'and 
your house is the nearest outside our own 
parish. I hope you are well. You don't look 
quite well.' 

Rhoda said she was well enough; and, 
indeed, though the paler of the two, there was 
more of the strength that endures in her well-
defined features and large frame than in the 
soft-cheeked young woman before her. The 
conversation became quite confidential as 
regarded their powers and weaknesses; and 
when Mrs Lodge was leaving, Rhoda said, 'I 
hope you will find this air agree with you, 
ma'am, and not suffer from the damp of the 
water-meads.' 

The younger one replied that there was not 
much doubt of her general health being 
usually good. 'Though, now you remind me, 
she added, 'I have one little ailment which 
puzzles me. It is nothing serious, but I cannot 
make it out.' 



She uncovered her left hand and arm; and 
their outline confronted Rhoda's gaze as the 
exact original of the limb she had beheld and 
seized in her dream. Upon the pink round 
surface of the arm were faint marks of an 
unhealthy colour, as if produced by a rough 
grasp. Rhoda's eyes became riveted on the 
discolorations; she fancied that she discerned 
in them the shape of her own four fingers. 

'How did it happen?' she said 
mechanically. 

'I cannot tell,' replied Mrs Lodge, shaking 
her head. 'One night when I was sound 
asleep, dreaming I was away in some strange 
place, a pain suddenly shot into my arm 
there, and was so keen as to awaken me. I 
must have struck it in the daytime, I suppose, 
though I don't remember doing so.' She 
added, laughing, 'I tell my dear husband that 
it looks just as if he had flown into a rage and 
struck me there. O, I daresay it will soon 
disappear.' 

'Ha, ha! Yes. . . . On what night did it 
come?' 

Mrs Lodge considered, and said it would 
be a fortnight ago on the morrow. 'When I 
awoke I could not remember where I was,' 
she added, 'till the clock striking two 
reminded me.' 

She had named the night and hour of 
Rhoda's spectral encounter, and Brook felt 
like a guilty thing. The artless disclosure 
startled her; she did not reason on the freaks 
of coincidence; and all the scenery of that 
ghastly night returned with double vividness 
to her mind. 

'O, can it be,' she said to herself, when her 
visitor had departed, 'that I exercise a 
malignant power over people against my 
own will?' She knew that she had been slyly 
called a witch since her fall; but never having 
understood why that particular stigma had 
been attached to her, it had passed 
disregarded. Could this be the explanation, 
and had such things as this ever happened 
before? 



IV A Suggestion

The summer drew on, and Rhoda Brook 
almost dreaded to meet Mrs Lodge again, 
notwithstanding that her feeling for the young 
wife amounted well-nigh to affection. 
Something in her own individuality seemed to 
convict Rhoda of a crime. Yet a fatality 
sometimes would direct the steps of the latter 
to the outskirts of Holmstoke whenever she 
left her house for any other purpose than her 
daily work; and hence it happened that their 
next encounter was out of doors. Rhoda could 
not avoid the subject which had so mystified 
her, and after the first few words she 
stammered, 'I hope your — arm is well again, 
ma'm?' She had perceived with consternation 
that Gertrude Lodge carried her left arm stiffly. 

'No; it is not quite well. Indeed it is no 
better at all; it is rather worse. It pains me 
dreadfully sometimes.' 

'Perhaps you had better go to a doctor, 
ma'am.' 

She replied that she had already seen a 
doctor. Her husband had insisted upon her 
going to one. But the surgeon had not seemed 

to understand the afflicted limb at all; he had 
told her to bathe it in hot water, and she had 
bathed it, but the treatment had done no good. 

'Will you let me see it?' said the 
milkwoman. 

Mrs Lodge pushed up her sleeve and 
disclosed the place, which was a few inches 
above the wrist. As soon as Rhoda Brook saw 
it, she could hardly preserve her composure. 
There was nothing of the nature of a wound, 
but the arm at that point had a shrivelled look, 
and the outline of the four fingers appeared 
more distinct than at the former. Moreover, she 
fancied that they were imprinted in precisely 
the relative position of her clutch upon the arm 
in the trance; the first finger towards 
Gertrude's wrist, and the fourth towards her 
elbow. 

What the impress resembled seemed to 
have struck Gertrude herself since their last 
meeting. 'It looks almost like finger marks,' she 
said; adding with a faint laugh, 'My husband 
says it is as if some witch, or the devil himself, 
had taken hold of me there, and blasted the 
flesh.' 



Rhoda shivered. 'That's fancy,' she said 
hurriedly. 'I wouldn't mind it, if I were you.' 

'I shouldn't so much mind it,' said the 
younger, with hesitation, 'if — if I hadn't a 
notion that it makes my husband dislike me — 
no, love me less. Men think so much of 
personal appearance.' 

'Some do — he for one.' 
'Yes; and he was very proud of mine, at first.' 
'Keep your arm covered from his sight.' 
'Ah — he knows the disfigurement is there!' 

She tried to hide the tears that filled her eyes. 
'Well, ma'am, I earnestly hope it will go 

away soon.' 
And so the milkwoman's mind was chained 

anew to the subject by a horrid sort of spell as 
she returned home. The sense of having been 
guilty of an act of malignity increased, affect as 
she might to ridicule her superstition. In her 
secret heart Rhoda did not altogether object to a 
slight diminution of her successor's beauty, by 
whatever means it had come about; but she did 
not wish to inflict upon her physical pain. For 
though this pretty young woman had rendered 
impossible any reparation which Lodge might 
have made Rhoda for his past conduct, 
everything like resentment at the unconscious 
usurpation had quite passed away from the 
elder's mind. 

If the sweet and kindly Gertrude Lodge only 
knew of the dream-scene in the bed-chamber, 
what would she think? Not to inform her of it 
seemed treachery in the presence of her 
friendliness; but tell she could not of her own 
accord neither could she devise a remedy. 

She mused upon the matter the greater part 
of the night; and the next day, after the 
morning milking, set out to obtain another 
glimpse of Gertrude Lodge if she could, being 
held to her by a gruesome fascination. By 
watching the house from a distance the 
milkmaid was presently able to discern the 
farmer's wife on a ride she was taking alone — 
probably to join her husband in some distant 
field. Mrs Lodge perceived her, and cantered in 
her direction. 

'Good morning, Rhoda!' Gertrude said, 
when she had come up. 'I was going to call.' 

Rhoda noticed that Mrs Lodge held the reins 
with some difficulty. 

'I hope — the bad arm,' said Rhoda. 





'They tell me there is possibly one way by 
which I might be able to find out the cause, and 
so perhaps the cure of it,' replied the other 
anxiously. 'It is by going to some clever man 
over in Egdon Heath. They did not know if he 
was still alive — and I cannot remember his 
name at this moment; but they said that you 
knew more of his movements than anybody else 
hereabout, and could tell me if he were still to 
be consulted. Dear me, what was his name? But 
you know.' 

'Not Conjuror Trendle?' said her thin 
companion, turning pale. 

'Trendle — yes. Is he alive?' 
'I believe so,' said Rhoda, with reluctance. 
'Why do you call him conjuror?' 
'Well — they say — they used to say he was a 

— he had powers other folks have not.' 
'O, how could my people be so superstitious 

as to recommend a man of that sort! I thought 
they meant some medical man. I shall think no 
more of him.' 

Rhoda looked relieved, and Mrs Lodge rode 
on. The milkwoman had inwardly seen, from 
the moment she heard of her having been 
mentioned as a reference for this man, that there 
must exist a sarcastic feeling among the work-
folk that a sorceress would know the 
wbereabouts of the exorcist. They suspected her, 
then. A short time ago this would have given no 
concern to a woman of her common sense. But 
she had a haunting reason to be superstitious 
now; and she had been seized with sudden 
dread that this Conjuror Trendle might name 
her as the malignant influence which was 
blasting the fair person of Gertrude, and so lead 
her friend to hate her for ever, and to treat her 
as some fiend in human shape. 

But all was not over. Two days after, a 
shadow intruded into the window-pattern 
thrown on Rhoda Brook's floor by the afternoon 
sun. The woman opened the door at once, 
almost breathlessly. 

'Are you alone?' said Gertrude. She seemed 
to be no less harassed and anxious than Brook 
herself. 

'Yes,' said Rhoda. 
'The place on my arm seems worse, and 

troubles me!' the young farmer's wife went on. 
'It is so mysterious! I do hope it will not be an 
incurable wound. I have again been thinking of 
what they said about Conjuror Trendle. I



don't really believe in such men, but I should 
not mind just visiting him, from curiosity — 
though on no account must my husband know. 
Is it far to where he lives?’

'Yes — five miles,' said Rhoda backwardly. 
'In the heart of Egdon.' 

'Well, I should have to walk. Could not you 
go with me to show me the way — say 
tomorrow afternoon?' 

'O, not I; that is —,’ the milkwoman 
murmured, with a start of dismay. Again the 
dread seized her that something to do with her 
fierce act in the dream might be revealed, and 

her character in the eyes of the most useful 
friend she had ever had be ruined irretrievably. 

Mrs Lodge urged, and Rhoda finally 
assented, though with much misgiving. Sad as 
the journey would be to her, she could not 
conscientiously stand in the way of a possible 
remedy for her patron's strange affliction. It 
was agreed that, to escape suspicion of their 
mystic intent, they should meet at the edge of 
the heath at the corner of a plantation which 
was visible from the spot where they now 
stood. 



V Conjuror Trendle

By the next afternoon Rhoda would have done 
anything to escape this inquiry. But she had 
promised to go. Moreover, there was a horrid 
fascination at times in becoming instrumental in 
throwing such possible light on her own character as 
would reveal her to be something greater in the 
occult world than she had ever herself suspected. 

She started just before the time of day mentioned 
between them, and half an hour's brisk walking 
brought her to the south-eastern extension of the 
Egdon tract of country, where the fir plantation was. 
A slight figure, cloaked and veiled; was already 
there. Rhoda recognised, almost with a shudder, that 
Mrs Lodge bore her left arm in a sling. 

They hardly spoke to each other, and immediately 
set out on their climb into the interior of this solemn, 
country, which stood high above the rich alluvial soil 
they had left half an hour before. It was a long walk; 
thick clouds made the atmosphere dark, though it 
was as yet only early afternoon; and the wind 
howled dismally over the slopes of the heath — not 
improbably the same heath which had witnessed the 
agony of the Wessex King Ina, presented to after-
ages as Lear. Gertrude Lodge talked most, Rhoda 
replying with monosyllabic preoccupation. She had a 
strange dislike to walking on the side of her 
companion where hung the afflicted arm, moving 
round to the other when inadvertently near it. Much 
heather had been brushed by their feet when they 
descended upon a cart-track, beside which stood the 
house of the man they sought. He did not profess his 
remedial practices openly, or care anything about 
their continuance, his direct interests being those of a 
dealer in furze, turf, 'sharp sand', and other local 
products. Indeed, he affected not to believe largely in 
his own powers, and when warts that had been 
shown him for cure miraculously disappeared — 
which it must be owned they infallibly did — he 
would say lightly, 'O, I only drink a glass of grog 
upon 'em at your expense — perhaps it's all chance,’ 
and immediately turn the subject. 

He was at home when they arrived, having in fact 
seen them descending into his valley. He was a grey-
bearded man, with a reddish face, and he looked 
singularly at Rhoda the first moment he beheld her. 
Mrs Lodge told him her errand; and then with words 
of self-disparagement he examined her arm. 



'Medicine can't cure it,' he said promptly. 
"Tis the work of an enemy.' 

Rhoda shrank into herself, and drew back. 
'An enemy? What enemy?' asked Mrs 

Lodge. 
He shook his head. 'That's best known to 

yourself,' he said. 'If you like, I can show the 
person to you, though I shall not myself know 
who it is. I can do no more; and don't wish to 
do that.' 

She pressed him; on which he told Rhoda to 
wait outside where she stood, and took Mrs 
Lodge into the room. It opened immediately 
from the door; and, as the latter remained ajar, 
Rhoda Brook could see the proceedings 
without taking part in them. He brought a 
tumbler from the dresser, nearly filled it with 
water, and fetching an egg, prepared it in some 
private way; after which he broke it on the 
edge of the glass, so that the white went in and 
the yolk remained. As it was getting gloomy, he 
took the glass and its contents to the window, 
and told Gertrude to watch the mixture closely. 
They leant over the table together, and the 
milkwoman could see the opaline hue of the 
egg-fluid changing form as it sank in the water, 
but she was not near enough to define the 
shape that it assumed. 

'Do you catch the likeness of any face or 
figure as you look?' demanded the conjuror of 
the young woman. 

She murmured a reply, in tones so low as to 
be inaudible to Rhoda, and continued to gaze 
intently into the glass. Rhoda turned, and 
walked a few steps away. 

When Mrs Lodge came out, and her face 
was met by the light, it appeared exceedingly 
pale — as pale as Rhoda's — against the sad 
dun shades of the upland's garniture. Trendle 
shut the door behind her, and they at once 
started homeward together. But Rhoda 
perceived that her companion had quite 
changed. 

'Did he charge much?' she asked tentatively. 
'O no — nothing, He would not take a 

farthing,' said Gertrude. 
'And what did you see?' inquired Rhoda. 



'Nothing I - care to speak of.' The constraint 
in her manner was remarkable; her face was so 
rigid as to wear an oldened aspect, faintly 
suggestive of the face in Rhoda's bed-chamber. 

'Was it you who first proposed coming here?' 
Mrs Lodge suddenly inquired, after a long 
pause. 'How very odd, if you did!' 

'No. But I am not very sorry we have come, 
all things considered,’ she replied. For the first 
time a sense of triumph possessed her, and she 
did not altogether deplore that the young thing 
at her side should learn that their lives had 

been antagonised by other influences than their 
own. 

The subject was no more alluded to during 
the long and dreary walk home. But in some 
way or other a story was whispered about the 
many-dairied lowland that winter that Mrs 
Lodge's gradual loss of the use of her left arm 
was owing to her being 'overlooked' by Rhoda 
Brook. The latter kept her own counsel about 
the incubus, but her face grew sadder and 
thinner; and in the spring she and her boy 
disappeared from the neighbourhood of 
Holmstoke. 



VI A Second Attempt

Half a dozen years passed away, and Mr and 
Mrs Lodge's married experience sank into 
prosiness, and worse. The farmer was usually 
gloomy and silent — the woman whom he had 
wooed for her grace and beauty was contorted 
and disfigured in the left limb; moreover, she 
had brought him no child, which rendered it 
likely that he would be the last of a family who 
had occupied that valley for some two hundred 
years. He thought of Rhoda Brook and her son; 
and feared this might be a judgement from 
heaven upon him. 

The once blithe-hearted and enlightened 
Gertrude was changing into an irritable, 
superstitious woman, whose whole time was 
given to experimenting upon her ailment with 
every quack remedy she came across. She was 
honestly attached to her husband, and was ever 
secretly hoping against hope to win back his 
heart again by regaining some at least of her 
personal beauty. Hence it arose that her closet 
was lined with bottles, packets, and ointment-
pots of every description — nay, bunches of 
mystic herbs, charms, and books of 
necromancy, which in her schoolgirl time she 
would have ridiculed as folly. 

'Damned if you won't poison yourself with 
these apothecary messes and witch mixtures 
some time or other,' said her husband, when his 
eye chanced to fall upon the multitudinous 
array. 

She did not reply, but turned her sad, soft 
glance upon him in such heart-swollen 
reproach that he looked sorry for his words, 
and added, 'I only meant it for your good, you 
know, Gertrude.' 

'I'll clear out the whole lot, and destroy 
them,' said she huskily, 'and try such remedies 
no more!' 



'You want somebody to cheer you,' he 
observed. 'I once thought of adopting a boy; but 
he is too old now. And he is gone away I don't 
know where.' 

She guessed to whom he alluded; for Rhoda 
Brook's story had in the course of years become 
known to her; though not a word had ever 
passed between her husband and herself on the 
subject. Neither had she ever spoken to him of 
her visit to Conjuror Trendle, and of what was 
revealed to her, or she thought was revealed to 
her, by that solitary heathman. 

She was now five-and-twenty; but she 
seemed older. 'Six years of marriage, and only a 
few months of love,' she sometimes whispered 
to herself. And then she thought of the apparent 
cause, and said, with a tragic glance at her 
withering limb, 'If I could only be again as I was 
when he first saw me!' 

She obediently destroyed her nostrums and 
charms; but there remained a hankering wish to 
try something else — some other sort of cure 
altogether. She had never revisited Trendle since 
she had been conducted to the house of the 
solitary by Rhoda against her will; but it now 
suddenly occurred to Gertrude that she would, 
in a last desperate effort at deliverance from this 
seeming curse, again seek out the man, if he yet 
lived. He was entitled to a certain credence, for 
the indistinct form he had raised in the glass 
had undoubtedly resembled the only woman in 
the world who — as she now knew, though not 
then — could have a reason for bearing her ill-
will. The visit should be paid. 

This time she went alone, though she nearly 
got lost on the heath, and roamed a 
considerable distance out of her way. Trendle's 
house was reached at last, however: he was not 
indoors, and instead of waiting at the cottage. 
she went to where his bent figure was pointed 
out to her at work a long way off. Trendle 
remembered her, and laying down the handful 
of furze-roots which he was gathering and 
throwing into a heap, he offered to accompany 
her in the homeward direction, as the distance 
was considerable and the days were short. So 
they walked together, his head bowed nearly to 
the earth, and his form of a colour with it. 

'You can send away warts and other 
excrescences, I know,' she said; 'why can't you 
send away this?' And the arm was uncovered. 

'You think too much of my powers!' said 
Trendle; 'and I am old and weak now, too. No, 





no; it is too much for me to attempt in my own 
person. What have ye tried?' 

She named to him some of the hundred 
medicaments and counterspells which she had 
adopted from time to time. He shook his head.

'Some were good enough,' he said 
approvingly; 'but not many of them for such as 
this. This is of the nature of a blight, not of the 
nature of a wound; and if you ever do throw it 
off, it will be all at once.' 

'If I only could!' 
'There is only one chance of doing it known 

to me. It has never failed in kindred afflictions 
— that I can declare. But it is hard to carry out, 
and especially for a woman.' 

'Tell me!' said she. 
'You must touch with the limb the neck of a 

man who's been hanged.' 

She started a little at the image he had 
raised. 

'Before he's cold — just after he's cut down,' 
continued the conjuror impassively. 

'How can that do good?' 
'It will turn the blood and change the 

constitution. But, as I say, to do it is hard. You 
must go to the jail when there's a hanging, and 
wait for him when he's brought off the gallows. 
Lots have done it, though perhaps not such 
pretty women as you. I used to send dozens for 
skin complaints. But that was in former times. 
The last I sent was in '13 — near twelve years 
ago.' 

He had no more to tell her; and, when he 
had put her into a straight track homeward, 
turned and left her, refusing all money as at 
first. 



VII A Ride

The communication sank deep into 
Gertrude's mind. Her nature was rather a 
timid one; and probably of all remedies that 
the white wizard could have suggested there 
was not one which would have filled her with 
so much aversion as this, not to speak of the 
immense obstacles in the way of its adoption. 

Casterbridge, the county-town, was a 
dozen or fifteen miles off; and though in those 
days, when men were executed for horse-
stealing, arson, and burglary, an assize seldom 
passed without a hanging, it was not likely 
that she could get access to the body of the 
criminal unaided. And the fear of her 
husband's anger made her reluctant to breathe 
a word of Trendle's suggestion to him or to 
anybody about him. 

She did nothing for months, and patiently 
bore her disfigurement as before. But her 
woman's nature, craving for renewed love, 
through the medium of renewed beauty (she 
was but twenty-five), was ever stimulating her 
to try what, at any rate, could hardly do her 

any harm. 'What came by a spell will go by a 
spell surely,' she would say. Whenever her 
imagination pictured the act she shrank in 
terror from the possibility of it: then the words 
of the conjuror, 'It will turn your blood', were 
seen to be capable of a scientific no less than 
ghastly interpretation; the mastering desire 
returned; and urged her on again. 

There was at this time but one county 
paper, and that her husband only occasionally 
borrowed. But old-fashioned days had old-
fashioned means, and news was extensively 
conveyed by word of mouth from market to 
market, or from fair to fair, so that, whenever 
such an event as an execution was about to 
take place, few within a radius of twenty miles 
were ignorant of the coming sight; and, so far 
as Holmstoke was concerned, some 
enthusiasts had been known to walk all the 
way to Casterbridge and back in one day, 
solely to witness the spectacle. The next 
assizes were in March; and when Gertrude 
Lodge heard that they had been held, she 
inquired stealthily at the inn as to the result, as 
soon as she could find opportunity. 



She was, however, too late. The time at 
which the sentences were to be carried out 
had arrived, and to make the journey and 
obtain permission at such short notice 
required at least her husband's assistance. 
She dared not tell him, for she had found by 
delicate experiment that these smouldering 
village beliefs made him furious if 
mentioned, partly because he half entertained 
them himself. It was therefore necessary to 
wait for another opportunity. 

Her determination received a fillip from 
learning that two epileptic children had 
attended from this very village of Holmstoke 
many years before with beneficial results, 
though the experiment had been strongly 
condemned by the neighbouring clergy. 
April, May, June, passed; and it is no 
overstatement to say that by the end of the 
last-named month Gertrude well-nigh longed 
for the death of a fellow-creature. Instead of 
her formal prayers each night, her 
unconscious prayer was, ‘O Lord, hang some 
guilty or innocent person soon!’

This time she made earlier inquiries, and 
was altogether more systematic in her 
proceedings. Moreover the season was 
summer, between the haymaking and the 
harvest, and in the leisure thus afforded him 
her husband had been holiday-taking away 
from home. 

The assizes were in July, and she went to 
the inn as before. There was to be one 
execution — only one — for arson. 

Her greatest problem was not how to get 
to Casterbridge, but what means she should 
adopt for obtaining admission to the jail. 
Though access for such purposes had 
formerly never been denied, the custom had 
fallen into desuetude; and in contemplating 
her possible difficulties, she was again almost 
driven to fall back upon her husband. But, on 
sounding him about the assizes, he was so 
uncommunicative, so more than usually cold, 
that she did not proceed, and decided that 
whatever she did she would do alone. 



Fortune, obdurate hitherto, showed her 
unexpected favour. On the Thursday before the 
Saturday fixed for the execution, Lodge 
remarked to her that he was going away from 
home for another day or two on business at a 
fair, and that he was sorry he could not take her 
with him. 

She exhibited on this occasion so much 
readiness to stay at home that he looked at her 
in surprise. Time had been when she would 
have shown deep disappointment at the loss of 
such a jaunt. However, he lapsed into his usual 
taciturnity, and on the day named left 
Holmstoke. 

It was now her turn. She at first had thought 
of driving, but on reflection held that driving 
would not do, since it would necessitate her 
keeping to the turnpike-road, and so increase 
by tenfold the risk of her ghastly errand being 
found out. She decided to ride, and avoid the 
beaten track, notwithstanding that in her 
husband's stables there was no animal just at 
present which by any stretch of imagination 
could be considered a lady's mount, in spite of 
his promise before marriage to always keep a 
mare for her. He had, however, many cart-
horses, fine ones of their kind; and among the 
rest was a serviceable creature, an equine 
Amazon, with a back as broad as a sofa, on 
which Gertrude had occasionally taken an 
airing when unwell. This horse she chose. 

On Friday afternoon one of the men brought 
it round. She was dressed, and before going 
down looked at her shrivelled arm. 'Ah!' she 
said to it, 'if it had not been for you this terrible 
ordeal would have been saved me!' 

When strapping up the bundle in which she 
carried a few articles of clothing, she took 
occasion to say to the servant, 'I take these in 
case I should not get back tonight from the 
person I am going to visit. Don't be alarmed if I 
am not in by ten, and close up the house as 
usual. I shall be home tomorrow for certain.' 
She meant then to tell her husband privately: 
the deed accomplished was not like the deed 
projected. He would almost certainly forgive 
her. 



And then the pretty palpitating Gertrude 
Lodge went from her husband's homestead; 
but though her goal was Casterbridge she did 
not take the direct route thither through 
Stickleford. Her cunning course at first was in 
precisely the opposite direction. As soon as she 
was out of sight, however, she turned to the 
left, by a road which led into Egdon, and on 
entering the heath wheeled round, and set out 
in the true course, due westerly. A more 
private way down the county could not be 
imagined; and as to direction, she had merely 
to keep her horse's head to a point a little to 
the right of the sun. She knew that she would 
light upon a furze-cutter or cottager of some 
sort from time to time, from whom she might 
correct her bearing. 

Though the date was comparatively recent, 
Egdon was much less fragmentary in character 
than now. The attempts — successful and 
otherwise — at cultivation on the lower slopes, 
which intrude and break up the original heath 
into small detached heaths, had not been 
carried far; Enclosure Acts had not taken effect, 
and the banks and fences which now exclude 
the cattle of those villagers who formerly 
enjoyed rights of commonage thereon, and the 
carts of those who had turbary privileges 
which kept them in firing all the year round, 
were not erected. Gertrude, therefore, rode 
along with no other obstacles than the prickly 
furze-bushes, the mats of heather, the white 
water-courses, and the natural steeps and 
declivities of the ground. 

Her horse was sure, if heavy-footed and 
slow, and though a draught animal, was easy-
paced; had it been otherwise, she was not a 
woman who could have ventured to ride over 
such a bit of country with a half-dead arm. It 
was therefore nearly eight o'clock when she 
drew rein to breathe her bearer on the last 
outlying high point of heath-land towards 
Casterbridge, previous to leaving Egdon for 
the cultivated valleys. 



She halted before a pool called Rushy-pond, 
flanked by the ends of two hedges; a railing ran 
through the centre of the pond, dividing it in 
half. Over the railing she saw the low green 
country; over the green trees the roofs of the 
town; over the roofs a white flat façade, 
denoting the entrance to the county jail. On the 
roof of this front specks were moving about; 
they seemed to be workmen erecting something. 
Her flesh crept. She descended slowly, and was 
soon amid corn-fields and pastures In another 
half-hour, when it was almost dusk, Gertrude 
reached the White Hart, the first inn of t∫he town 
on that side. 

Little surprise was excited by her arrival; 
farmers' wives rode on horseback then more 
than they do now; though, for that matter, Mrs 
Lodge was not imagined to be a wife at all; the 
innkeeper supposed her some harum-skarum 
young woman who had come to attend 'hang-
fair' next day. Neither her husband nor herself 
ever dealt in Casterbridge market, so that she 
was unknown. While dismounting she beheld a 
crowd of boys standing at the door of a harness-
maker's shop just above the inn, looking inside it 
with deep interest. 

'What is going on there?' she asked of the 
ostler. 

'Making the rope for tomorrow.' 
She throbbed responsively, and contracted 

her arm. 
"Tis sold by the inch afterwards,' the man 

continued. 'I could get you a bit, miss, for 
nothing, if you'd like?' 

She hastily repudiated any such wish, all the 
more from a curious creeping feeling that the 
condemned wretch's destiny was becoming 
interwoven with her own; and having engaged a 
room for the night, sat down to think. 

Up to this time she had formed but the 
vaguest notions about her means of obtaining 
access to the prison. The words of the cunning-
man returned to her mind. He had implied that 
she should use her beauty, impaired though it 
was, as a pass-key, In her inexperience she knew 
little about jail functionaries; she had heard of a 
high-sheriff and an under-sheriff, but dimly 
only. She knew, however, that there must be a 
hangman, and to the hangman she determined 
to apply. 



VIII A Water-side Hermit

At this date, and for several years after, there 
was a hangman to almost every jail. Gertrude 
found, on inquiry, that the Casterbridge official 
dwelt in a lonely cottage by a deep slow river 
flowing under the cliff on which the prison 
buildings were situate — the stream being the 
self-same one, though she did not know it, 
which watered the Stickleford and Holmstoke 
meads lower down in its course. 

Having changed her dress, and before she 
had eaten or drunk — for she could not take her 
ease till she had ascertained some particulars — 
Gertrude pursued her way by a path along the 
water-side to the cottage indicated. Passing thus 
the outskirts of the jail, she discerned on the 
level roof over the gateway three rectangular 
lines against the sky, where the specks had been 
moving in her distant view; she recognized 
what the erection was, and passed quickly on, 
Another hundred yards brought her to the 
executioner's house, which a boy pointed out. It 
stood close to the same stream, and was hard by 
a weir, the waters of which emitted a steady 
roar. 

While she stood hesitating the door opened, 
and an old man came forth shading a candle 
with one hand. Locking the door on the outside, 
he turned to a flight of wooden steps fixed 
against the end of the cottage, and began to 
ascend them, this being evidently the staircase 
to his bedroom. Gertrude hastened forward, but 
by the time she reached the foot of the ladder he 
was at the top. She called to him loudly enough 
to be heard above the roar of the weir; he looked 
down and said, 'What d'ye want here?' 

'To speak to you a minute.' 
The candle-light, such as it was, fell upon her 

imploring, pale, upturned face, and Davies (as 
the hangman was called) backed down the 
ladder. 'I was just going to bed,' he said; '"Early 
to bed and early to rise", but I don't mind 
stopping a minute for such a one as you. Come 
into house.' He reopened the door, and 
preceded her to the room within. 



The implements of his daily work, which was 
that of a jobbing gardener, stood in a corner, and 
seeing probably that she looked rural, he said, 'If 
you want me to undertake country work I can't 
come, for I never leave Casterbridge for gentle nor 
simple — not I. My real calling is officer of justice,' 
he added formally. 

'Yes, yes! That's it. Tomorrow!' 
'Ah! I thought so. Well, what's the matter about 

that? 'Tis no use to come here about the knot — 
folks do come continually, but I tell 'em one knot is 
as merciful as another if ye keep it under the ear. 
Is the unfortunate man a relation; or, I should say, 
perhaps' (looking at her dress) 'a person who's 
been in your employ?' 

'No. What time is the execution?' 
'The same as usual - twelve o'clock, or as soon 

after as the London mail-coach gets in. We always 
wait for that, in case of a reprieve.' 

'O — a reprieve — I hope not!' she said 
involuntarily. 

'Well, — hee, hee! — as a matter of business, so 
do I! But still, if ever a young fellow deserved to 
be let off, this one does; only just turned eighteen,' 
and only present by chance when the rick was 
fired. Howsomever, there's not much risk of that, 
as they are obliged to make an example of him, 
there having been so much destruction of property 
that way lately.' 

'I mean,' she explained, 'that I want to touch 
him for a charm, a cure of an affliction, by the 
advice of a man who has proved the virtue of the 
remedy.' 

'O yes, miss! Now I understand. I've had such 
people come in past years. But it didn't strike me 
that you looked of a sort to require blood-turning. 
What's the complaint? The wrong kind for this, I'll 
be bound.' 

'My arm.' She reluctantly showed the withered 
skin. 

'Ah! — 'tis all a-scram!' said the hangman, 
examining it. 

'Yes,' said she. 



'Well,' he continued, with interest, 'that is the 
class o' subject, I'm bound to admit! I like the 
look of the wownd; it is as suitable for the cure 
as any I ever saw. 'Twas a knowing-man that 
sent 'ee, whoever he was.' 

‘You can contrive for me all that's 
necessary?' she said breathlessly. 

'You should really have gone to the governor 
of the jail, and your doctor with 'ee, and given 
your name and address — that's how it used to 
be done, if I recollect. Still, perhaps, I can 
manage it for a trifling fee.' 

'O, thank you! I would rather do it this way, 
as I should like it kept private.' 

'Lover not to know, eh?' 
'No — husband.' 
'Aha! Very well. I'll get 'ee a touch of the 

corpse.' 
'Where is it now?' she said, shuddering. 
'It? — he, you mean; he's living yet. Just 

inside that little small winder up there in the 
glum.' He signified the jail on the cliff above. 

She thought of her husband and her friends. 
'Yes, of course,' she said; 'and how am I to 
proceed?' 

He took her to the door. 'Now, do you be 
waiting at the little wicket in the wall, that 
you'll find up there in the lane, not later than 
one o'clock. I will open it from the inside, as I 
shan't come home to dinner till he's cut down. 
Goodnight. Be punctual; and if you don't want 
anybody to know 'ee, wear a veil. Ah — once I 
had such a daughter as you!' 

She went away, and climbed the path above, 
to assure herself that she would be able to find 
the wicket next day. Its outline was soon visible 
to her — a narrow opening in the outer wall of 
the prison precincts. The steep was so great 
that, having reached the wicket, she stopped a 
moment to breathe: and, looking back upon the 
water-side cot, saw the hangman again 
ascending his outdoor staircase. He entered the 
loft or chamber to which it led, and in a few 
minutes extinguished his light. 

The town clock struck ten, and she returned 
to the White Hart as she had come. 



IX A Rencounter

It was one o'clock on Saturday. Gertrude 
Lodge, having been admitted to the jail as above 
described, was sitting in a waiting-room within 
the second gate, which stood under a classic 
archway of ashlar, then comparatively modern, 
and bearing the inscription, 'COVNTY JAIL: 
1793.' This had been the façade she saw from the 
heath the day before. Near at hand was a passage 
to the roof on which the gallows stood. 

The town was thronged, and the market 
suspended; but Gertrude had seen scarcely a 
soul. Having kept her room till the hour of the 
appointment, she had proceeded to the spot by a 
way which avoided the open space below the 
cliff where the spectators had gathered; but she 
could, even now, hear the multitudinous babble 
of their voices, out of which rose at intervals the 
hoarse croak of a single voice uttering the words, 
'Last dying speech and confession!' There had 
been no reprieve, and the execution was over; but 
the crowd still waited to see the body taken 
down. 

Soon the persistent woman heard a trampling 
overhead, then a hand beckoned to her, and, 
following directions, she went out and crossed 
the inner paved court beyond the gate-house, her 
knees trembling so that she could scarcely walk. 
One of her arms was out of its sleeve, and only 
covered by her shawl. 

On the spot at which she had now arrived 
were two trestles, and before she could think of 
their purpose she heard heavy feet descending 
stairs somewhere at her back. Turn her head she 
would not, or could not, and, rigid in this 
position, she was conscious of a rough coffin 
passing her borne by four men. It was open, and 
in it lay the body of a young man, wearing the 
smockfrock of a rustic, and fustian breeches. The 
corpse had been thrown into the coffin so hastily 
that the skirt of the smockfrock was hanging 
over. The burden was temporarily deposited on 
the trestles. 

By this time the young woman's state was 
such that a grey mist seemed to float before her 
eyes, on account of which, and the veil she wore, 
she could scarcely discern anything: it was as 
though she had nearly died, but was held up by a 
sort of galvanism. 



'Now!' said a voice close at hand, and 
she was just conscious that the word had 
been addressed to her. 

By a last strenuous effort she 
advanced, at the same time hearing 
persons approaching behind her. She 
bared her poor curst arm; and Davies, 
uncovering the face of the corpse, took 
Gertrude's hand, and held it so that her 
arm lay across the dead man's neck, upon 
a line the colour of an unripe blackberry, 
which surrounded it. 

Gertrude shrieked:' 'the turn o' the 
blood', predicted by the conjuror, had 
taken place. But at that moment a second 
shriek rent the air of the enclosure: it was 
not Gertrude's, and its effect upon her 
was to make her start round. 

Immediately behind her stood Rhoda 
Brook, her face drawn, and her eyes red 
with weeping. Behind Rhoda stood 
Gertrude's own husband; his countenance 
lined, his eyes dim, but without a tear. 

'D----n you! what are you doing here?' 
he said hoarsely. 

'Hussy — to come between us and our 
child now!' cried Rhoda. 'This is the 
meaning of what Satan showed me in the 
vision! You are like her at last!' And 
clutching the bare arm of the younger 
woman, she pulled her unresistingly back 
against the wall. Immediately Brook had 
loosened her hold the fragile young 
Gertrude slid down against the feet of her 
husband. When he lifted her up she was 
unconscious. 



The mere sight of the twain had been 
enough to suggest to her that the dead 
young man was Rhoda's son. At that 
time the relatives of an executed convict 
had the privilege of claiming the body 
for burial, if they chose to do so; and it 
was for this purpose that Lodge was 
awaiting the inquest with Rhoda. He had 
been summoned by her as soon as the 
young man was taken in the crime, and 
at different times since; and he had 
attended in court during the trial. This 
was the 'holiday' he had been indulging 
in of late. The two wretched parents had 
wished to avoid exposure; and hence had 
come themselves for the body, a wagon 
and sheet for its conveyance and 
covering being in waiting outside. 

Gertrude's case was so serious that it 
was deemed advisable to call to her the 
surgeon who was at hand. She was taken 
out of the jail into the town; but she 
never reached home alive. Her delicate 
vitality, sapped perhaps by the paralysed 
arm, collapsed under the double shock 
that followed the severe strain, physical 
and mental, to which she had subjected 
herself during the previous twenty-four 
hours. Her blood had been 'turned' 
indeed — too far. Her death took place in 
the town three days after. 



Her husband was never seen in Casterbridge 
again; once only in the old market-place at 
Anglebury, which he had so much frequented, 
and very seldom in public anywhere. Burdened at 
first with moodiness and remorse, he eventually 
changed for the better, and appeared as a 
chastened and thoughtful man. Soon after 
attending the funeral of his poor wife he took 
steps towards giving up the farms in Holmstoke 
and the adjoining parish, and, having sold every 
head of his stock, he went away to Port-Bredy, at 
the other end of the county, living there in solitary 
lodgings till his death two years later of a painless 
decline. It was then found that he had bequeathed 
the whole of his not inconsiderable property to a 
reformatory for boys, subject to the payment of a 
small annuity to Rhoda Brook, if she could be 
found to claim it. 

For some time she could not be found; but 
eventually she reappeared in her old parish — 
absolutely refusing, however, to have anything to 
do with the provision made for her. Her 
monotonous milking at the dairy was resumed, 
and followed for many long years, till her form 
became bent, and her once abundant dark hair 
white and worn away at the forehead — perhaps 
by long pressure against the cows. Here, 
sometimes, those who knew her experiences 
would stand and observe her, and wonder what 
sombre thoughts were beating inside that 
impassive, wrinkled brow, to the rhythm of the 
alternating milk-streams. 

(first appearance Blackwood’s Magazine, January 
1888) 

THE END 



‘The Signal-Man’ is a horror/mystery story by Charles 
Dickens, first published as part of the Mugby Junction 
collection in the 1866 Christmas edition of All the Year 
Round. Dickens himself was involved in the 
Staplehurst rail crash on 9 June 1865, in which, while 
passing over a viaduct in Kent, the train in which he 
was travelling jumped a gap in the line where the rails 
had been removed for maintenance. The cast iron 
viaduct fractured, causing most of the carriages to fall 
into the river below. Dickens was in the first carriage 
that, as it had derailed sideways, was suspended at a 
precarious angle by the coupling of the coach in front 
and held up by the remains of the viaduct masonry. 
Dickens helped to rescue some of the other 
passengers, and was commended for his actions, but 
the experience had a profound effect on his 
subsequent life (which ended five years to the day 
later).



Charles Dickens’ 

The 
Signalman 



"Halloa! Below there!" 
When he heard a voice thus calling to him, 

he was standing at the door of his box, with a 
flag in his hand, furled round its short pole. 
One would have thought, considering the 
nature of the ground, that he could not have 
doubted from what quarter the voice came; but 
instead of looking up to where I stood on the 
top of the steep cutting nearly over his head, he 
turned himself about, and looked down the 
Line. There was something remarkable in his 
manner of doing so, though I could not have 
said for my life what. But I know it was 
remarkable enough to attract my notice, even 
though his figure was foreshortened and 
shadowed, down in the deep trench, and mine 
was high above him, so steeped in the glow of 
an angry sunset, that I had shaded my eyes 
with my hand before I saw him at all. 

"Halloa! Below!" 
From looking down the Line, he turned 

himself about again, and, raising his eyes, saw 
my figure high above him. 

"Is there any path by which I can come down 
and speak to you?" 

He looked up at me without replying, and I 
looked down at him without pressing him too 
soon with a repetition of my idle question. Just 
then there came a vague vibration in the earth 
and air, quickly changing into a violent 
pulsation, and an oncoming rush that caused 
me to start back, as though it had force to draw 
me down. When such vapour as rose to my 
height from this rapid train had passed me, and 
was skimming away over the landscape, I 
looked down again, and saw him refurling the 
flag he had shown while the train went by. 



I repeated my inquiry. After a pause, during 
which he seemed to regard me with fixed 
attention, he motioned with his rolled-up flag 
towards a point on my level, some two or three 
hundred yards distant. I called down to him, 
"All right!" and made for that point. There, by 
dint of looking closely about me, I found a 
rough zigzag descending path notched out, 
which I followed. 

The cutting was extremely deep, and 
unusually precipitate. It was made through a 
clammy stone, that became oozier and wetter as 
I went down. For these reasons, I found the 
way long enough to give me time to recall a 
singular air of reluctance or compulsion with 
which he had pointed out the path. 

When I came down low enough upon the 
zigzag descent to see him again, I saw that he 
was standing between the rails on the way by 
which the train had lately passed, in an attitude 
as if he were waiting for me to appear. He had 
his left hand at his chin, and that left elbow 

rested on his right hand, crossed over his 
breast. His attitude was one of such expectation 
and watchfulness that I stopped a moment, 
wondering at it. 

I resumed my downward way, and stepping 
out upon the level of the railroad, and drawing 
nearer to him, saw that he was a dark sallow 
man, with a dark beard and rather heavy 
eyebrows. His post was in as solitary and 
dismal a place as ever I saw. On either side, a 
dripping-wet wall of jagged stone, excluding all 
view but a strip of sky; the perspective one way 
only a crooked prolongation of this great 
dungeon; the shorter perspective in the other 
direction terminating in a gloomy red light, and 
the gloomier entrance to a black tunnel, in 
whose massive architecture there was a 
barbarous, depressing, and forbidding air. So 
little sunlight ever found its way to this spot, 
that it had an earthy, deadly smell; and so much 
cold wind rushed through it, that it struck chill 
to me, as if I had left the natural world. 



Before he stirred, I was near enough to him to 
have touched him. Not even then removing his 
eyes from mine, he stepped back one step, and 
lifted his hand. 

This was a lonesome post to occupy (I said), 
and it had riveted my attention when I looked 
down from up yonder. A visitor was a rarity, I 
should suppose; not an unwelcome rarity, I 
hoped? In me, he merely saw a man who had 
been shut up within narrow limits all his life, and 
who, being at last set free, had a newly-awakened 
interest in these great works. To such purpose I 
spoke to him; but I am far from sure of the terms I 
used; for, besides that I am not happy in opening 

any conversation, there was something in the 
man that daunted me. 

He directed a most curious look towards the 
red light near the tunnel's mouth, and looked all 
about it, as if something were missing from it, 
and then looked it me. 

That light was part of his charge? Was it not? 
He answered in a low voice,"Don't you know 

it is?" 
The monstrous thought came into my mind, as 

I perused the fixed eyes and the saturnine face, 
that this was a spirit, not a man. I have 
speculated since, whether there may have been 
infection in his mind. 



In my turn, I stepped back. But in making the 
action, I detected in his eyes some latent fear of me. 
This put the monstrous thought to flight. 

"You look at me," I said, forcing a smile, "as if 
you had a dread of me." 

"I was doubtful," he returned, "whether I had 
seen you before." 

"Where?" 
He pointed to the red light he had looked at. 

"There?" I said. 
Intently watchful of me, he replied (but without 

sound), "Yes." 
"My good fellow, what should I do there? 

However, be that as it may, I never was there, you 
may swear." 

"I think I may," he rejoined. "Yes; I am sure I 
may." 



His manner cleared, like my own. He replied 
to my remarks with readiness, and in well-
chosen words. Had he much to do there? Yes; 
that was to say, he had enough responsibility to 
bear; but exactness and watchfulness were 
what was required of him, and of actual work-- 
manual labour--he had next to none. To change 
that signal, to trim those lights, and to turn this 
iron handle now and then, was all he had to do 
under that head. Regarding those many long 
and lonely hours of which I seemed to make so 
much, he could only say that the routine of his 
life had shaped itself into that form, and he had 
grown used to it. He had taught himself a 
language down here,--if only to know it by 
sight, and to have formed his own crude ideas 
of its pronunciation, could be called learning it. 
He had also worked at fractions and decimals, 
and tried a little algebra; but he was, and had 
been as a boy, a poor hand at figures. Was it 
necessary for him when on duty always to 
remain in that channel of damp air, and could 
he never rise into the sunshine from between 
those high stone walls? Why, that depended 
upon times and circumstances. Under some 
conditions there would be less upon the Line 
than under others, and the same held good as 
to certain hours of the day and night. In bright 
weather, he did choose occasions for getting a 

little above these lower shadows; but, being at 
all times liable to be called by his electric bell, 
and at such times listening for it with 
redoubled anxiety, the relief was less than I 
would suppose. 

He took me into his box, where there was a 
fire, a desk for an official book in which he had 
to make certain entries, a telegraphic 
instrument with its dial, face, and needles, and 
the little bell of which he had spoken. On my 
trusting that he would excuse the remark that 
he had been well educated, and (I hoped I 
might say without offence) perhaps educated 
above that station, he observed that instances of 
slight incongruity in such wise would rarely be 
found wanting among large bodies of men; that 
he had heard it was so in workhouses, in the 
police force, even in that last desperate 
resource, the army; and that he knew it was so, 
more or less, in any great railway staff. He had 
been, when young (if I could believe it, sitting 
in that hut,--he scarcely could), a student of 
natural philosophy, and had attended lectures; 
but he had run wild, misused his opportunities, 
gone down, and never risen again. He had no 
complaint to offer about that. He had made his 
bed, and he lay upon it. It was far too late to 
make another. 



All that I have here condensed he said in a 
quiet manner, with his grave dark regards divided 
between me and the fire. He threw in the word, 
"Sir," from time to time, and especially when he 
referred to his youth, as though to request me to 
understand that he claimed to be nothing but what 
I found him. He was several times interrupted by 
the little bell, and had to read off messages, and 
send replies. Once he had to stand without the 
door, and display a flag as a train passed, and 
make some verbal communication to the driver. In 
the discharge of his duties, I observed him to be 
remarkably exact and vigilant, breaking off his 
discourse at a syllable, and remaining silent until 
what he had to do was done. 

In a word, I should have set this man down as 
one of the safest of men to be employed in that 
capacity, but for the circumstance that while he 
was speaking to me he twice broke off with a 
fallen colour, turned his face towards the little bell 

when it did NOT ring, opened the door of the hut 
(which was kept shut to exclude the unhealthy 
damp), and looked out towards the red light near 
the mouth of the tunnel. On both of those 
occasions, he came back to the fire with the 
inexplicable air upon him which I had remarked, 
without being able to define, when we were so far 
asunder. 

Said I, when I rose to leave him, "You almost 
make me think that I have met with a contented 
man." 

(I am afraid I must acknowledge that I said it to 
lead him on.) 

"I believe I used to be so," he rejoined, in the 
low voice in which he had first spoken; "but I am 
troubled, sir, I am troubled." 

He would have recalled the words if he could. 
He had said them, however, and I took them up 
quickly. 





"With what? What is your trouble?" 
"It is very difficult to impart, sir. It is very, very 

difficult to speak of. If ever you make me another 
visit, I will try to tell you." 

"But I expressly intend to make you another 
visit. Say, when shall it be?" 

"I go off early in the morning, and I shall be on 
again at ten to- morrow night, sir." 

"I will come at eleven." 
He thanked me, and went out at the door with 

me. "I'll show my white light, sir," he said, in his 
peculiar low voice, "till you have found the way 
up. When you have found it, don't call out! And 
when you are at the top, don't call out!" 

His manner seemed to make the place strike 
colder to me, but I said no more than, "Very well." 

"And when you come down to-morrow night, 
don't call out! Let me ask you a parting question. 
What made you cry, 'Halloa! Below there!' to-
night?" 

"Heaven knows," said I. "I cried something to 
that effect--" 

"Not to that effect, sir. Those were the very 
words. I know them well." 

"Admit those were the very words. I said 
them, no doubt, because I saw you below." 

"For no other reason?" 
"What other reason could I possibly have?" 
"You had no feeling that they were conveyed 

to you in any supernatural way?" 
"No." 
He wished me good-night, and held up his 

light. I walked by the side of the down Line of 
rails (with a very disagreeable sensation of a train 
coming behind me) until I found the path. It was 
easier to mount than to descend, and I got back to 
my inn without any adventure. 



Punctual to my appointment, I placed my foot 
on the first notch of the zigzag next night, as the 
distant clocks were striking eleven. He was 
waiting for me at the bottom, with his white light 
on. "I have not called out," I said, when we came 
close together; "may I speak now?" 

"By all means, sir." 
"Good-night, then, and here's my hand.”
"Good-night, sir, and here's mine." With that 

we walked side by side to his box, entered it, 
closed the door, and sat down by the fire. 

"I have made up my mind, sir," he began, 
bending forward as soon as we were seated, and 
speaking in a tone but a little above a whisper, 
"that you shall not have to ask me twice what 
troubles me. I took you for some one else 
yesterday evening. That troubles me." 

"That mistake?" 
"No. That someone else." 
"Who is it?" 
"I don't know." 
"Like me?" 

"I don't know. I never saw the face. The left 
arm is across the face, and the right arm is waved 
—violently waved. This way." 

I followed his action with my eyes, and it was 
the action of an arm gesticulating, with the 
utmost passion and vehemence, "For God's sake, 
clear the way!" 

"One moonlight night," said the man, "I was 
sitting here, when I heard a voice cry, 'Halloa! 
Below there!' I started up, looked from that door, 
and saw this someone else standing by the red 
light near the tunnel, waving as I just now 
showed you. The voice seemed hoarse with 
shouting, and it cried, 'Look out! ∫Look out!' And 
then again, 'Halloa! Below there! Look out!' I 
caught up my lamp, turned it on red, and ran 
towards the figure, calling, 'What's wrong? What 
has happened? Where?' It stood just outside the 
blackness of the tunnel. I advanced so close upon 
it that I wondered at its keeping the sleeve across 
its eyes. I ran right up at it, and had my hand 
stretched out to pull the sleeve away, when it 
was gone." 





"Into the tunnel?" said I. 
"No. I ran on into the tunnel, five hundred 

yards. I stopped, and held my lamp above my 
head, and saw the figures of the measured 
distance, and saw the wet stains stealing down 
the walls and trickling through the arch. I ran 
out again faster than I had run in (for I had a 
mortal abhorrence of the place upon me), and I 
looked all round the red light with my own red 
light, and I went up the iron ladder to the 
gallery atop of it, and I came down again, and 
ran back here. I telegraphed both ways, 'An 
alarm has been given. Is anything wrong?' The 
answer came back, both ways, 'All well.'" 

Resisting the slow touch of a frozen finger 
tracing out my spine, I showed him how that 
this figure must be a deception of his sense of 
sight; and how that figures, originating in 
disease of the delicate nerves that minister to the 
functions of the eye, were known to have often 
troubled patients, some of whom had become 

conscious of the nature of their affliction, and 
had even proved it by experiments upon 
themselves. "As to an imaginary cry," said I, "do 
but listen for a moment to the wind in this 
unnatural valley while we speak so low, and to 
the wild harp it makes of the telegraph wires." 

That was all very well, he returned, after we 
had sat listening for a while, and he ought to 
know something of the wind and the wires — he 
who so often passed long winter nights there, 
alone and watching. But he would beg to remark 
that he had not finished. 

I asked his pardon, and he slowly added 
these words, touching my arm — 

"Within six hours after the Appearance, the 
memorable accident on this Line happened, and 
within ten hours the dead and wounded were 
brought along through the tunnel over the spot 
where the figure had stood." 





A disagreeable shudder crept over me, but I 
did my best against it. It was not to be denied, I 
rejoined, that this was a remarkable coincidence, 
calculated deeply to impress his mind. But it 
was unquestionable that remarkable 
coincidences did continually occur, and they 
must be taken into account in dealing with such 
a subject. Though to be sure I must admit, I 
added (for I thought I saw that he was going to 
bring the objection to bear upon me), men of 
common sense did not allow much for 
coincidences in making the ordinary 
calculations of life. 

He again begged to remark that he had not 
finished. 

I again begged his pardon for being betrayed 
into interruptions. 

"This," he said, again laying his hand upon 
my arm, and glancing over his shoulder with 

hollow eyes, "was just a year ago. Six or seven 
months passed, and I had recovered from the 
surprise and shock, when one morning, as the 
day was breaking, I, standing at the door, 
looked towards the red light, and saw the 
spectre again." He stopped, with a fixed look at 
me. 

"Did it cry out?" 
"No. It was silent." 
"Did it wave its arm?" 
"No. It leaned against the shaft of the light, 

with both hands before the face. Like this." 
Once more I followed his action with my 

eyes. It was an action of mourning. I have seen 
such an attitude in stone figures on tombs. 

"Did you go up to it?" 



"I came in and sat down, partly to collect my 
thoughts, partly because it had turned me faint. 
When I went to the door again, daylight was 
above me, and the ghost was gone." 

"But nothing followed? Nothing came of 
this?" 

He touched me on the arm with his forefinger 
twice or thrice giving a ghastly nod each time:- 

"That very day, as a train came out of the 
tunnel, I noticed, at a carriage window on my 
side, what looked like a confusion of hands and 
heads, and something waved. I saw it just in 
time to signal the driver, Stop! He shut off, and 
put his brake on, but the train drifted past here a 
hundred and fifty yards or more. I ran after it, 
and, as I went along, heard terrible screams and 
cries. A beautiful young lady had died 
instantaneously in one of the compartments, and 
was brought in here, and laid down on this floor 
between us." 

Involuntarily I pushed my chair back, as I 
looked from the boards at which he pointed to 
himself. 

"True, sir. True. Precisely as it happened, so I 
tell it you." 

I could think of nothing to say, to any 
purpose, and my mouth was very dry. The wind 
and the wires took up the story with a long 
lamenting wail. 



He resumed. "Now, sir, mark this, and judge 
how my mind is troubled. The spectre came back 
a week ago. Ever since, it has been there, now 
and again, by fits and starts." 

"At the light?" 
"At the Danger-light." 
"What does it seem to do?" 
He repeated, if possible with increased 

passion and vehemence, that former 
gesticulation of, "For God's sake, clear the way!" 

Then he went on. "I have no peace or rest for 
it. It calls to me, for many minutes together, in an 
agonised manner, 'Below there! Look out! Look 
out!' It stands waving to me. It rings my little bell
—“ 

I caught at that. "Did it ring your bell 
yesterday evening when I was here, and you 
went to the door?" 

"Twice." 
"Why, see," said I, "how your imagination 

misleads you. My eyes were on the bell, and my 
ears were open to the bell, and if I am a living 
man, it did NOT ring at those times. No, nor at 
any other time, except when it was rung in the 
natural course of physical things by the station 
communicating with you." 

He shook his head. "I have never made a 
mistake as to that yet, sir. I have never confused 
the spectre's ring with the man's. The ghost's ring 
is a strange vibration in the bell that it derives 
from nothing else, and I have not asserted that 

the bell stirs to the eye. I don't wonder that you 
failed to hear it. But I heard it." 

"And did the spectre seem to be there, when 
you looked out?" 

"It WAS there."' 
"Both times?" 
He repeated firmly: "Both times." 
"Will you come to the door with me, and look 

for it now?" 
He bit his under lip as though he were 

somewhat unwilling, but arose. I opened the 
door, and stood on the step, while he stood in the 
doorway. There was the Danger-light. There was 
the dismal mouth of the tunnel. There were the 
high, wet stone walls of the cutting. There were 
the stars above them. 

"Do you see it?" I asked him, taking particular 
note of his face. His eyes were prominent and 
strained, but not very much more so, perhaps, 
than my own had been when I had directed 
them earnestly towards the same spot. 

"No," he answered. "It is not there.”
"Agreed," said I. We went in again, shut the 

door, and resumed our seats. I was thinking how 
best to improve this advantage, if it might be 
called one, when he took up the conversation in 
such a matter-of-course way, so assuming that 
there could be no serious question of fact 
between us, that I felt myself placed in the 
weakest of positions.



"By this time you will fully understand, sir," 
he said, "that what troubles me so dreadfully is 
the question, What does the spectre mean?" 

I was not sure, I told him, that I did fully 
understand. 

"What is its warning against?" he said, 
ruminating, with his eyes on the fire, and only by 
times turning them on me. "What is the danger? 

Where is the danger? There is danger 
overhanging somewhere on the Line. Some 
dreadful calamity will happen. It is not to be 
doubted this third time, after what has gone 
before. But surely this is a cruel haunting of me. 
What can I do?" 

He pulled out his handkerchief, and wiped 
the drops from his heated forehead. 



"If I telegraph Danger, on either side of me, or 
on both, I can give no reason for it," he went on, 
wiping the palms of his hands. "I should get into 
trouble, and do no good. They would think I was 
mad. This is the way it would work —Message: 
'Danger! Take care!' Answer: 'What Danger? 
Where?' Message: 'Don't know. But, for God's 
sake, take care!' They would displace me. What 
else could they do?" 

His pain of mind was most pitiable to see. It 
was the mental torture of a conscientious man, 
oppressed beyond endurance by an unintelligible 
responsibility involving life. 

"When it first stood under the Danger-light," 
he went on, putting his dark hair back from his 
head, and drawing his hands outward across and 
across his temples in an extremity of feverish 
distress, "why not tell me where that accident was 
to happen,--if it must happen? Why not tell me 
how it could be averted — if it could have been 
averted? When on its second coming it hid its 
face, why not tell me, instead, 'She is going to die. 
Let them keep her at home'? If it came, on those 
two occasions, only to show me that its warnings 
were true, and so to prepare me for the third, why 
not warn me plainly now? And I, Lord help me! A 
mere poor signal-man on this solitary station! 
Why not go to somebody with credit to be 
believed, and power to act?" 

When I saw him in this state, I saw that for the 
poor man's sake, as well as for the public safety, 
what I had to do for the time was to compose his 
mind. Therefore, setting aside all question of 
reality or unreality between us, I represented to 
him that whoever thoroughly discharged his 
duty must do well, and that at least it was his 
comfort that he understood his duty, though he 
did not understand these confounding 
Appearances. In this effort I succeeded far better 
than in the attempt to reason him out of his 
conviction. He became calm; the occupations 
incidental to his post as the night advanced began 
to make larger demands on his attention: and I 
left him at two in the morning. I had offered to 
stay through the night, but he would not hear of 
it. 

That I more than once looked back at the red 
light as I ascended the pathway, that I did not like 
the red light, and that I should have slept but 
poorly if my bed had been under it, I see no 
reason to conceal. Nor did I like the two 
sequences of the accident and the dead girl. I see 
no reason to conceal that either. 



But what ran most in my thoughts was the 
consideration how ought I to act, having become 
the recipient of this disclosure? I had proved the 
man to be intelligent, vigilant, painstaking, and 
exact; but how long might he remain so, in his 
state of mind? Though in a subordinate position, 
still he held a most important trust, and would I 
(for instance) like to stake my own life on the 
chances of his continuing to execute it with 
precision? 

Unable to overcome a feeling that there would 
be something treacherous in my communicating 
what he had told me to his superiors in the 
Company, without first being plain with himself 
and proposing a middle course to him, I 
ultimately resolved to offer to accompany him 
(otherwise keeping his secret for the present) to 
the wisest medical practitioner we could hear of 
in those parts, and to take his opinion. A change 
in his time of duty would come round next 
night, he had apprised me, and he would be off 
an hour or two after sunrise, and on again soon 
after sunset. I had appointed to return 
accordingly. 

Next evening was a lovely evening, and I 
walked out early to enjoy it. The sun was not yet 
quite down when I traversed the field-path near 
the top of the deep cutting. I would extend my 
walk for an hour, I said to myself, half an hour 
on and half an hour back, and it would then be 
time to go to my signal-man's box. 

Before pursuing my stroll, I ‚stepped to the 
brink, and mechanically looked down, from the 
point from which I had first seen him. I cannot 
describe the thrill that seized upon me, when, 
close at the mouth of the tunnel, I saw the 
appearance of a man, with his left sleeve across 
his eyes, passionately waving his right arm. 



The nameless horror that oppressed me 
passed in a moment, for in a moment I saw that 
this appearance of a man was a man indeed, and 
that there was a little group of other men, 
standing at a short distance, to whom he seemed 
to be rehearsing the gesture he made. The 
Danger-light was not yet lighted. Against its 
shaft, a little low hut, entirely new to me, had 
been made of some wooden supports and 
tarpaulin. It looked no bigger than a bed. 

With an irresistible sense that something was 
wrong — with a flashing self-reproachful fear 
that fatal mischief had come of my leaving the 
man there, and causing no one to be sent to 
overlook or correct what he did — I descended 
the notched path with all the speed I could 
make. 

"What is the matter?" I asked the men. 
"Signal-man killed this morning, sir." 
"Not the man belonging to that box?" 
"Yes, sir." 
"Not the man I know?" 
"You will recognise him, sir, if you knew him," 

said the man who spoke for the others, solemnly 
uncovering his own head, and raising an end of 
the tarpaulin, "for his face is quite composed." 

"O, how did this happen, how did this 
happen?" I asked, turning from one to another as 
the hut closed in again. 

"He was cut down by an engine, sir. No man 
in England knew his work better. But somehow 
he was not clear of the outer rail. It was just at 
broad day. He had struck the light, and had the 
lamp in his hand. As the engine came out of the 
tunnel, his back was towards her, and she cut 
him down. 



“That man drove her, and was showing how it 
happened. Show the gentleman, Tom." 

The man, who wore a rough dark dress, stepped 
back to his former place at the mouth of the tunnel. 

"Coming round the curve in the tunnel, sir," he 
said, "I saw him at the end, like as if I saw him 
down a perspective-glass. There was no time to 
check speed, and I knew him to be very careful. As 
he didn't seem to take heed of the whistle, I shut it 
off when we were running down upon him, and 
called to him as loud as I could call." 

"What did you say?" 
"I said, 'Below there! Look out! Look out! For 

God's sake, clear the way!'" 
I started. 
"Ah! it was a dreadful time, sir. I never left off 

calling to him. I put this arm before my eyes not to 
see, and I waved this arm to the last; but it was no 
use." 

Without prolonging the narrative to dwell on 
any one of its curious circumstances more than on 
any other, I may, in closing it, point out the 
coincidence that the warning of the Engine-Driver 
included, not only the words which the 
unfortunate Signal-man had repeated to me as 
haunting him, but also the words which I myself--
not he--had attached, and that only in my own 
mind, to the gesticulation he had imitated.
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Graham Greene’s 
The Hint of an 
Explanation



A long train journey on a late December 
evening, in this new version of peace, is a dreary 
experience. I suppose that my fellow-traveler and I 
could consider ourselves lucky to have a 
compartment to ourselves, even though the 
heating apparatus was not working, even though 
the lights went out entirely in the frequent Pennine 
tunnels and were too dim anyway for us to read 
our books without straining our eyes, and though 
there was no restaurant car to give at least a 
change of scene. It was when we were trying 
simultaneously to chew the same kind of dry bun 
bought at the same station buffet that my 
companion and I came together. Before that we 
had sat at opposite ends of the carriage, both 
muffled to the chin in overcoats, both bent low 
over type we could barely make out, but as I threw 
the remains of my cake under the seat our eyes 
met, and he laid his book down.

By the time we were halfway to Bedwell 
Junction we had found an enormous range of 
subjects for discussion; starting with buns and the 
weather, we had gone on to politics, the 
government, foreign affairs, the atom bomb, and, 
by an inevitable progression, God. We had not, 
however, become either shrill or acid. My 
companion, who now sat opposite me, leaning a 
little forward, so that our knees nearly touched, 
gave such an impression of serenity that it would 
have been impossible to quarrel with him, 
however much our views differed, and differ they 
did profoundly.

I had soon realized I was speaking to a Catholic, 
to someone who believed—how do they put it?—
in an omnipotent and omniscient Deity, while I 
was what is loosely called an Agnostic. I have a 
certain intuition (which I do not trust, founded as 
it may well be on childish experiences and needs) 
that a God exists, and I am surprised occasionally 
into belief by the extraordinary coincidences that 
beset our path like the traps set for leopards in the 
jungle, but intellectually I am revolted at the whole 
notion of such a God Who can so abandon His 
creatures to the enormities of Free Will. I found 
myself expressing this view to my companion, 
who listened quietly and with respect. He made no 
attempt to interrupt: he showed none of the 
impatience or the intellectual arrogance I have 
grown to expect from Catholics; when the lights of 
a wayside station flashed across his face that had 
escaped hitherto the rays of the one globe working 
in the compartment, I caught a glimpse suddenly 
of—what? I stopped speaking, so strong was the 
impression. I was carried back ten years, to the 

other side of the great useless conflict, to a small 
town, Gisors in Normandy. I was again, for a 
moment, walking on the ancient battlements and 
looking down across the grey roofs, until my eyes 
for some reason lit on one grey stony "back" out of 
the many, where the face of a middle-aged man 
was pressed against a windowpane (I suppose that 
face has ceased to exist now, just as I believe the 
whole town with its medieval memories has been 
reduced to rubble). I remembered saying to my self 
with astonishment, "That man is happy completely 
happy." 



I looked across the compartment at my fellow 
traveler, but his face was already again in 
shadow. I said weakly, "When you think what 
God—if there is a God—allows. It's not merely 
the physical agonies, but think of the corruption, 
even of children...."

He said, "Our view is so limited," and I was 
disappointed at the conventionality of his reply. 
He must have been aware of my disappointment 
(it was as though our thoughts were huddled as 
closely as ourselves for warmth), for he went on, 
"Of course there is no answer here. We catch 
hints..." and then the train roared into another 
tunnel and the lights again went out. It was the 
longest tunnel yet; we went rocking down it, and 
the cold seemed to become more intense with the 
darkness like an icy fog (perhaps when one sense
—of sight—is robbed of sensation, the others 
grow more sensitive). When we emerged into the 
mere grey of night and the globe lit up once 
more, I could see that my companion was leaning 
back on his seat.

I repeated his last words as a question, 
''Hints?"

"Oh, they mean very little in cold print—or 
cold speech," he said, shivering in his overcoat. 
"And they mean nothing at all to a human being 
other than the man who catches them. They are 
not scientific evidence—or evidence at all for that 
matter. Events that don't, somehow, turn out as 
they were intended—by the human actors I mean 
or by the thing behind the human actors."

"The thing?”
"The word Satan is so anthropomorphic."
I had to lean forward now: I wanted to hear 

what he had to say. I am—I really am, God 
knows—open to conviction.

He said, “One’s words are so crude, but I 
sometimes feel pity for that thing. It is so 
continually finding the right weapon to use 
against its Enemy and the weapon breaks in its 
own breast. It sometimes seems to me so 
powerless. You said something just now about 
the corruption of children. It reminded me of 
something in my own childhood. You are the first 
person—except for one—that I have thought of 
telling it to, perhaps because you are anonymous. 
It's not a very long story, and in a way it's 
relevant."

I said, "I'd like to hear it."
"You mustn’t expect too much meaning. But to 

me there seems to be a hint. That’s all. A hint."



He went slowly on, turning his face to 
the pane, though he could have seen 
nothing real in the whirling world 
outside except an occasional signal lamp, 
a light in a window, a small country 
station torn backwards by our rush, 
picking his words with precision. He 
said, "When I was a child they taught me 
to serve at Mass. The church was a small 
one, for there were very few Catholics 
where I lived. It was a market town in 
East Anglia, surrounded by flat, chalky 
fields and ditches—so many ditches. I 
don't suppose there were fifty Catholics 
all told, and for some reason there was a 
tradition of hostility to us. Perhaps it 
went back to the burning of a Protestant 
martyr in the sixteenth century—there 
was a stone marking the place near 
where the meat stalls stood on 
Wednesdays. I was only half aware of the 
enmity, though I knew that my school 
nickname of Popey Martin had 
something to do with my religion, and I 
had heard that my father was nearly 
excluded from the Constitutional Club 
when he first came to the town.

"Every Sunday I had to dress up in 
my surplice and serve Mass. I hated it—I 
have always hated dressing up in any 
way (which is funny when you come to 
think of it), and I never ceased to be 
afraid of losing my place in the service 
and doing something which would put 
me to ridicule. Our services were at a 
different hour from the Anglican, and as 
our small, far-from-select band trudged 
out of the hideous chapel the whole of 
the townsfolk seemed to be on the way 
past to the proper church—I always 
thought of it as the proper church. We 
had to pass the parade of their eyes, 
indifferent, supercilious, mocking; you 
can't imagine how seriously religion can 
be taken in a small town, if only for 
social reasons.

"There was one man in particular; he 
was one of the two bakers in the town, 
the one my family did not patronize. I 
don't think any of the Catholics 
patronized him because he was called a 
free thinker—an odd title, for, poor man, 
no one's thoughts were less free than his. 



He was hemmed in by his hatred—his 
hatred of us. He was very ugly to look at, 
with one wall-eye and a head the shape 
of a turnip, with the hair gone on the 
crown, and he was unmarried. He had no 
interests, apparently, but his baking and 
his hatred, though now that I am older I 
begin to see other sides to his nature—it 
did contain, perhaps, a certain furtive 
love. One would come across him 
suddenly sometimes on a country walk, 
especially if one were alone and it was 
Sunday. It was as if he rose from the 
ditches, and the smear of chalk on his 
clothes reminded one of the flour on his 
working overalls. He would have a stick 
in his hand and stab at the hedges, and if 
his mood were very black he would call 
out after one strange abrupt words like a 
foreign tongue—I know the meaning of 
those words, of course, now. Once the 
police went to his house because of what 
a boy said he'd seen, but nothing came of 
it except that the hate shackled him 
closer. His name was Blacker and he 
terrified me.

"I think he had a particular hatred of 
my father—I don't know why. My father 
was manager of the Midland Bank, and 
it's possible that at some time Blacker 
may have had unsatisfactory dealings 
with the bank; my father was a very 
cautious man who suffered all his life 
from anxiety about money—his own and 
other people's. If I try and picture Blacker 
now I see him walking along a narrowing 
path between high windowless walls, and 
at the end of the path stands a small boy 
of ten—me. I don't know whether it's a 
symbolic picture or the memory of one of 
our encounters—our encounters 
somehow got more and more frequent. 
You talked just now about the corruption 
of children. That poor man was preparing 
to revenge himself on everything he 
hated—my father, the Catholics, the God 
whom people persisted in crediting—and 
that by corrupting me. He had evolved a 
horrible and ingenious plan.



"I remember the first time I had a 
friendly word from him. I was passing 
his shop as rapidly as I could when I 
heard his voice call out with a kind of sly 
subservience as though he were an under 
servant. 'Master David,' he called, 'Master 
David,' and I hurried on. But the next 
time I passed that way he was at his door 
(he must have seen me coming) with one 
of those curly cakes in his hand that we 
called Chelsea buns. I didn't want to take 
it, but he made me, and then I couldn't be 
other than polite when he asked me to 
come into his parlour behind the shop 
and see something very special.

"It was a small electric railway—a rare 
sight in those days, and he insisted on 
showing me how it worked. He made me 
turn the switches and stop and start it, 
and he told me that I could come in any 
morning and have a game with it. He 
used the word 'game' as though it were 
something secret, and it's true that I never 
told my family of this invitation and of 
how, perhaps twice a week those 
holidays, the desire to control that little 
railway became  overpowering, and 
looking up and down the street to see if I 
were observed, I would dive into the 
shop."

Our larger, dirtier, adult train drove 
into a tunnel and the light went out. We 
sat in darkness and silence, with the noise 
of the train blocking our ears like wax. 
When we were through we didn't speak 
at once and I had to prick him into 
continuing. "An elaborate seduction,” I 
said.

"Don't think his plans were as simple 
as that," my companion said, “or as 
crude. There was much more hate than 
love, poor man, in his makeup. Can you 
hate something you don't believe in? And 
yet he called himself a free-thinker. What 
an impossible paradox, to be free and to 
be so obsessed. Day by day all through 
those holidays his obsession must have 
grown, but he kept a grip; he bided his 
time. Perhaps that thing I spoke of gave 
him the strength and the wisdom. It was 
only a week from the end of the holidays 
that he spoke to me on what concerned 
him so deeply.



‘I heard him behind me as I knelt on the 
floor, coupling two coaches. He said, 'You won’t 
be able to do this, Master David, when school 
starts.' It wasn't a sentence that needed any 
comment from me any more than the one that 
followed. 'You ought to have it for your own, 
you ought,' but how skillfully and 
unemphatically he had sowed the longing, the 
idea of a possibility... I was coming to his 
parlour every day now; you see, I had to cram 
every opportunity in before the hated term 
started again, and I suppose I was becoming 
accustomed to Blacker, to that wall-eye, that 
turnip head, that nauseating subservience. The 
Pope, you know, describes himself as 'the 
servant of the servants of God’ and Blacker—I 
sometimes think that Blacker was 'the servant of 
the servants of...,' well, let it be.

*
 
"The very next day, standing in the doorway 

watching me play, he began to talk to me about 
religion. He said, with what untruth even I 
recognized, how much he admired the 
Catholics; he wished he could believe like that, 
but how could a baker believe ? He accented 'a 
baker' as one might say a biologist, and the tiny 
train spun round the gauge of track. He said, 'I 
can bake the things you eat just as well as any 
Catholic can,' and disappeared into his shop. I 
hadn't the faintest idea what he meant. 
Presently he emerged again, holding in his hand 
a little wafer. 'Here,' he said, 'eat that and tell 
me....’ When I put it in my mouth I could tell 
that it was made in the same way as our wafers 
for communion he had got the shape a little 
wrong, that was all—and I felt guilty and 
irrationally scared. 'Tell me,' he said, 'what's the 
difference?’

"'Difference ?' I asked.
"'Isn't that just the same as you eat in 

church ?'
"I said smugly, 'It hasn't been consecrated.'
"He said, 'Do you think, if I put the two of 

them under a microscope, you could tell the 
difference?’

"But even at ten I had the answer to that 
question. 'No,' I said, ‘the accidents don’t 
change,' stumbling a little on the word 
'accidents' which had suddenly conveyed to me 
the idea of death and wounds.



"Blacker said with sudden intensity, 
"How I'd like to get one of your ones in my 
mouth—just to see….'

"It may seem odd to you, but this was 
the first time that the idea of 
transubstantiation really lodged in my 
mind. I had learned it all by rote; I had 
grown up with the idea. The Mass was as 
lifeless to me as the sentences in De Bello 
Gallico communion, a routine-like drill in 
the schoolyard, but here suddenly I was in 
the presence of a man who took it seriously, 
as seriously as the priest whom naturally 
one didn't count—it was his job. I felt more 
scared than ever.

"He said, 'It's all nonsense, but I'd just 
like to have it in my mouth.'

"'You could if you were a Catholic,’ I said 
naively.

"He gazed at me with his one good eye, 
like a Cyclops. He said, 'You serve at Mass, 
don't you? It would be easy for you to get at 
one of those things. I tell you what I’d do—
I'd swap this electric tram for one of your 
wafers—consecrated, mind. It's got to be 
consecrated.'

"'I could get you one out of the box,' I 
said. I think I still imagined that his interest 
was a baker's interest–to see how they were 
made.

"'Oh, no,' he said, "I want to see what 
your God tastes like.'

"'I couldn't do that.'
"'Not for a whole electric train, just for 

yourself? You wouldn't have any trouble at 
home. I'd pack it up and put a label inside 
that your dad could see: For my bank 
manager's little boy from a grateful client. He'd 
be pleased as punch with that.'

"Now that we are grown men it seems a 
trivial temptation, doesn't it? But try to 
think back to your own childhood. There 
was a whole circuit of rails there on the 
floor at our feet, straight rails and curved, 
and a little station with porters and 
passengers, a tunnel, a foot-bridge, a level 
crossing, two signals, buffers, of course—
and, above all, a turntable. The tears of 
longing came into my eyes when I looked at 
the turntable. It was my favorite piece—it 
looked so ugly and practical and true. I said 
weakly, 'I wouldn't know how.’



"How carefully he had been studying 
the ground! He must have slipped several 
times into Mass at the back of the church. 
It would have been no good, you 
understand, in a little town like that, 
presenting himself for communion. 
Everybody there knew him for what he 
was. He said to me, 'When you've been 
given communion you could just put it 
under your tongue a moment. He serves 
you and the other boy first, and I saw you 
once go out behind the curtain straight 
afterwards. You’d forgotten one of those 
little bottles.'

"'The cruet,' I said.
"'Pepper and salt.' He grinned at me 

jovially, and I—well, I looked at the little 
railway which I could no longer come and 
play with when term started. I said, 'You'd 
just swallow it, wouldn't you?’

"'Oh, yes,' he said. 'I'd just swallow it.'
"Somehow I didn't want to play with 

the train any more that day. I got up and 
made for the door, but he detained me, 
gripping my lapel. He said, 'This will be a 
secret between you and me. Tomorrow's 
Sunday. You come along here in the 
afternoon. Put it in an envelope and post it 
to me. Monday morning the train will be 
delivered bright and early.'

"'Not tomorrow,' I implored him.
"'I'm not interested in any other 

Sunday,' he said. ‘ It's your only chance.' 
He shook me gently backwards and 
forwards. 'It will always have to be a secret 
between you and me,' he said. 'Why, if 
anyone knew they'd take away the train 
and there'd be me to reckon with. I'd bleed 
you something awful. You know how I'm 
always about on Sunday walks. You can't 
avoid a man like me. I crop up. You 
wouldn't even be safe in your own house. I 
know ways to get into houses when 
people are asleep.' He pulled me into the 
shop after him and opened a drawer. In 
the drawer was an odd looking key and a 
cut-throat razor. He said, 'There's a master 
key that opens all locks and that—that's 
what I bleed people with.' Then he patted 
my cheek with his plump floury fingers 
and said, 'Forget it. You and me are 
friends.'



"That Sunday Mass stays in my head, every 
detail of it, as though it had happened only a 
week ago. From the moment of the Confession to 
the moment of Consecration it had a terrible 
importance; only one other Mass has ever been so 
important to me—perhaps not even one, for this 
was a solitary Mass which would never happen 
again. It seemed as final as the last Sacrament 
when the priest bent down and put the wafer in 
my mouth where I knelt before the altar with my 
fellow server.

"I suppose I had made up my mind to commit 
this awful act—for, you know, to us it must 
always seem an awful act—from the moment 
when I saw Blacker watching from the back of 
the church. He had put on his best black Sunday 
clothes and, as though he could never quite 
escape the smear of his profession, he had a dab 
of dried talcum on his cheek, which he had 
presumably applied after using that cut-throat of 
his. He was watching me closely all the time, and 
I think it was fear—fear of that terrible undefined 
thing called bleeding—as much as covetousness 
that drove me to carry out my instructions.

"My fellow server got briskly up and, taking 
the paten, preceded Father Carey to the altar rail 
where the other communicants knelt. I had the 
Host lodged under my tongue: it felt like a 
blister. I got up and made for the curtain to get 
the cruet that I had purposely left in the sacristy. 
When I was there I looked quickly round for a 
hiding place and saw an old copy of the Universe 
lying on a chair. I took the Host from my mouth 
and inserted it between two sheets—a little damp 
mess of pulp. Then I thought: perhaps Father 
Carey has put out the paper for a particular 
purpose and he will find the Host before I have 
time to remove it, and the enormity of my act 
began to come home to me when I tried to 
imagine what punishment I should incur. Murder 
is sufficiently trivial to have its appropriate 
punishment, but for this act the mind boggled at 
the thought of any retribution at all. I tried to 
remove the Host, but it stuck clammily between 
the pages, and in desperation I tore out a piece of 
the newspaper and, screwing the whole thing up, 
stuck it in my trousers pocket. When I came back 
through the curtain carrying the cruet my eyes 
met Blacker's. He gave me a grin of 
encouragement and unhappiness—yes, I am 
sure, unhappiness. Was it perhaps that the poor 
man was all the time seeking something 
incorruptible?



*

"I can remember little more of that day. 
I think my mind was shocked and 
stunned, and I was caught up too in the 
family bustle of Sunday. Sunday in a 
provincial town is the day for relations. All 
the family are at home, and unfamiliar 
cousins and uncles are apt to arrive, 
packed in the back seats of other people’s 
cars. I remember that some crowd of the 
kind descended on us and pushed Blacker 
temporarily out of the foreground of my 
mind. There was somebody called Aunt 
Lucy, with a loud hollow laugh that filled 
the house with mechanical merriment like 
the sound of recorded laughter from inside 
a hall of mirrors, and I had no opportunity 
to go out alone even if I had wished to. 
When six o'clock came and Aunt Lucy and 
the cousins departed and peace returned, 
it was too late to go to Blacker's, and at 
eight it was my own bedtime.



"I think I had half forgotten what I had 
in my pocket. As I emptied my pocket the 
little screw of newspaper brought quickly 
back the Mass, the priest bending over me, 
Blacker's grin. I laid the packet on the chair 
by my bed and tried to go to sleep, but I 
was haunted by the shadows on the wall 
where the curtains blew, the squeak of 
furniture, the rustle in the chimney, 
haunted by the presence of God there on 
the chair. The Host had always been to me
—well, the Host. I knew theoretically, as I 
have said, what I had to believe, but 
suddenly, as someone whistled in the road 
outside, whistled secretively, knowingly, to 
me, I knew that this which I had beside my 
bed was something of infinite value—
something a man would pay for with his 
whole peace of mind, something that was 
so hated one could love it as one loves an 
outcast or a bullied child. These are adult 
words, and it was a child of ten who lay 
scared in bed, listening to the whistle from 
the road, Blacker's whistle, but I think he 
felt fairly clearly what I am describing 
now. That is what I meant when I said this 
Thing, whatever it is, that seizes every 
possible weapon against God, is always, 
everywhere, disappointed at the moment 
of success. It must have felt as certain of 
me as Blacker did. It must have felt certain 
too of Blacker. But I wonder, if one knew 
what happened later to that poor man, 
whether one would not find again that the 
weapon had been turned against its own 
breast.





"At last I couldn't bear that whistle any more 
and got out of bed. I opened the curtains a little 
way, and there right under my window, the 
moonlight on his face, was Blacker. If I had 
stretched my hand down, his fingers reaching 
up could almost have touched mine. He looked 
up at me, flashing the one good eye, with 
hunger—I realize now that near success must 
have developed his obsession almost to the 
point of madness. Desperation had driven him 
to the house. He whispered up at me. 'David, 
where is it?'

"I jerked my head back at the room. 'Give it 
me,' he said. 'Quick. You shall have the train in 
the morning.'

"I shook my head. He said, 'I've got the 
bleeder here, and the key. You'd better toss it 
down.'

"'Go away,' I said, but I could hardly speak 
for fear.

"'I'll bleed you first and then I'll have it just 
the same.'

"'Oh, no, you won't,' I said. I went to the 
chair and picked it—Him—up. There was only 
one place where He was safe. I couldn't 
separate the Host from the paper, so I 
swallowed both. The newsprint stuck like a 
prune skin to the back of my throat, but I rinsed 
it down with water from the ewer. Then I went 
back to the window and looked down at 
Blacker. He began to wheedle me. 'What have 
you done with it, David? What's the fuss? It's 
only a bit of bread,' looking so longingly and 
pleadingly up at me that even as a child I 
wondered whether he could really think that, 
and yet desire it so much.

"'I swallowed it,' I said.



“''Swallowed it?'
"'Yes,' I said. 'Go away.'
"Then something happened which seems to 

me now more terrible than his desire to corrupt 
or my thoughtless act: he began to weep—the 
tears ran lopsidedly out of the one good eye 
and his shoulders shook. I only saw his face for 
a moment before he bent his head and strode 
off, the bald turnip head shaking, into the dark. 
When I think of it now, it's almost as if I had 
seen that Thing weeping for its inevitable 
defeat. It had tried to use me as a weapon, and 
now I had broken in its hands and it wept its 
hopeless tears through one of Blacker's eyes."

The black furnaces of Bedwell Junction 
gathered around the line. The points switched 
and we were tossed from one set of rails to 
another. A spray of sparks, a signal light 
changing to red, tall chimneys jetting into the 
grey night sky, the fumes of steam from 
stationary engines—half the cold journey was 
over, and now remained the long wait for the 
slow cross-country train. I said, "It's an 
interesting story. I think I should have given 
Blacker what he wanted. I wonder what he 
would have done with it."

"I really believe," my companion said, "that 
he would first of all have put it under his 
microscope—before he did all the other things I 
expect he had planned."

"And the hints," I said. "I don't quite see 
what you mean by that."

"Oh, well," he said vaguely, "you know for 
me it was an odd beginning, that affair, when 
you come to think of it," but I never should 
have known what he meant had not his coat, 
when he rose to take his bag from the rack, 
come open and disclosed the collar of a priest.

I said, "I suppose you think you owe a lot to 
Blacker."

"Yes," he said, "you see, I am a very happy 
man.”
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The Purloined 
Letter 
by Edgar Allan Poe



At Paris, just after dark one gusty evening in the 
autumn of 18--, I was enjoying the twofold luxury 
of meditation and a meerschaum, in company with 
my friend, C. Auguste Dupin, in his little back 
library, or book-closet, au troisičme, No. 33 Rue 
Dunôt, Faubourg St. Germain. For one hour at least 
we had maintained a profound silence, while each, 
to any casual observer, might have seemed intently 
and exclusively occupied with the curling eddies of 
smoke that oppressed the atmosphere of the 
chamber. For myself, however, I was mentally 
discussing certain topics which had formed matter 
for conversation between us at an earlier period of 
the evening; I mean the affair of the Rue Morgue, 
and the mystery attending the murder of Marie 
Rogęt. I looked upon it, therefore, as something of 
a coincidence, when the door of our apartment was 
thrown open and admitted our old acquaintance, 
Monsieur G----, the Prefect of the Parisian police.

We gave him a hearty welcome; for there was 
nearly half as much of the entertaining as of the 
contemptible about the man, and we had not seen 
him for several years. We had been sitting in the 
dark, and Dupin now arose for the purpose of 
lighting a lamp, but sat down again, without doing 
so, upon G----'s saying that he had called to consult 
us, or rather to ask the opinion of my friend, about 
some official business which had occasioned a 
great deal of trouble.

"If it is any point requiring reflection," observed 
Dupin, as he forebore to enkindle the wick, "we 
shall examine it to better purpose in the dark.”

"That is another of your odd notions," said the 
Prefect, who had the fashion of calling everything 
"odd" that was beyond his comprehension, and 
thus lived amid an absolute legion of “oddities.”

"Very true," said Dupin, as he supplied his 
visitor with a pipe, and rolled toward him a 
comfortable chair.

"And what is the difficulty now?" I asked. 
"Nothing more in the assassination way, I hope?”

"Oh no, nothing of that nature. The fact is, the 
business is very simple indeed, and I make no 
doubt that we can manage it sufficiently well 
ourselves; but then I thought Dupin would like to 
hear the details of it, because it is so excessively 
odd.”

"Simple and odd," said Dupin.
"Why, yes; and not exactly that, either. The fact 

is, we have all been a good deal puzzled because 
the affair is so simple, and yet baffles us 
altogether.”

"Perhaps it is the very simplicity of the thing 
which puts you at fault," said my friend.

"What nonsense you do talk!" replied the Prefect, 
laughing heartily.

"Perhaps the mystery is a little too plain," said 
Dupin.

"Oh, good heavens! who ever heard of such an 
idea?”

"A little too self-evident.”
"Ha! ha! ha!--ha! ha! ha!--ho! ho! ho!" roared our 

visitor, profoundly amused. "Oh, Dupin, you will 
be the death of me yet!”

"And what, after all, is the matter on hand?" I 
asked.

"Why, I will tell you," replied the Prefect, as he 
gave a long, steady, and contemplative puff, and 
settled himself in his chair. “I will tell you in a few 
words; but, before I begin, let me caution you that 
this is an affair demanding the greatest secrecy, and 
that I should most probably lose the position I now 
hold were it known that I confided it to any one.”

"Proceed," said I.
"Or not," said Dupin.



"Well, then; I have received personal 
information, from a very high quarter, that a 
certain document of the last importance has been 
purloined from the royal apartments. The 
individual who purloined it is known; this beyond 
a doubt; he was seen to take it. It is known, also, 
that it still remains in his possession.”

"How is this known?" asked Dupin.
"It is clearly inferred," replied the Prefect, "from 

the nature of the document, and from the non-
appearance of certain results which would at once 
arise from its passing out of the robber's possession 
— that is to say, from his employing it as he must 
design in the end to employ it.”

"Be a little more explicit," I said.
"Well, I may venture so far as to say that the 

paper gives its holder a certain power in a certain 
quarter where such power is immensely valuable." 
The Prefect was fond of the cant of diplomacy.

"Still I do not quite understand," said Dupin.
"No? Well, the disclosure of the document to a 

third person, who shall be nameless, would bring 
in question the honor of a personage of the most 
exalted station, and this fact gives the holder of the 
document an ascendancy over the illustrious 
personage whose honor and peace are so 
jeopardized.”

"But this ascendancy," I interposed, "would 
depend upon the robber’s knowledge of the loser's 
knowledge of the robber. Who would dare—"

"The thief," said G----, "is the Minister D----, 
who dares all things, those unbecoming as well as 
those becoming a man. The method of the theft 
was not less ingenious than bold. The document in 
question—a letter, to be frank—had been received 
by the personage robbed while alone in the royal 
boudoir. During its perusal she was suddenly 
interrupted by the entrance of the other exalted 
personage from whom especially it was her wish 
to conceal it. After a hurried and vain endeavor to 
thrust it in a drawer, she was forced to place it, 
open as it was, upon a table. The address, 
however, was uppermost, and, the contents thus 
unexposed, the letter escaped notice. At this 
juncture enters the Minister D----. His lynx eye 
immediately perceives the paper, recognizes the 
handwriting of the address, observes the confusion 
of the personage addressed, and fathoms her 
secret. After some business transactions, hurried 
through in his ordinary manner, he produces a 
letter somewhat similar to the one in question, 
opens it, pretends to read it, and then places it in 
close juxtaposition to the other. Again he 

converses, for some fifteen minutes, upon the 
public affairs. At length, in taking leave, he takes 
also from the table the letter to which he had no 
claim. Its rightful owner saw, but of course, dared 
not call attention to the act, in the presence of the 
third personage who stood at her elbow. The 
Minister decamped, leaving his own letter—one of 
no importance—upon the table.”

"Here, then," said Dupin to me, "you have 
precisely what you demand to make the 
ascendancy complete—the robber's knowledge of 
the loser’s knowledge of the robber.”

"Yes," replied the Prefect, "and the power thus 
attained has, for some months past, been wielded, 
for political purposes, to a very dangerous extent. 
The personage robbed is more thoroughly 
convinced, every day, of the necessity of 
reclaiming her letter. But this, of course, cannot be 
done openly. In fine, driven to despair, she has 
committed the matter to me.”

"Than whom," said Dupin, amid a perfect 
whirlwind of smoke, "no more sagacious agent 
could, I suppose, be desired, or even imagined.”

"You flatter me," replied the Prefect; "but it is 
possible that some such opinion may have been 
entertained.”

"It is clear," said I, "as you observe, that the 
letter is still in the possession of the Minister; since 
it is this possession, and not any employment of 
the letter, which bestows the power. With the 
employment the power departs."



"True," said G----; "and upon this conviction I 
proceeded. My first care was to make thorough 
search of the Minister's hotel; and here my chief 
embarrassment lay in the necessity of searching 
without his knowledge. Beyond all things, I have 
been warned of the danger which would result 
from giving him reason to suspect our design.”

"But," said I, "you are quite au fait in these 
investigations. The Parisian police have done this 
thing often before.”

"Oh yes, and for this reason I did not despair. 
The habits of the Minister gave me, too, a great 
advantage. He is frequently absent from home all 
night. His servants are by no means numerous. 
They sleep at a distance from their master's 
apartment, and, being chiefly Neapolitans, are 
readily made drunk. I have keys, as you know, 
with which I can open any chamber or cabinet in 
Paris. For three months a night has not passed 
during the greater part of which I have not been 
engaged, personally, in ransacking the D---- Hotel. 

My honor is interested, and, to mention a great 
secret, the reward is enormous. So I did not 
abandon the search until I had become fully 
satisfied that the thief is a more astute man than 
myself. I fancy that I have investigated every nook 
and corner of the premises in which it is possible 
that the paper can be concealed.”

"But is it not possible," I suggested, "that 
although the letter may be in the possession of the 
Minister, as it unquestionably is, he may have 
concealed it elsewhere than upon his own 
premises?”

"This is barely possible," said Dupin. "The 
present peculiar condition of affairs at court, and 
especially of those intrigues in which D—— is 
known to be involved, would render the instant 
availability of the document—its susceptibility of 
being produced at a moment's notice—a point of 
nearly equal importance with its possession.”

"Its susceptibility of being produced?" said I.



"That is to say, of being destroyed," said Dupin.
"True," I observed; "the paper is clearly, then, 

upon the premises. As for its being upon the 
person of the Minister, we may consider that as out 
of the question.”

"Entirely," said the Prefect. "He has been twice 
waylaid, as if by footpads, and his person rigidly 
searched under my own inspection.”

"You might have spared yourself this trouble," 
said Dupin. "D----, I presume, is not altogether a 
fool; and, if not, must have anticipated these 
waylayings, as a matter of course.”

"Not altogether a fool," said G----; "but, then, he is 
a poet, which I take to be only one remove from a 
fool.”

"True," said Dupin, after a long and thoughtful 
whiff from his meerschaum, "although I have been 
guilty of certain doggrel myself.”

"Suppose you detail," said I, "the particulars of 
your search.”

"Why, the fact is, we took our time, and we 
searched everywhere. I have had long experience in 
these affairs. I took the entire building, room by 
room, devoting the nights of a whole week to each. 
We examined, first, the furniture of each 
apartment. We opened every possible drawer; and 
I presume you know that, to a properly trained 
police-agent, such a thing as a 'secret' drawer is 
impossible. Any man is a dolt who permits a 
'secret' drawer to escape him in a search of this  

kind. The thing is so plain. There is a certain 
amount of bulk—of space—to be accounted for in 
every cabinet. Then we have accurate rules. The 
fiftieth part of a line could not escape us. After the 
cabinets we took the chairs. The cushions we 
probed with the fine long needles you have seen 
me employ. From the tables we removed the tops.”

"Why so?”
"Sometimes the top of a table, or other similarly 

arranged piece of furniture, is removed by the 
person wishing to conceal an article; then the leg is 
excavated, the article deposited within the cavity, 
and the top replaced. The bottoms and tops of 
bedposts are employed in the same way.”

"But could not the cavity be detected by 
sounding?" I asked.

"By no means, if, when the article is deposited, a 
sufficient wadding of cotton be placed around it. 
Besides, in our case, we were obliged to proceed 
without noise.”

"But you could not have removed—you could 
not have taken to pieces all articles of furniture in 
which it would have been possible to make a 
deposit in the manner you mention. A letter may be 
compressed into a thin spiral roll, not differing 
much in shape or bulk from a large knitting-needle, 
and in this form it might be inserted into the rung 
of a chair, for example. You did not take to pieces 
all the chairs?”

"Certainly not; but we did better—we examined 
the rungs of every chair in the hotel, and, indeed, 
the jointings of every description of furniture, by 
the aid of a most powerful microscope. Had there 
been any traces of recent disturbance we should 
not have failed to detect it instantly. A single grain 
of gimlet-dust, for example, would have been as 
obvious as an apple. Any disorder in the gluing—
any unusual gaping in the joints—would have 
sufficed to insure detection.”

"I presume you looked to the mirrors, between 
the boards and the plates, and you probed the beds 
and the bedclothes, as well as the curtains and 
carpets.”

"That, of course; and when we had absolutely 
completed every particle of the furniture in this 
way, then we examined the house itself. We 
divided its entire surface into compartments, 
which we numbered, so that none might be missed; 
then we scrutinized each individual square inch 
throughout the premises, including the two houses 
immediately adjoining, with the microscope, as 
before.”



"The two houses adjoining!" I exclaimed. "You 
must have had a great deal of trouble.”

"We had; but the reward offered is 
prodigious.”

"You include the grounds about the houses?”
"All the grounds are paved with brick. They 

gave us comparatively little trouble. We 
examined the moss between the bricks, and 
found it undisturbed.”

"You looked among D----'s papers, of course, 
and into the books of the library?”

"Certainly; we opened every package and 
parcel; we not only opened every book, but we 
turned over every leaf in each volume, not 
contenting ourselves with a mere shake, 
according to the fashion of some of our police 
officers. We also measured the thickness of every 
book-cover, with the most accurate 
admeasurement, and applied to each the most 
jealous scrutiny of the microscope. Had any of 
the bindings been recently meddled with, it 
would have been utterly impossible that the fact 
should have escaped observation. Some five or 
six volumes, just from the hands of the binder, we 
carefully probed, longitudinally, with the 
needles.”

"You explored the floors beneath the carpets?”
"Beyond doubt. We removed every carpet, and 

examined the boards with the microscope.”
"And the paper on the walls?”
“Yes."
"You looked into the cellars?”
"We did."



"Then," I said, "you have been making a 
miscalculation, and the letter is not upon the 
premises, as you suppose.”

"I fear you are right there," said the Prefect. 
"And now, Dupin, what would you advise me to 
do?”

"To make a thorough research of the premises.”
"That is absolutely needless," replied G----. "I 

am not more sure that I breathe than I am that the 
letter is not at the hotel.”

"I have no better advice to give you," said 
Dupin. "You have, of course, an accurate 
description of the letter?”

"Oh yes!" And here the Prefect, producing a 
memorandum book, proceeded to read aloud a 
minute account of the internal, and especially of 
the external, appearance of the missing document. 
Soon after finishing the perusal of this description, 
he took his departure, more entirely depressed in 
spirits than I had ever known the good gentleman 
before.

In about a month afterward he paid us another 
visit, and found us occupied very nearly as before. 
He took a pipe and a chair, and entered into some 
ordinary conversation. At length I said:

"Well, but, G----, what of the purloined letter? I 
presume you have at last made up your mind that 
there is no such thing as overreaching the 
Minister?”

"Confound him, say I—yes; I made the re-
examination, however, as Dupin suggested—but it 
was all labor lost, as I knew it would be.”

"How much was the reward offered, did you 
say?" asked Dupin.

"Why, a very great deal—a very liberal reward—
I don't like to say how much, precisely; but one 
thing I will say, that I wouldn't mind giving my 
individual check for fifty thousand francs to any 
one who could obtain me that letter. The fact is, it 
is becoming of more and more importance every 
day; and the reward has been lately doubled. If it 
were trebled, however, I could do no more than I 
have done."





"Why, yes," said Dupin, drawling, between 
the whiffs of his meerschaum, "I really think, 
G----, you have not exerted yourself—to the 
utmost in this matter. You might—do a little 
more, I think; eh?”

“How? — in what way?”
“Why”—-puff, puff—“you might”—puff, 

puff—“employ counsel in the matter, eh”—
puff, puff, puff. "Do you remember the story 
they tell of Abernethy?”

"No; hang Abernethy!”
"To be sure! Hang him and welcome. But, 

once upon a time, a certain miser conceived the 
design of spunging upon this Abernethy for a 
medical opinion. Getting up, for this purpose, 
an ordinary conversation in a private company, 
he insinuated his case to the physician as that 
of an imaginary individual.”

"'We will suppose,' said the miser, 'that his 
symptoms are such and such; now, doctor, 
what would you have directed him to take?’

"'Take!' said Abernethy. 'Why, take advice, to 
be sure.’"

"But," said the Prefect, a little discomposed, 
"I am perfectly willing to take advice, and to pay 
for it. I would really give fifty thousand francs 
to any one who would aid me in the matter.”

"In that case," replied Dupin, opening a 
drawer, and producing a check-book, "you may 
as well fill me up a check for the amount 
mentioned. When you have signed it, I will 
hand you the letter.”

I was astounded. The Prefect appeared 
absolutely thunder-stricken. For some minutes 
he remained speechless and motionless, 
looking incredulously at my friend with open 
mouth, and eyes that seemed starting from 
their sockets; then apparently recovering 
himself in some measure, he seized a pen, and 
after several pauses and vacant stares, finally 
filled up and signed a check for fifty thousand 
francs, and handed it across the table to Dupin. 
The latter examined it carefully and deposited 
it in his pocket-book; then, unlocking an 
escritoire, took thence a letter and gave it to the 
Prefect. This functionary grasped it in a perfect 
agony of joy, opened it with a trembling hand, 
cast a rapid glance at its contents, and then, 
scrambling and struggling to the door, rushed 
at length unceremoniously from the room and 
from the house, without having uttered a 
syllable since Dupin had requested him to fill 
up the check.



When he had gone, my friend entered into 
some explanation.

"The Parisian police," he said, "are exceedingly 
able in their way. They are persevering, ingenious, 
cunning, and thoroughly versed in the knowledge 
which their duties seem chiefly to demand. Thus, 
when G—— detailed to us his mode of searching 
the premises at the Hotel D----, I felt entire 
confidence in his having made a satisfactory 
investigation—so far as his labors extended.”

"So far as his labors extended?" said I.
"Yes," said Dupin. "The measures adopted were 

not only the best of their kind, but carried out to 
absolute perfection. Had the letter been deposited 
within the range of their search, these fellows 
would, beyond a question, have found it.”

I merely laughed—but he seemed quite serious 
in all that he said.

"The measures, then," he continued, "were good 
in their kind, and well executed; their defect lay in 
their being inapplicable to the case and to the 
man. A certain set of highly ingenious resources 
are, with the Prefect, a sort of Procrustean bed, to 
which he forcibly adapts his designs. But he 
perpetually errs by being too deep or too shallow 
for the matter in hand, and many a school-boy is a 
better reasoner than he. I knew one about eight 
years of age, whose success at guessing in the 
game of 'even and odd' attracted universal 
admiration. This game is simple, and is played 
with marbles. One player holds in his hand a 

number of these toys, and demands of another 
whether that number is even or odd. If the guess is 
right, the guesser wins one; if wrong, he loses one. 
The boy to whom I allude won all the marbles of 
the school. Of course, he had some principle of 
guessing; and this lay in mere observation and 
admeasurement of the astuteness of his 
opponents. For example, an arrant simpleton is his 
opponent, and, holding up his closed hand, asks, 
'Are they even or odd?' Our school-boy replies, 
'Odd,' and loses; but upon the second trial he 
wins, for he then says to himself: 'The simpleton 
had them even upon the first trial, and his amount 
of cunning is just sufficient to make him have 
them odd upon the second; I will therefore guess 
odd'; he guesses odd, and wins. Now, with a 
simpleton a degree above the first, he would have 
reasoned thus; 'This fellow finds that in the first 
instance I guessed odd, and, in the second, he will 
propose to himself, upon the first impulse, a 
simple variation from even to odd, as did the first 
simpleton; but then a second thought will suggest 
that this is too simple a variation, and finally he 
will decide upon putting it even as before. I will 
therefore guess even'; he guesses even, and wins. 
Now this mode of reasoning in the school-boy, 
whom his fellows termed 'Lucky,' what, in its last 
analysis, is it?”

"It is merely," I said, "an identification of the 
reasoner's intellect with that of his opponent."



"It is," said Dupin; "and, upon inquiring of the 
boy by what means he effected the thorough 
identification in which his success consisted, I 
received answer as follows: 'When I wish to find 
out how wise, or how stupid, or how good, or how 
wicked, is any one, or what are his thoughts at the 
moment, I fashion the expression of my face, as 
accurately as possible, in accordance with the 
expression of his, and then wait to see what 
thoughts or sentiments arise in my mind or heart, 
as if to match or correspond with the expression.' 
This response of the school-boy lies at the bottom 
of all the spurious profundity which has been 
attributed to Rochefoucault, to La Bougive, to 
Machiavelli, and to Campanella.”

"And the identification," I said, "of the 
reasoner's intellect with that of his opponent, 
depends, if I understand you aright, upon the 
accuracy with which the opponent's intellect is 
admeasured.”

"For its practical value it depends upon this," 
replied Dupin; “and the Prefect and his cohort fail 
so frequently, first, by default of this identification, 
and, secondly, by ill-admeasurement, or rather 
through non-admeasurement, of the intellect with 
which they are engaged. They consider only their 
own ideas of ingenuity; and, in searching for 
anything hidden, advert only to the modes in 
which they would have hidden it. They are right in 

this much—that their own ingenuity is a faithful 
representative of that of ‘the mass’; but when the 
cunning of the individual felon is diverse in 
character from their own, the felon foils them of 
course. This always happens when it is above their 
own, and very usually when it is below. They have 
no variation of principle in their investigations; at 
best, when urged by some unusual emergency—
by some extraordinary reward—they extend or 
exaggerate their old modes of ‘practice', without 
touching their principles. What, for example, in 
this case of D----, has been done to vary the 
principle of action? What is all this boring, and 
probing, and sounding, and scrutinizing with the 
microscope, and dividing the surface of the 
building into registered square inches—what is it 
all but an exaggeration of the application of the 
one principle or set of principles of search, which 
are based upon the one set of notions retarding 
human ingenuity, to which the Prefect, in the long 
routine of his duty, has been accustomed? Do you 
not see he had taken it for granted that all men 
proceed to conceal a letter, not exactly in a gimlet-
hole bored in a chair-leg, but, at least, in some out-
of-the-way hole or corner suggested by the same 
tenor of thought which would urge a man to 
secrete a letter in a gimlet-hole bored in a chair-
leg?



And do you not see, also, that such recherché 
nooks for concealment are adapted only for 
ordinary occasions, and would be adopted only 
by ordinary intellects; for, in all cases of 
concealment, a disposal of the article concealed—
a disposal of it in this recherché manner—is, in the 
very first instance, presumable and presumed; 
and thus its discovery depends, not at all upon 
the acumen, but altogether upon the mere care, 
patience, and determination of the seekers; and 
where the case is of importance—or, when the 
reward is of magnitude—the qualities in question 
have never been known to fail. You will now 
understand what I meant in suggesting that, had 
the purloined letter been hidden anywhere 
within the limits of the Prefect's examination—in 
other words, had the principle of its concealment 
been comprehended within the principles of the 
Prefect—its discovery would have been a matter 
altogether beyond question. This functionary, 
however, has been thoroughly mystified; and the 
remote source of his defeat lies in the supposition 
that the Minister is a fool, because he has 
acquired renown as a poet. All fools are poets; 
this the Prefect feels; and he is merely guilty of a 
non distributio medii in thence inferring that all 
poets are fools. I mean to say, that if the Minister 
had been no more than a mathematician, the 

Prefect would have been under no necessity of 
giving me this check. I knew him, however, as 
both mathematician and poet, and my measures 
were adapted to his capacity, with reference to 
the circumstances by which he was surrounded. I 
knew him as a courtier, too, and as a bold 
intriguant. Such a man, I considered, could not 
fail to be aware of the ordinary political modes of 
action. He could not have failed to anticipate--
and events have proved that he did not fail to 
anticipate—the waylayings to which he was 
subjected. He must have foreseen, I reflected, the 
secret investigations of his premises. His frequent 
absences from home at night, which were hailed 
by the Prefect as certain aids to his success, I 
regarded only as ‘ruses’, to afford opportunity 
for thorough search to the police, and thus the 
sooner to impress them with the conviction to 
which G----, in fact, did finally arrive—the 
conviction that the letter was not upon the 
premises. I felt, also, that the whole train of 
thought, which I was at some pains in detailing 
to you just now, concerning the invariable 
principle of political action in searches for articles 
concealed—I felt that this whole train of thought 
would necessarily pass through the mind of the 
Minister. It would imperatively lead him to 
despise all the ordinary ‘nooks’ of concealment. 
He could not, I reflected, be so weak as not to see 
that the most intricate and remote recess of his 
hotel would be as open as his commonest closets 
to the eyes, to the probes, to the gimlets, and to 
the microscopes of the Prefect. I saw, in fine, that 
he would be driven, as a matter of course, to 
simplicity, if not deliberately induced to it as a 
matter of choice. You will remember, perhaps, 
how desperately the Prefect laughed when I 
suggested, upon our first interview, that it was 
just possible this mystery troubled him so much 
on account of its being so very self-evident.”

"Yes," said I, "I remember his merriment well. I 
really thought he would have fallen into 
convulsions.”

"The material world," continued Dupin, 
"abounds with very strict analogies to the 
immaterial; and thus some color of truth has 
been given to the rhetorical dogma that 
metaphor, or simile, may be made to strengthen 
an argument as well as to embellish a 
description. The principle of the vis inertiae, for 
example, seems to be identical in physics and 
metaphysics. It is not more true, in the former, 
that a large body is with more  difficulty



set in motion than a smaller one, and that its 
subsequent momentum is commensurate with this 
difficulty, than it is, in the latter, that intellects of the 
vaster capacity, while more forcible, more constant, 
and more eventful in their movements than those of 
inferior grade, are yet the less readily moved, and 
more embarrassed, and full of hesitation in the first 
few steps of their progress. Again: have you ever 
noticed which of the street signs, over the shop 
doors, are the most attractive of attention?”

"I have never given the matter a thought," I said.
"There is a game of puzzles," he resumed, "which 

is played upon a map. One party playing requires 
another to find a given word—the name of town, 
river, state, or empire—any word, in short, upon the 
motley and perplexed surface of the chart. A novice 
in the game generally seeks to embarrass his 
opponents by giving them the most minutely 
lettered names; but the adept selects such words as 
stretch, in large characters, from one end of the chart 
to the other. These, like the over-largely lettered 
signs and placards of the street, escape observation 
by dint of being excessively obvious; and here the 
physical oversight is precisely analogous with the 
moral inapprehension by which the intellect suffers 
to pass unnoticed those considerations which are 
too obtrusively and too palpably self-evident. But 
this is a point, it appears, somewhat above or 
beneath the understanding of the Prefect. He never 
once thought it probable, or possible, that the 
Minister had deposited the letter immediately 
beneath the nose of the whole world, by way of best 
preventing any portion of that world from 
perceiving it.

"But the more I reflected upon the daring, 
dashing, and discriminating ingenuity of D----; 
upon the fact that the document must always have 
been ‘at hand’, if he intended to use it to good 
purpose; and upon the decisive evidence, obtained 
by the Prefect, that it was not hidden within the 
limits of that dignitary's ordinary search, the more 
satisfied I became that, to conceal this letter, the 
Minister had resorted to the comprehensive and 
sagacious expedient of not attempting to conceal it.

"Full of these ideas, I prepared myself with a pair 
of green spectacles, and called one fine morning, 
quite by accident, at the Ministerial hotel. I found 
D---- at home, yawning, lounging, and dawdling, as 
usual, and pretending to be in the last extremity of 
ennui. He is, perhaps, the most really energetic 
human being now alive—but that is only when 
nobody sees him.





“To be even with him, I complained of my 
weak eyes, and lamented the necessity of the 
spectacles, under cover of which I cautiously and 
thoroughly surveyed the whole apartment, while 
seemingly intent only upon the conversation of 
my host.

"I paid especial attention to a large writing-
table near which he sat, and upon which lay 
confusedly some miscellaneous letters and other 
papers, with one or two musical instruments and 
a few books. Here, however, after a long and very 
deliberate scrutiny, I saw nothing to excite 
particular suspicion. At length my eyes, in going 
the circuit of the room, fell upon a trumpery 
filigree card-rack of pasteboard that hung 
dangling by a dirty blue ribbon from a little brass 
knob just beneath the middle of the mantelpiece. 
In this rack, which had three or four 
compartments, were five or six soiled cards and a 
solitary letter. This last was much soiled and 
crumpled. It was torn nearly in two, across the 
middle—as if a design, in the first instance, to 
tear it entirely up as worthless had been altered 
or stayed in the second. It had a large black seal, 
bearing the D---- cipher very conspicuously, and 
was addressed, in a diminutive female hand, to 
D----, the Minister, himself. It was thrust 
carelessly, and even, as it seemed, 
contemptuously, into one of the uppermost 
divisions of the rack.

"No sooner had I glanced at this letter than I 
concluded it to be that of which I was in search. 
To be sure, it was, to all appearance, radically 
different from the one of which the Prefect had 
read us so minute a description. Here the seal 
was large and black, with the D---- cipher; there it 
was small and red, with the ducal arms of the 
S---- family. Here the address, to the Minister, was 
diminutive and feminine; there the 
superscription, to a certain royal personage, was 
markedly bold and decided; the size alone 
formed a point of correspondence. But, then, the 
radicalness of these differences, which was 
excessive; the dirt; the soiled and torn condition 
of the paper, so inconsistent with the true 
methodical habits of D----, and so consistent of a 
design to delude the beholder into an idea of the 
worthlessness of the document—these things, 
together with the hyperobtrusive situation of this 
document, full in the view of every visitor, and 
thus exactly in accordance with the conclusions 
to which I had previously arrived—these things, I 
say, were strongly corroborative of suspicion in 
one who came with the intention to suspect.



"I protracted my visit as long as possible, and, 
while I maintained a most animated discussion 
with the Minister upon a topic which I knew well 
had never failed to interest and excite him, I kept 
my attention riveted upon the letter. In this 
examination I committed to memory its external 
appearance and arrangement in the rack, and also 
fell, at length, upon a discovery which set at rest 
whatever trivial doubt I might have entertained. 
In scrutinizing the edges of the paper, I observed 
them to be more chafed than seemed necessary. 
They presented the ‘broken’ appearance which is 
manifested when a stiff paper, having been once 
folded and pressed with a folder, is refolded in a 
reversed direction, in the same creases or edges 
which formed the original fold. This discovery 
was sufficient. It was clear to me that the letter 
had been turned, as a glove, inside out, re-
directed and re-sealed. I bade the Minister good-
morning, and took my departure at once, leaving 
a gold snuff-box upon the table.

"The next morning I called for the snuff-box, 
when we resumed, quite eagerly, the conversation 

of the preceding day. While thus engaged, 
however, a loud report, as if of a pistol, was heard 
immediately beneath the windows of the hotel, 
and was succeeded by a series of fearful screams 
and the shoutings of a terrified mob. D---- rushed 
to a casement, threw it open, and looked out. In 
the mean time I stepped to the card-rack, took the 
letter, put it in my pocket, and replaced it by a 
‘facsimile’ (so far as regards externals), which I 
had carefully prepared at my lodgings—imitating 
the D---- cipher, very readily, by means of a seal 
formed of bread.

"The disturbance in the street had been 
occasioned by the frantic behavior of a man with a 
musket. He had fired it among a crowd of women 
and children. It proved, however, to have been 
without ball, and the fellow was suffered to go his 
way as a lunatic or a drunkard. When he had 
gone, D---- came from the window, whither I had 
followed him immediately upon securing the 
object in view. Soon afterward I bade him 
farewell. The pretended lunatic was a man in my 
own pay.”



"But what purpose had you," I asked, "in 
replacing the letter by a ‘facsimile'? Would it not 
have been better, at the first visit, to have seized it 
openly and departed?”

"D----," replied Dupin, "is a desperate man and 
a man of nerve. His hotel, too, is not without 
attendants devoted to his interests. Had I made 
the wild attempt you suggest, I might never have 
left the Ministerial presence alive. The good 
people of Paris might have heard of me no more. 
But I had an object apart from these 
considerations. You know my political 
prepossessions. In this matter I act as a partisan of 
the lady concerned. For eighteen months the 
Minister has had her in his power. She has now 
him in hers—since, being unaware that the letter 
is not in his possession, he will proceed with his 
exactions as if it was. Thus will he inevitably 
commit himself, at once, to his political 
destruction. His downfall, too, will not be more 
precipitate than awkward. It is all very well to 
talk about the facilis descensus Averni; but in all 
kinds of climbing, as Catalani said of singing, it is 
far more easy to get up than to come down. In the 
present instance I have no sympathy—at least no 
pity—for him who descends. He is that monstrum 
horrendum, an unprincipled man of genius. I 
confess, however, that I should like very well to 
know the precise character of his thoughts, when, 
being defied by her whom the Prefect terms 'a 

certain personage,' he is reduced to opening the 
letter I left for him in the card-rack.”

"How? Did you put anything particular in it?”
“Why—it did not seem altogether right to 

leave the interior blank—that would have been 
insulting. D----, at Vienna once, did me an evil 
turn, which I told him, quite good-humoredly, 
that I should remember. So, as I knew he would 
feel some curiosity in regard to the identity of the 
person who had outwitted him, I thought it a pity 
not to give him a clew. He is well acquainted with 
my MS., and I just copied into the middle of the 
blank sheet the words:

"'Un dessein si funeste, S'il n'est digne d'Atrée, 
este digne de Thyeste.’* They are to be found in 
Crébillon's Atrée."

*’A plan so fatal, If it is not worthy of Atreus, is 
worthy of Thyeste.’ The lines allude to the story 
from mythology, in which King Atreus of 
Mycenae, in revenge for his brother Thyestes’ 
seduction of his wife, kills Thyestes’ sons and 
serves them to him in a pie. The reference is 
Dupin’s way of saying he has discovered the 
minister’s plan, and foiled his scheme. (Dupin 
also reveals that he owes the minister some 
payback after ‘an evil turn’ the minister did to 
him in Vienna.)
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The Verger  
by  

W. Somerset 
Maugham



There had been a christening that afternoon at St 
Peter's, Neville Square, and Albert Edward Foreman 
still wore his verger's gown. He kept his new one, its 
folds as full and stiff as though it were made not of 
alpaca but of perennial bronze, for funerals and 
weddings (St Peter's, Neville Square, was a church 
much favoured by the fashionable for these 
ceremonies) and now he wore only his second-best. 
He wore it with complacence, for it was the dignified 
symbol of his office, and without it (when he took it 
off to go home) he had the disconcerting sensation of 
being somewhat insufficiently clad. He took pains 
with it; he pressed it and ironed it himself. During the 
sixteen years he had been verger of this church he had 
had a succession of such gowns, but he had never 
been able to throw them away when they were worn 
out and the complete series, neatly wrapped up in 
brown paper, lay in the bottom drawers of the 
wardrobe in his bedroom. The verger busied himself 
quietly, replacing the painted wooden cover on the 
marble font, taking away a chair that had been 
brought for an infirm old lady, and waited for the 
vicar to have finished in the vestry so that he could 
tidy up in there and go home. Presently he saw him 
walk across the chancel, genuflect in front of the high 
altar, and come down the aisle; but he still wore his 
cassock.

`What's he 'anging about for?' the verger said to 
himself. `Don't'e know I want my tea?’ 

The vicar had been but recently appointed, a red-
faced energetic man in the early forties, and Albert 
Edward still regretted his predecessor, a clergyman of 
the old school who preached leisurely sermons in a 
silvery voice and dined out a great deal with his more 
aristocratic parishioners. He liked things in church to 
be just so, but he never fussed; he was not like this 
new man who wanted to have his finger in every pie. 
But Albert Edward was tolerant. St Peter's was in a 
very good neighbourhood and the parishioners were 
a very nice class of people. The new vicar had come 
from the East End and he couldn't be expected to fall 
in all at once with the discreet ways of his fashionable 
congregation. `All this 'ustle; said Albert Edward. `But 
give 'im time, he'll learn.' When the vicar had walked 
down the aisle so far that he could address the verger 
without raising his voice more than was becoming in 
a place of worship he stopped. `Foreman, will you 
come into the vestry for a minute. I have something to 
say to you.' 

'Very good, sir.’ 
The vicar waited for him to come up and they 

walked up the church together. 
`A very nice christening, I thought, sir. Funny 'ow 

the baby stopped cryin' the moment you took him.’



`I've noticed they very often do,' said the 
vicar, with a little smile. ‘After all I've had a 
good deal of practice with them.' It was a source 
of subdued pride to him that he could nearly 
always quiet a whimpering infant by the manner 
in which he held it and he was not unconscious 
of the amused admiration with which mothers 
and nurses watched him settle the baby in the 
crook of his surpliced arm. The verger knew that 
it pleased him to be complimented on his talent. 

The vicar preceded Albert Edward into the 
vestry. Albert Edward was a trifle surprised to 
find the two churchwardens there. He had not 
seen them come in. They gave him pleasant 
nods. 

`Good afternoon, my lord. Good afternoon, 
sir,' he said to one after the other. They were 
elderly men, both of them, and they had been 

churchwardens almost as long as Albert Edward 
had been verger. They were sitting now at a 
handsome refectory table that the old vicar had 
brought many years before from Italy and the 
vicar sat down in the vacant chair between 
them. Albert Edward faced them, the table 
between him and them, and wondered with 
slight uneasiness what was the matter. He 
remembered still the occasion on which the 
organist had got into trouble and the bother they 
had all had to hush things up. In a church like St 
Peter's, Neville Square, they couldn't afford a 
scandal. 

On the vicar's red face was a look of resolute 
benignity, but the others bore an expression that 
was slightly troubled. `He's been naggin' them, 
he 'as,' said the verger to himself. ‘He’s jockeyed



them into doin' something, but they don't 'alf like 
it. That's what it is, you mark my words.' But his 
thoughts did not appear on Albert Edward's 
clean-cut and distinguished features. He stood in 
a respectful but not obsequious attitude. He had 
been in service before he was appointed to his 
ecclesiastical office, but only in very good houses, 
and his deportment was irreproachable. Starting 
as a page-boy in the household of a merchant 
prince, he had risen by due degrees from the 
position of fourth to first footman, for a year he 
had been single-handed butler to a widowed 
peeress, and, till the vacancy occurred at St 
Peter's, butler with two men under him in the 
house of a retired ambassador. He was tall, spare, 
grave, and dignified. He looked, if not like a duke, 
at least like an actor of the old school who 

specialized in dukes' parts. He had tact, firmness, 
and self-assurance. His character was 
unimpeachable. The vicar began briskly.

`Foreman, we've got something rather 
unpleasant to say to you. You've been here a great 
many years and I think his lordship and the 
general agree with me that you've fulfilled the 
duties of your office to the satisfaction of 
everybody concerned.' The two churchwardens 
nodded. `But a most extraordinary circumstance 
came to my knowledge the other day and I felt it 
my duty to impart it to the churchwardens. I 
discovered to my astonishment that you could 
neither read nor write.' 

The verger's face betrayed no sign of 
embarrassment.





`The last vicar knew that, sir,' he replied. 'He 
said it didn't make no difference. He always said 
there was a great deal too much education in the 
world for is taste.' 

`It's the most amazing thing I ever heard,' 
cried the general. `Do you mean to say that 
you've been verger of this church for sixteen 
years and never learned to read or write?’ 

`I went into service when I was twelve, sir. 
The cook in the first place tried to teach me 
once, but I didn't seem to 'ave the knack for it, 
and then what with one thing and another I 
never seemed to 'ave the time. I've never really 
found the want of it. I think a lot of these young 
fellows waste a rare lot of time readin' when 
they might be doin' something useful.' 

'But don't you want to know the news? said 
the other churchwarden. Don't you ever want to 
write a letter?' 

‘No, me lord, I seem to manage very well 
without. And of late years now they've all these 
pictures in the papers I get to know what's goin' 
on pretty well. Me wife's quite a scholar and if I 
want to write a letter she writes it for me. It's not 
as if I was a bettin' man.’ 

The two churchwardens gave the vicar a 
troubled glance and then looked down at the 
table. 

'Well, Foreman, I've talked the matter over 
with these gentlemen and they quite agree with 
me that the situation is impossible. At a church 
like St Peter's, Neville Square, we cannot have a 
verger who can neither read nor write.' 

Albert Edward's thin, sallow face reddened 
and he moved uneasily on his feet, but he made 
no reply. 

'Understand me, Foreman, I have no 
complaint to make against you. You do your



work quite satisfactorily; I have the highest 
opinion both of your character and of your 
capacity; but we haven't the right to take the risk 
of some accident that might happen owing to your 
lamentable ignorance. It's a matter of prudence as 
well as of principle.’

'But couldn't you learn, Foreman? asked the 
general. 

`No, sir, I'm afraid I couldn't, not now. You see, 
I'm not as young as I was and if I couldn't seem 
able to get the letters in me 'ead when I was a 
nipper I don't think there's much chance of it now.' 

‘We don't want to be harsh with you, Foreman,' 
said the vicar. `But the churchwardens and I have 
quite made up our minds. We'll give you three 
months and if at the end of that time you cannot 
read and write I'm afraid you'll have to go.' 

Albert Edward had never liked the new vicar. 
He'd said from the beginning that they'd made a 
mistake when they gave him St Peter's. He wasn't 
the type of man they wanted with a classy 
congregation like that. And now he straightened 
himself a little. He knew his value and he wasn't 
going to allow himself to be put upon. 

`I'm very sorry, sir, I'm afraid it's no good. I'm 
too old a dog to learn new tricks. I've lived a good 
many years without knowin' 'ow to read and 
write, and without wishin' to praise myself, self 
praise is no recommendation, I don't mind sayin' 
I've done my duty in that state of life in which it 
'as pleased a merciful providence to place me, and 
if I could learn now I don't know as I'd want to.'



'In that case, Foreman, I'm afraid you must go.’
`Yes, sir, I quite understand. I shall be 'appy to 

'and in my resignation as soon as you've found 
somebody to take my place.' 

But when Albert Edward with his usual 
politeness had closed the church door behind the 
vicar and the two churchwardens he could not 
sustain the air of unruffled dignity with which he 
had borne the blow inflicted upon him and his lips 
quivered. He walked slowly back to the vestry and 
hung up on its proper peg his verger's gown. He 
sighed as he thought of all the grand funerals and 
smart weddings it had seen. He tidied everything 
up, put on his coat, and hat in hand walked down 
the aisle. He locked the church door behind him. 

He strolled across the square, but deep in his sad 
thoughts he did not take the street that led him 
home, where a nice strong cup of tea awaited him; 
he took the wrong turning. He walked slowly 
along. His heart was heavy. He did not know what 
he should do with himself. He did not fancy the 
notion of going back to domestic service; after 
being his own master for so many years, for the 
vicar and churchwardens could say what they 
liked, it was he that had run St Peter's, Neville 
Square, he could scarcely demean himself by 
accepting a situation. 

He had saved a tidy sum, but not enough to live 
on without doing something, and life seemed to 
cost more every year. He had never thought to 



never thought to be troubled with such 
questions. The vergers of St Peter's, like the 
popes of Rome, were there for life. He had often 
thought of the pleasant reference the vicar 
would make in his sermon at evensong the first 
Sunday after his death to the long and faithful 
service, and the exemplary character of their 
late verger, Albert Edward Foreman. He sighed 
deeply. Albert Edward was a non-smoker and a 
total abstainer, but with a certain latitude; that 
is to say he liked a glass of beer with his dinner 
and when he was tired he enjoyed a cigarette. It 
occurred to him now that one would comfort 
him and since he did not carry them he looked 
about him for a shop where he could buy a 
packet of Gold Flake. He did not at once see 

one and walked on a little. It was a long street, 
with all sorts of shops in it, but there was not a 
single one where you could buy cigarettes.

‘That's strange,' said Albert Edward. To 
make sure he walked right up the street again. 
No, there was no doubt about it. He stopped 
and looked reflectively up and down. `I can't be 
the only man as walks along this street and 
wants a fag,' he said. `I shouldn't wonder but 
what a fellow might do very well with a little 
shop here. Tobacco and sweets, you know.' He 
gave a sudden start. `That's an idea,' he said. 
`Strange 'ow things come to you when you least 
expect it.' He turned, walked home, and had his 
tea.



`You're very silent this afternoon, Albert,' his 
wife remarked. 

`I'm thinkin',' he said. He considered the 
matter from every point of view and next day he 
went along the street and by good luck found a 
little shop to let that looked as though it would 
exactly suit him. Twenty-four hours later he had 
taken it, and when a month after that he left St 
Peter's, Neville Square, for ever, Albert Edward 
Foreman set up in business as a tobacconist and 
newsagent.

His wife said it was a dreadful come-down 
after being verger of St Peter's, but he answered 
that you had to move with the times, the church 
wasn't what it was, and 'enceforward he was 
going to render unto Caesar what was Caesar's. 

Albert Edward did very well. He did so well 
that in a year or so it struck him that he might 
take a second shop and put a manager in. He 
looked for another long street that hadn't got a 
tobacconist in it and when he found it, and a 
shop to let, took it and stocked it. This was a 
success too. Then it occurred to him that if he 
could run two he could run half a dozen, so he 
began walking about London, and whenever he 

found a long street that had no tobacconist and a 
shop to let he took it. In the course of ten years he 
had acquired no less than ten shops and he was 
making money hand over fist. He went round to 
all of them himself every Monday, collected the 
week's takings, and took them to the bank. One 
morning when he was there paying in a bundle 
of notes and a heavy bag of silver the cashier told 
him that the manager would like to see him. He 
was shown into an office and the manager shook 
hands with him. 

'Mr Foreman, I wanted to have a talk to you 
about the money you've got on deposit with us. 
D'you know exactly how much it is?' 

'Not within a pound or two, sir; but I've got a 
pretty rough idea.' 

‘Apart from what you paid in this morning it's 
a little over thirty thousand pounds. That's a very 
large sum to have on deposit and I should have 
thought you'd do better to invest it.' 

'I wouldn't want to take no risk, sir. I know it's 
safe in the bank.' 

‘You needn't have the least anxiety. We'll make



you out a list of absolutely giltedged securities. 
They'll bring you in a better rate of interest than 
we can possibly afford to give you.' 

A troubled look settled on Mr Foreman's 
distinguished face. 'I've never 'ad anything to do 
with stocks and shares and I'd 'ave to leave it all 
in your ands,' he said. 

The manager smiled. 'We'll do everything. All 
you'll have to do next time you come in is just to 
sign the transfers.’ 

'I could do that all right,' said Albert 
uncertainly. 'But 'ow should I know what I was 
signin’?' 

`I suppose you can read,' said the manager a 
trifle sharply.

Mr Foreman gave him a disarming smile. 
'Well, sir, that's just it. I can't. I know it sounds 
funny-like, but there it is, I can't read or write, 

only me name, an' I only learnt to do that when I 
went into business.' 

The manager was so surprised that he jumped 
up from his chair. 'That's the most extraordinary 
thing I ever heard.' 

'You see, it's like this, sir, I never 'ad the 
opportunity until it was too late and then 
some'ow I wouldn't. I got obstinate-like.' 

The manager stared at him as though he were 
a prehistoric monster. 'And do you mean to say 
that you've built up this important business and 
amassed a fortune of thirty thousand pounds 
without being able to read or write? Good God, 
man, what would you be now if you had been 
able to?' 

‘I can tell you that, sir,' said Mr Foreman, a 
little smile on his still aristocratic features. 'I'd be 
verger of St Peter's, Neville Square.'
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The Pot Of Broth 
Adapted from a play by W. B. Yeats



Somewhere in the middle of Ireland in the 
middle of the 19th century, there was a cottage 
kitchen with a fire on the hearth, and a table 
with cabbage, onions, a plate of meal, and 
other basic foodstuffs upon it. Through the 
half-open door, a tramp entered and looked 
about.

‘What sort are the people of this house, I 
wonder?’ he said to himself. ‘Was it a good 
place for me to come to look for my dinner, I 
wonder? What’s in that big pot?’ He lifted the 
lid from a big pot on the hearth. ‘Nothing at 
all! What’s in the little pot?’ He lifted the lid 
from a smaller pot on the hearth. ‘Nothing at 
all! What’s in that bottle, I wonder?’ The tramp 
took up the bottle excitedly and tasted its 
contents. ‘Milk! Milk in a bottle! I wonder they 
wouldn’t afford a tin can to milk the cow into! 
Not much chance for a poor man to make a 
living here. What’s in that chest?’

Kneeling over, the tramp tried to lift the lid 
on a large wooden chest.

‘Locked!’
He sniffed at the keyhole.
‘There’s a good smell there — there must be 

a still not far off.’
Getting up to his feet, the tramp sat on a 

stool and listened to some noises outside: 
shouting and footsteps and a loud, frightened 
cackling. 

‘What in the earthly world is going on 
outside?’ he said to himself. ‘Any one would 
think it was the Fiannta-h-Eireann at their 
hunting!’

A woman’s voice came in through the door.
‘Stop the gap, let you stop the gap, John! 

Stop that old schemer of a hen flying up on the 
thatch like as if she was an eagle.’





.A man’s voice followed. 
‘What can I do, Sibby? I all to had my hand on 

her when she flew away!’ ‘She’s out into the 
garden!’ shouted the woman’s voice. ‘Follow after 
her! She has the wide world before her now.’ 

‘Sibby he called her,’ mused the tramp. ‘I 
wonder is it Sibby Coneely’s house I am in! If that’s 
so it’s a bad chance I have of going out heavier 
than I came in. I often heard of her, a regular old 
slave-driver that would starve the rats. An old 
niggard with her eyes on kippeens, that would skin 
a flea for its hide! It was the bad luck of the world 
brought me here, and not a house or a village 
between this and Tubber. And it isn’t much I have 
left to bring me on there.’ He emptied his pockets 
as he spoke. ‘There’s my pipe, and not a grain to 

fill it with! There’s my handkerchief that I got at 
the coronation dinner! There’s my knife, and 
nothing left of it but the handle.’ Turning out the 
pocket, he added, ‘And there’s the crumb of the 
last dinner I got, and the last I’m likely to get till to-
morrow. That’s all I have in the world, unless the 
stone I picked up to peg at that yelping dog awhile 
ago.’ He took a smooth stone out of his other 
pocket and tossed it up and caught it. ‘In the time 
long ago I usedn’t to have much trouble to find a 
dinner, getting over the old women and getting 
round the young ones! I remember the time I met 
the old minister on the path and sold him his own 
flock of turkeys. My wits used to fill my stomach 
then, but I’m afraid they’re going from me now 
with all the hardship I went through.’



A cackling came in from outside, followed by 
Sibby’s voice.

‘Catch her, she’s round the bush! Put your hands 
in the nettles, don’t be daunted!’ A choked cackle 
and prolonged screech was heard. 

‘There’s a dinner for somebody, any way!’ said 
the tramp. ‘That it may be for myself. How will I 
come round her, I wonder? There is no more pity in 
her heart than there’s a soul in a dog. If all the saints 
were standing there barefoot she’d bid them to call 
another day. It’s myself I have to trust to now, and 
my share of talk.’ He looked down at the stone. ‘I 
know what I’ll do, I know what Charlie Ward did 
one time with a stone, and I’m as good a man as he 
is any way.’ He jumped up and waved the stone 
over his head. 'Now, Sibby! If I don’t do it one way 
I’ll do it another. My wits against the world!’ And he 
began to sing, 

‘There’s broth in the pot for you, old man, 
There’s broth in the pot for you, old man, 
There’s cabbage for me, 
And broth for you, 
And beef for Jack the journeyman. 

I wish you were dead, my gay old man, 
I wish you were dead, my gay old man, 
I wish you were dead 
And a stone at your head, 
So as I’d marry poor Jack the journeyman.’ 
John’s voice came in from beyond the door. 
‘Bring it in, bring it in, Sibby. You’ll be late with 

the priest’s dinner.’ 
‘Can’t you wait a minute till I draw it?’ replied 

Sibby.
John walked in and saw the tramp. ’I didn’t 

know there was any one in the house.’ 
‘It’s only this minute I came in, tired with the 

length of the road I am, and fasting since morning,’ 
said the tramp.

John began groping among the pots and pans.
‘I’ll see can I find anything here for you… I don’t 

see much… maybe there’s something in the chest.’ 
He took a key from a hiding-place at the back of the 
hearth, opened the chest, took out a bottle and a 
ham bone and was cutting a bit from it when Sibby 
entered, carrying a chicken by the neck. John 
dropped the ham bone on a bench.



‘Hurry now, John, after all the time you have 
wasted,’ she said. ‘Why didn’t you steal up on the 
old hen that time she was scratching in the dust?’

‘Sure, I thought one of the chickens would be 
the tenderest, Sibby,’ he said. 

‘Cock you up with tenderness, indeed!’ 
answered Sibby. ‘All the expense I’m put to! My 
grand hen I’ve been feeding these five years! 
Wouldn’t that have been enough to part with! 
Indeed, I wouldn’t have thought of parting with 
her itself but she had got tired of laying since 
Easter.’ 

‘Well, I thought we ought to give his reverence 
something that would have a little good in it, 
Sibby.’ 

‘What does the age of it matter? A hen’s a hen 
when it’s on the table,’ Sibby said, sitting down to 
pluck the chicken. 'Why couldn’t the Kernans have 
given the priest his dinner the way they always do? 
What did it matter their mother’s brother to have 
died? It is an excuse they had made up to put the 
expense of the dinner on me.’ 

‘Well, I hope you have a good bit of bacon to put 
in the pot along with the chicken,’ John said. 

‘Let me alone,’ Sibby answered. ‘The taste of 
meat on the knife is all that high-up people like the 

clergy care for, nice genteel people, no way greedy 
like potato-diggers or harvest men.’ 

‘Well, I never saw the man, gentle or simple, 
wouldn’t be glad of his fill of bacon, and he 
hungry,’ said John. 

‘Let me alone, I’ll show the Kernans what I can 
do. I have what’s better than bacon, a nice bit of a 
ham I am keeping in the chest this good while, 
thinking we might want it for company.’

Suddenly Sibby saw the tramp and cried out.
‘Who is there? A beggar man is it? Then you 

may quit this house if you please, we have nothing 
for you.’ She got up and opened the door.

‘It is a mistake you are making, ma’am, it is not 
asking anything, l am,’ said the tramp, stepping 
forward. 'It is giving I am more used to. I was 
never in a house yet but there would be a welcome 
for me in it again.’ 

‘Well, you have the appearance of a beggar, and 
if it isn’t begging you are, what way do you make 
your living?’ Sibby replied. 

‘If I was a beggar, ma’am, it is to common 
people I would be going, and not to a nice grand 
woman like yourself, that is only used to be talking 
with high-up noble people,’ the tramp responded. 



‘Well, what is it you are asking?’ said Sibby. ‘If 
it’s a bit to eat you want, I can’t give it to you, for I 
have company coming that will clear all before 
them.’

‘Is it me to ask anything to eat?’ said the tramp, 
and as he spoke, he held up the round stone. ‘I 
have here what’s better than beef and mutton, and 
currant cakes, and sacks of flour.’

‘What is it at all?’ asked Sibby, looking at the 
stone.

‘Those that gave it to me wouldn’t like me to 
tell that,’ replied the tamp, mysteriously. 

Sibby turned to John. ‘Do you think is he a 
man that has friends among the Sidhe?’ she said.

‘Your mind is always running on the Sidhe 
since the time they made John Molloy find buried 
gold on the bridge of Limerick,’ replied John. ‘I 
see nothing in it but a stone.’

'What can you see in it, you that never saw 
what it can do?’ said the tramp. 

‘What is it it can do?’ asked John.
‘It can do many things, and what it’s going to 

do now is to make me a drop of broth for my 
dinner.’

‘I’d like to have a stone that could make broth,’ 
said Sibby, stepping forward to gaze upon the 
stone in the tramp’s hand.

‘No one in the world but myself has one, 
ma’am, and no other stone in the world has the 
same power, for it has enchantment on it. All I’ll 
ask of you now, ma’am, is the loan of a pot with a 
drop of boiling water in it,’ the tramp said, gently 
rolling the stone in his hands. 

‘You’re welcome to that much. John, fill the 
small pot with water,’ Sibby said, and John did as 
she asked, filling the pot from a kettle. The tramp 
then placed the stone in the pot, with a small 
thud. 

‘There now, that’s all I have to do but to put it 
on the fire to boil, and it’s a grand pot of broth 
will be before me then,’ he said, smiling.

‘And is that all you have to put in it?’ asked 
Sibby, peering into the pot.

‘Nothing at all but that, only, maybe, a bit of an 
herb for fear the enchantment might slip away 
from it. You wouldn’t have a bit of the Slan-lus in 
the house, ma’am, that was cut with a black-
handled knife?’

‘No, indeed, I have none of that in the house,’ 
said Sibby. 



‘Or a bit of the Fearavan that was picked 
when the wind was from the north?’

‘No, indeed, I’m sorry there’s none.’ 
‘Or a sprig of the Athair-talav, the father of 

herbs?’
‘There’s plenty of it by the hedge,’ said 

John. 'I'll go out and get it for you.’ 
‘O, don’t mind taking so much trouble; 

those leaves beside me will do well enough,’ 
replied the tramp, and he took a couple of 
good handfuls of the cabbage and onions and 
put them in. 

‘But where did you get the stone, at all?’ 
asked Sibby.

‘Well, this is how it happened,’ he said. ‘I 
was out one time, and a grand greyhound with 
me, and it followed a hare, and I went after it. 
And I came up at last to the edge of a gravel 
pit, where there were a few withered furze 
bushes, and there was my fine hound sitting 
up, and it shivering, and a little old man sitting 
before him, and he taking off a hare-skin coat.’ 
The tramp looked around and noticed the ham 
bone next to the steaming pot. ‘Give me the 
loan of a kippeen to stir the pot with,’ he said, 

and took up the ham bone and put it into the 
pot. 

‘Oh! the ham bone!’ said John.
‘I didn’t say a ham bone, I said a hare- skin 

coat,’ the tramp said. 
‘Hold your tongue, John, if it’s deaf you’re 

getting,’ Sibby said.
The tramp gently stirred the pot with the 

ham bone as he went on. ‘Well, as I was telling 
you, he was sitting up, and one time I thought 
he was as small as a nut, and the next minute I 
thought his head to be in the stars. Frightened 
I was.’ 

‘No wonder, no wonder at all in that,’ Sibby 
said, as she pulled feathers from the chicken in 
her lap. 

‘He took the little stone then — that stone I 
have with me—out of the side pocket of his 
coat, and he showed it to me. “Call off your 
dog," says he, “and I’ll give you that stone, and 
if ever you want a good drop of broth, or a bit 
of stirabout, or a drop of poteen itself, all you 
have to do is to put it down in a pot with a 
drop of water and stir it awhile, and you’ll 
have the thing you were wanting ready before 
you.”’



‘Poteen! Would it make that?’ Sibby asked. 
‘It would, ma’am; and wine, the same as the 

Clare Militia uses.’
‘Let me see what does it look like now,’ said 

Sibby, bending forward to look in the pot, 
plucking the chicken all the while. 

‘Don’t look at it for your life. ma’am,’ said the 
tramp, stepping in front of her. ‘It might bring 
bad luck on any one that would look at it, and it 
boiling. I must put a cover on the pot, or I must 
colour the water some way. Give me a handful of 
that meal.’

Sibby held out a plate of meal and he put in a 
handful or two. 

‘Well, he’s a gifted man!’ said John, coming to 
stand beside Sibby. 

'It would be a great comfort to have a stone 
like that,’ said Sibby, as she finished plucking the 
chicken which lay in her lap. 

‘And there’s another thing it does, ma’am, 
since it came into Catholic hands. If you put it 
into a pot of a Friday with a bit of the whitest 
meat in Ireland in it, it would turn it as black as 
black.’

‘That is no less than a miracle,’ said Sibby. ‘I 
must tell Father John about that.’

‘But to put a bit of meat with it any other day 
of the week, it would do it no harm at all, but 
good. Look here now, ma’am, I’ll put that nice 
little hen you have in your lap in the pot for a 
minute till you see.’ The tramp took the chicken 
from Sibby’s hands and put it in the pot.

‘It’s a good job this is not a Friday!’ John said 
sarcastically. 

‘Keep yourself quiet, John, and don’t be 
interrupting the talk or you’ll get a knock on the 
head like the King of Lochlann’s grandmother!’ 
Sibby snapped.

‘Go on, go on, l’ll say no more,’ muttered John.
‘If I’m passing this way some time of a Friday 

I’ll bring a nice bit of mutton, or the breast of a 
turkey, and you’ll see how it will be no better in 
two minutes than a fistful of bog mould.’

‘Let me take the chicken out now,’ said Sibby, 
reaching forward.





‘Stop till I help you, ma’am, you might scald 
your hand,’ said the tramp. 'I’ll show it to you in 
a minute as white as your own skin, where the 
lily and the rose are fighting for mastery. Did you 
ever hear what the boys in your own parish were 
singing after you being married from them—such 
of them that had any voice at all and not choked 
with crying, or senseless with the drop of drink 
they took to comfort them and to keep their wits 
from going, with the loss of you?’

Sibby sat down. ‘Did they do that indeed?’
‘They did, ma’am,’ the tramp said, ‘this is 

what they used to be singing: 
The spouse of Naoise, 
Erin’s woe, 
Helen and Venus long ago 
Their charms would fade, their fame would 

flee, 
Beside mo gradh, mo stor, mo chree, 
My Sibby, O!’ 
Sibby took a fork and rose to take out the 

chicken, but the tramp put his hand to stop her, 
and went on singing.

‘Her eyes are gray like morning dew, 
Her curling hair falls to her shoe, 
The swan is blacker than—-‘ he looked round 

for a simile, and saw his hand, ‘my nail, 
Beside my queen, my Granuaile, 
My Sibby, O!’ 
Sibby got up again, but the tramp put up his 

hand. 
‘Wait till you hear to the end.
The King of France would give his throne 
To share her pillow (what’s the rhyme at all?) 
So would I myself…’ 
Sibby began to keep time with the fork. 
‘The Spanish fleet is on the sea 
To carry away mo gradh, mo stor! 
My Sibby, O!’
Sibby stood up with the fork in her hand and 

sang to herself: ‘The Spanish fleet is on the sea,’ 
then turned to John and said, ‘I always knew I 
was too good for you!’ She went on humming. 

‘Well, he has the old woman bewitched,’ 
muttered John. 

‘Did you take the chicken out yet?’ said Sibby, 
recovering herself. 



Taking it out and giving it a good 
squeeze into the pot, the tramp replied, ‘I 
did, ma’am, look at it there.’

Sibby took it and laid it on table.
‘How is the broth getting on?’ asked 

John.
The tramp tasted it with a spoon. 
‘It’s grand; it’s always grand.’
‘Give me a taste of it,’ said Sibby. 
The tramp took the lid from the pot 

and slipped the hambone behind him. 
‘Give me some vessel till I give this 

sky-woman a taste of it,’ he said grandly, 
and John gave him an egg-cup, which he 
filled and gave to Sibby. John then gave 
him a mug and he filled this for himself 
pouring it back and forward from the 
mug to a bowl on the table, and drinking 
gulps now and again. Sibby blew at hers 
and smelled it. 

‘There’s a good smell on it anyway,’ 
she said, and sipped it. ‘It’s lovely! Oh, I’d 
give the world and all to have the stone 
that made that!

‘The riches of the world wouldn’t buy 
it, ma’am,’ replied the tramp. ‘If I was 
inclined to sell it, the Lord Lieutenant 
would have given me Dublin Castle and 
all that’s in it long ago.’

‘Oh! couldn’t we coax it out of you any 
way at all?’ Sibby said, sipping some of 
the broth again. 

The tramp had another mugful and 
answered, ‘The whole world wouldn’t 
coax it out of me, except maybe for one 
thing.’ He looked suddenly sad. ‘Now I 
think of it, there’s only one reason I might 
think of parting with it at all.’ 

‘What reason is that?’ Sibby asked 
eagerly. 

‘It’s a misfortune that overtakes me, 
ma’am, every time I make an attempt to 
keep a pot of my own to boil it in, and I 
don’t like to be always under a 
compliment to the neighbours, asking the 
loan of one. But whatever way it is, I 
never can keep a pot with me. I had a 
right to ask one of the little man that gave 
me the stone. The last one I bought got 
the bottom burned out of it one night I 
was giving a hand to a friend that keeps a 
still, and the one before that I hid under a 
bush one time I was going into Ennis for 
the night, and some boys of the town 
dreamed about it and went looking for 
treasure in it, and they found nothing but 
eggshells, but they brought it away for all 
that. And another one…’



‘Give the loan of the stone itself, and I’ll engage 
I’ll keep a pot for it… Wait now till I make some 
offer to you.’

The tramp muttered to himself, ‘I’d best not be 
stopping to bargain, the priest might be coming on 
me.’ He got up. ‘Well, ma’am, I’m sorry I can’t 
oblige you.’ He went to the door, shaded his eyes 
and looked out, then turned suddenly ‘I have no 
time to lose, ma’am, I’m off.’ He stepped to the 
table and took up his hat. ‘Well, ma’am, what offer 
will you make?’

‘You might as well leave it for a day on trial 
first,’ said John. 

‘I think it likely I’ll not be passing this way 
again,’ he replied, and turned to Sibby. ‘Well now, 
ma’am, as you were so kind, and for the sake of 
the good treatment you gave me, I’ll ask nothing 
for it at all. Here it is for you and welcome, and 
that you may live long to use it. But I’ll just take a 
little bit in my bag that’ll do for my supper, for 
fear I mightn’t be in Tubber before night.’ He 
picked up the chicken. ‘And you won’t begrudge 
me a drop of whisky when you can make plenty 

for yourself from this on out.’ He put the bottle of 
whisky in his pocket. 

‘You deserve it, you deserve it, indeed. You are 
a very gifted man. Don’t forget the kippeen!’ John 
said, smiling.

‘It’s here !’ the tramp said, slapping his pocket, 
and off he went. John stepped out with him.

Sibby fished out the stone from the pot with a 
spoon, and looked down at it. 

‘Broth of the best, stirabout, poteen, wine itself, 
he said! and the people that will be coming to see 
the miracle! I’ll be as rich as Biddy Early before I 
die!’

John walked back in.
‘Where were you, John?’
‘I just went out to shake him by the hand. He’s 

a very gifted man,’ John said, shaking his head in 
wonder. 

‘He is so, indeed,’ said Sibby. 
‘And the priest’s at the top of the boreen 

coming for his dinner. Maybe you’d best put the 
stone in the pot again,’ John said.



Oscar Wilde (1854 – 1900) was an Irish poet and 
playwright who became one of the most popular 
playwrights in London. He is best remembered for his 
epigrams and plays, his novel The Picture of Dorian Gray, 
and the circumstances of his criminal conviction for "gross 
indecency", imprisonment, and early death at age 46. ‘The 
Happy Prince’ first appeared in 1888.



The  
Happy Prince 

by Oscar Wilde



High above the city, on a tall column, stood the statue of the Happy
Prince.  He was gilded all over with thin leaves of fine gold, for eyes
he had two bright sapphires, and a large red ruby glowed on his
sword-hilt.
He was very much admired indeed.  “He is as beautiful as a weathercock,”
remarked one of the Town Councillors who wished to gain a reputation for
having artistic tastes; “only not quite so useful,” he added, fearing
lest people should think him unpractical, which he really was not.
“Why can’t you be like the Happy Prince?” asked a sensible mother of her
little boy who was crying for the moon. “The Happy Prince never dreams
of crying for anything.”
“I am glad there is some one in the world who is quite happy,” muttered a
disappointed man as he gazed at the wonderful statue.
“He looks just like an angel,” said the Charity Children as they came out
of the cathedral in their bright scarlet cloaks and their clean white
pinafores.
“How do you know?” said the Mathematical Master. “You have never seen
one.”
“Ah! but we have, in our dreams,” answered the children; and the
Mathematical Master frowned and looked very severe, for he did not
approve of children dreaming.

One night there flew over the city a little Swallow.  His friends had
gone away to Egypt six weeks before, but he had stayed behind, for he was
in love with the most beautiful Reed. He had met her early in the spring
as he was flying down the river after a big yellow moth, and had been so
attracted by her slender waist that he had stopped to talk to her.
“Shall I love you?” said the Swallow, who liked to come to the point at
once, and the Reed made him a low bow. So he flew round and round her,
touching the water with his wings, and making silver ripples.  This was
his courtship, and it lasted all through the summer.



“It is a ridiculous attachment,” twittered the other Swallows; “she has
no money, and far too many relations”; and indeed the river was quite
full of Reeds.  Then, when the autumn came they all flew away.
After they had gone he felt lonely, and began to tire of his lady-love.
“She has no conversation,” he said, “and I am afraid that she is a
coquette, for she is always flirting with the wind.”  And certainly,
whenever the wind blew, the Reed made the most graceful curtseys.  “I
admit that she is domestic,” he continued, “but I love travelling, and my
wife, consequently, should love travelling also.”
“Will you come away with me?” he said finally to her; but the Reed shook
her head, she was so attached to her home.
“You have been trifling with me,” he cried. “I am off to the Pyramids.
Good-bye!” and he flew away.
All day long he flew, and at night-time he arrived at the city. “Where
shall I put up?” he said; “I hope the town has made preparations.”
Then he saw the statue on the tall column.
“I will put up there,” he cried; “it is a fine position, with plenty of
fresh air.”  So he alighted just between the feet of the Happy Prince.
“I have a golden bedroom,” he said softly to himself as he looked round,
and he prepared to go to sleep; but just as he was putting his head under
his wing a large drop of water fell on him.  “What a curious thing!” he
cried; “there is not a single cloud in the sky, the stars are quite clear
and bright, and yet it is raining. The climate in the north of Europe is
really dreadful. The Reed used to like the rain, but that was merely her
selfishness.”
Then another drop fell.
“What is the use of a statue if it cannot keep the rain off?” he said; “I
must look for a good chimney-pot,” and he determined to fly away.
But before he had opened his wings, a third drop fell, and he looked up,
and saw—Ah! what did he see?
The eyes of the Happy Prince were filled with tears, and tears were
running down his golden cheeks. His face was so beautiful in the
moonlight that the little Swallow was filled with pity.



“Who are you?” he said.
“I am the Happy Prince.”
“Why are you weeping then?” asked the Swallow; “you have quite 
drenched me.”
“When I was alive and had a human heart,” answered the statue, “I did not
know what tears were, for I lived in the Palace of Sans-Souci, where
sorrow is not allowed to enter.  In the daytime I played with my
companions in the garden, and in the evening I led the dance in the Great
Hall.  Round the garden ran a very lofty wall, but I never cared to ask
what lay beyond it, everything about me was so beautiful.  My courtiers
called me the Happy Prince, and happy indeed I was, if pleasure be
happiness.  So I lived, and so I died.  And now that I am dead they have
set me up here so high that I can see all the ugliness and all the misery
of my city, and though my heart is made of lead yet I cannot chose but
weep.”
“What! is he not solid gold?” said the Swallow to himself.  He was too
polite to make any personal remarks out loud.
“Far away,” continued the statue in a low musical voice, “far away in a
little street there is a poor house.  One of the windows is open, and
through it I can see a woman seated at a table.  Her face is thin and
worn, and she has coarse, red hands, all pricked by the needle, for she
is a seamstress.  She is embroidering passion-flowers on a satin gown for
the loveliest of the Queen’s maids-of-honour to wear at the next
Court-ball.  In a bed in the corner of the room her little boy is lying
ill.  He has a fever, and is asking for oranges.  His mother has nothing
to give him but river water, so he is crying.  Swallow, Swallow, little
Swallow, will you not bring her the ruby out of my sword-hilt?  My feet
are fastened to this pedestal and I cannot move.”
“I am waited for in Egypt,” said the Swallow.  “My friends are flying up
and down the Nile, and talking to the large lotus-flowers.  Soon they
will go to sleep in the tomb of the great King.  The King is there
himself in his painted coffin.  He is wrapped in yellow linen, and
embalmed with spices.  Round his neck is a chain of pale green jade, and
his hands are like withered leaves.”
“Swallow, Swallow, little Swallow,” said the Prince, “will you not stay
with me for one night, and be my messenger?  The boy is so thirsty, and
the mother so sad.”



“I don’t think I like boys,” answered the Swallow.  “Last summer, when I
was staying on the river, there were two rude boys, the miller’s sons,
who were always throwing stones at me.  They never hit me, of course; we
swallows fly far too well for that, and besides, I come of a family
famous for its agility; but still, it was a mark of disrespect.”
But the Happy Prince looked so sad that the little Swallow was sorry.
“It is very cold here,” he said; “but I will stay with you for one night,
and be your messenger.”
“Thank you, little Swallow,” said the Prince.
So the Swallow picked out the great ruby from the Prince’s sword, and
flew away with it in his beak over the roofs of the town.
He passed by the cathedral tower, where the white marble angels were
sculptured.  He passed by the palace and heard the sound of dancing.  A
beautiful girl came out on the balcony with her lover.  “How wonderful
the stars are,” he said to her, “and how wonderful is the power of love!”
“I hope my dress will be ready in time for the State-ball,” she answered;
“I have ordered passion-flowers to be embroidered on it; but the
seamstresses are so lazy.”
He passed over the river, and saw the lanterns hanging to the masts of
the ships.  He passed over the Ghetto, and saw the old Jews bargaining
with each other, and weighing out money in copper scales.  At last he
came to the poor house and looked in.  The boy was tossing feverishly on
his bed, and the mother had fallen asleep, she was so tired.  In he
hopped, and laid the great ruby on the table beside the woman’s thimble.
Then he flew gently round the bed, fanning the boy’s forehead with his
wings.  “How cool I feel,” said the boy, “I must be getting better”; and
he sank into a delicious slumber.
Then the Swallow flew back to the Happy Prince, and told him what he had
done.  “It is curious,” he remarked, “but I feel quite warm now, although
it is so cold.”
“That is because you have done a good action,” said the Prince.  And the
little Swallow began to think, and then he fell asleep.  Thinking always
made him sleepy.



When day broke he flew down to the river and had a bath.  “What a
remarkable phenomenon,” said the Professor of Ornithology as he was
passing over the bridge.  “A swallow in winter!”  And he wrote a long
letter about it to the local newspaper.  Every one quoted it, it was full
of so many words that they could not understand.
“To-night I go to Egypt,” said the Swallow, and he was in high spirits at
the prospect.  He visited all the public monuments, and sat a long time
on top of the church steeple.  Wherever he went the Sparrows chirruped,
and said to each other, “What a distinguished stranger!” so he enjoyed
himself very much.
When the moon rose he flew back to the Happy Prince.  “Have you any
commissions for Egypt?” he cried; “I am just starting.”
“Swallow, Swallow, little Swallow,” said the Prince, “will you not stay
with me one night longer?”
“I am waited for in Egypt,” answered the Swallow.  “To-morrow my friends
will fly up to the Second Cataract.  The river-horse couches there among
the bulrushes, and on a great granite throne sits the God Memnon.  All
night long he watches the stars, and when the morning star shines he
utters one cry of joy, and then he is silent.  At noon the yellow lions
come down to the water’s edge to drink.  They have eyes like green
beryls, and their roar is louder than the roar of the cataract.”
“Swallow, Swallow, little Swallow,” said the Prince, “far away across the
city I see a young man in a garret.  He is leaning over a desk covered
with papers, and in a tumbler by his side there is a bunch of withered
violets.  His hair is brown and crisp, and his lips are red as a
pomegranate, and he has large and dreamy eyes.  He is trying to finish a
play for the Director of the Theatre, but he is too cold to write any
more.  There is no fire in the grate, and hunger has made him faint.”
“I will wait with you one night longer,” said the Swallow, who really had
a good heart.  “Shall I take him another ruby?”
“Alas!  I have no ruby now,” said the Prince; “my eyes are all that I
have left.  They are made of rare sapphires, which were brought out of
India a thousand years ago.  Pluck out one of them and take it to him.
He will sell it to the jeweller, and buy food and firewood, and finish
his play.”
“Dear Prince,” said the Swallow, “I cannot do that”; and he began to
weep.



“Swallow, Swallow, little Swallow,” said the Prince, “do as I command
you.”
So the Swallow plucked out the Prince’s eye, and flew away to the
student’s garret.  It was easy enough to get in, as there was a hole in
the roof.  Through this he darted, and came into the room.  The young man
had his head buried in his hands, so he did not hear the flutter of the
bird’s wings, and when he looked up he found the beautiful sapphire lying
on the withered violets.
“I am beginning to be appreciated,” he cried; “this is from some great
admirer.  Now I can finish my play,” and he looked quite happy.
The next day the Swallow flew down to the harbour.  He sat on the mast of
a large vessel and watched the sailors hauling big chests out of the hold
with ropes.  “Heave a-hoy!” they shouted as each chest came up.  “I am
going to Egypt”! cried the Swallow, but nobody minded, and when the moon
rose he flew back to the Happy Prince.
“I am come to bid you good-bye,” he cried.
“Swallow, Swallow, little Swallow,” said the Prince, “will you not stay
with me one night longer?”



“It is winter,” answered the Swallow, “and the chill snow will soon be
here.  In Egypt the sun is warm on the green palm-trees, and the
crocodiles lie in the mud and look lazily about them.  My companions are
building a nest in the Temple of Baalbec, and the pink and white doves
are watching them, and cooing to each other.  Dear Prince, I must leave
you, but I will never forget you, and next spring I will bring you back
two beautiful jewels in place of those you have given away.  The ruby
shall be redder than a red rose, and the sapphire shall be as blue as the
great sea.”
“In the square below,” said the Happy Prince, “there stands a little
match-girl.  She has let her matches fall in the gutter, and they are all
spoiled.  Her father will beat her if she does not bring home some money,
and she is crying.  She has no shoes or stockings, and her little head is
bare.  Pluck out my other eye, and give it to her, and her father will
not beat her.”
“I will stay with you one night longer,” said the Swallow, “but I cannot
pluck out your eye.  You would be quite blind then.”
“Swallow, Swallow, little Swallow,” said the Prince, “do as I command
you.”
So he plucked out the Prince’s other eye, and darted down with it.  He
swooped past the match-girl, and slipped the jewel into the palm of her
hand.  “What a lovely bit of glass,” cried the little girl; and she ran
home, laughing.



Then the Swallow came back to the Prince.  “You are blind now,” he said,
“so I will stay with you always.”
“No, little Swallow,” said the poor Prince, “you must go away to Egypt.”
“I will stay with you always,” said the Swallow, and he slept at the
Prince’s feet.

All the next day he sat on the Prince’s shoulder, and told him stories of
what he had seen in strange lands.  He told him of the red ibises, who
stand in long rows on the banks of the Nile, and catch gold-fish in their
beaks; of the Sphinx, who is as old as the world itself, and lives in the
desert, and knows everything; of the merchants, who walk slowly by the
side of their camels, and carry amber beads in their hands; of the King
of the Mountains of the Moon, who is as black as ebony, and worships a
large crystal; of the great green snake that sleeps in a palm-tree, and
has twenty priests to feed it with honey-cakes; and of the pygmies who
sail over a big lake on large flat leaves, and are always at war with the
butterflies.
“Dear little Swallow,” said the Prince, “you tell me of marvellous
things, but more marvellous than anything is the suffering of men and of
women.  There is no Mystery so great as Misery.  Fly over my city, little
Swallow, and tell me what you see there.”
So the Swallow flew over the great city, and saw the rich making merry in
their beautiful houses, while the beggars were sitting at the gates.  He
flew into dark lanes, and saw the white faces of starving children
looking out listlessly at the black streets.  Under the archway of a
bridge two little boys were lying in one another’s arms to try and keep
themselves warm.  “How hungry we are!” they said. “You must not lie
here,” shouted the Watchman, and they wandered out into the rain.
Then he flew back and told the Prince what he had seen.
“I am covered with fine gold,” said the Prince, “you must take it off,
leaf by leaf, and give it to my poor; the living always think that gold
can make them happy.”



Leaf after leaf of the fine gold the Swallow picked off, till the Happy
Prince looked quite dull and grey.  Leaf after leaf of the fine gold he
brought to the poor, and the children’s faces grew rosier, and they
laughed and played games in the street.  “We have bread now!” they cried.
Then the snow came, and after the snow came the frost.  The streets
looked as if they were made of silver, they were so bright and
glistening; long icicles like crystal daggers hung down from the eaves of
the houses, everybody went about in furs, and the little boys wore
scarlet caps and skated on the ice.
The poor little Swallow grew colder and colder, but he would not leave
the Prince, he loved him too well.  He picked up crumbs outside the
baker’s door when the baker was not looking and tried to keep himself
warm by flapping his wings.
But at last he knew that he was going to die.  He had just strength to
fly up to the Prince’s shoulder once more.  “Good-bye, dear Prince!” he
murmured, “will you let me kiss your hand?”
“I am glad that you are going to Egypt at last, little Swallow,” said the
Prince, “you have stayed too long here; but you must kiss me on the lips,
for I love you.”
“It is not to Egypt that I am going,” said the Swallow.  “I am going to
the House of Death.  Death is the brother of Sleep, is he not?”
And he kissed the Happy Prince on the lips, and fell down dead at his
feet.
At that moment a curious crack sounded inside the statue, as if something
had broken.  The fact is that the leaden heart had snapped right in two.
It certainly was a dreadfully hard frost.
Early the next morning the Mayor was walking in the square below in
company with the Town Councillors.  As they passed the column he looked
up at the statue: “Dear me! how shabby the Happy Prince looks!” he said.
“How shabby indeed!” cried the Town Councillors, who always agreed with
the Mayor; and they went up to look at it.
“The ruby has fallen out of his sword, his eyes are gone, and he is
golden no longer,” said the Mayor in fact, “he is little better than a
beggar!”



“Little better than a beggar,” said the Town Councillors.
“And here is actually a dead bird at his feet!” continued the Mayor.  “We
must really issue a proclamation that birds are not to be allowed to die
here.”  And the Town Clerk made a note of the suggestion.
So they pulled down the statue of the Happy Prince.  “As he is no longer
beautiful he is no longer useful,” said the Art Professor at the
University.
Then they melted the statue in a furnace, and the Mayor held a meeting of
the Corporation to decide what was to be done with the metal.  “We must
have another statue, of course,” he said, “and it shall be a statue of
myself.”
“Of myself,” said each of the Town Councillors, and they quarrelled.
When I last heard of them they were quarrelling still.
“What a strange thing!” said the overseer of the workmen at the foundry.
“This broken lead heart will not melt in the furnace.  We must throw it
away.”  So they threw it on a dust-heap where the dead Swallow was also
lying.

“Bring me the two most precious things in the city,” said God to one of
His Angels; and the Angel brought Him the leaden heart and the dead bird.
“You have rightly chosen,” said God, “for in my garden of Paradise this
little bird shall sing for evermore, and in my city of gold the Happy
Prince shall praise me.”
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